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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this report is to provide a common

framework within vhich Ohio's public institutions of higher education
can perform their existing planning, programming, and budgeting
functions. The purposes, organization, and outputs of higher
education are discussed in the first 1 sections. Purposes include:
instructiona'A oh-!ectives, research, public service, auxiliary
services to students, and student financial assistance. Organization
for utili7ation of resources may involve 1 levels of management:
operations, program, and enterpOse management. The outputs can he
determined in ways appropriate to tho Particular category of effort
undertaken and services provided. The next 2 sections discuss: (1)

planning the objectives of higher education which requites followino
a set number of procedures; and (2) programmin'; the output of higher
education, including inPtructional programming, programming for the
Associate Degree, the BA degree, graduate professional instruction,
graduate instruction, research, public service, auxiliary services,
and student aid. The last 4 sections deal with: (1) budgeting the
inputs for current operations; (2) planning capital improvements; (1)

programming capital improvements; and (4) implementing the rptem.
(AE)
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PREFACE

The intent of this book is to provide a common framework

within which it is hoped that Ohio's various publicly spon-

sored institutions of higher education can and will perform

their existing planning, programming, and budgeting proce-

dures. There is no desire on the part of the Ohio Board of

Regents to fix any public institution into a standard mold.

Rather, this book recognizes that all institutions do have

their own planning, programming, and budgeting processes.

If these processes can be guided by certain common under-

standings, then their products can be better, comprehended

by others, including the Board of Regents.

There is nothing new in the concept of planning as a

management procedure, or in the concept of programming, or

in the concept of budgeting. What is relatively new in the

past decade has been the effort within the context of various

types of organized enterprise to combine planning, programming,

and budgeting into a system, into a coherent pattern of inter-

relationships. This effort is one which holds the premise of

improved management within an enterprise, a promise of more

clearly relating means to ends and a promise of providing

better choice among alternative lines of action.

In essence, planningprogramming-badgeting is an ordered

procedure for setting forth -bjectives, activities, atd
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expenditure requirements. Objectives of 5n enterprise should

be carefully formulated and should be capable of realization

in terms both of purpose and available resources. When avail-

able resources are limited, as they always are, then more

limited objectives may also be appropriate. Planning-program-

ming-budgeting is not concerned with simply describing the

ideal but rather with accomplishing the feasible.

Moreover, planning-programming-budgeting is important

to managers as a means of projecting long-tern goals and com-

mitments. Usually, programming and budgeting are undertaken

1.-.T periods of time with an incremental impact upon planned ob-

jectives. Ii this incremental impact is to be more than hap-

hazard or fragmentary, then programming and budgeting must re

seen and used as means 1:oward long-term goals. The costs of

current activities must be continued in future years unless

these activities are to be curtailed, modified, or abandoned

in favor of priority for other activities.

Planning- programming - budgeting presupposes that manage-

ment in an enterprise will endeavor to maximize rationality in

the utilization of resources. Here we mean by rationality a

shared understanding within the enterprise of purposeful en-

deavor. Management is a process of utilizing available

resources effectively in the realization of desired goals.

This process necessarily emphasizes:

1. The establishment of carefully and specifically

defined objectives through planning.
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2. The analysis of programs or activities in terms of

their contribution to accomplishment of the established oo-

jectives.

3. The translation of programa into expenditure require-

ments, and the evaluation of program alternatives in terms of

available resources and cost effectiveness.

Necessarily, planning-programming-budgeting must take

place within the context of purpose. For this reason, con-

siderable attention -wet be given herein to the problems of

purpose within an enterprise of higher education. It is no

simple matter to define purpose for an institution of higher

education. The general tendency is for colleges and universi-

ties to express purpose in quite general ways, partly because

purpose means different things to different persons engaged in

the academic enterprise; partly because purpose is apt to be

somewhat indefinite or uncertain when concerned with learning

as individual development.

Necessarily, planning-programming-budgeting must take

place within the context of organization. The technology of

the higher education enterprise, like the technology of other

enterprises, is one of speciali,Ifion of labor. The alterna-

tive to organized endeavor of m.;ly orsons working together

for a common purpose is the individual person working separate-

ly to accomplish some purpose. Civilization and society in-

volve division of labor and hence a structure of organization.

DiViaion of labor has proven in most instances more productive
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and more effective than individual labor. The state of

knowledge today in society is in large part the product of

specialization in the transmission and advancement of knowl-

edge.

Necessarily, planning-programming-bulgeting must take

place within the context of output. The purpose and the

organization of higher education (and within organization,

the process of higher education) obtain concrete meaning only

in terms of units of production. To many persons the language

of production is alien to th.1 purpose of higher education,

which they see as a work of art rather than a designed arti-

fact, and yet works of art assume concrete form as a poem,

a 'Irma, a novel, an exposition, a painting, a. building, a

piece of music, a piece of statuary. The concept output

can surely be applied to higher education without imposing

some intolerable burden upon the learning process.

The sections which follow have been prepared in an effort

to set forth certain common factors or aspects of planning-

programming-budgeting for Ohio's p'lio institutions of higher

education. It must be emphasith Ayain that the is no de-

sire on the part of the Ohio Board (If. ,:'gents to prescribe

a standard pattern of purpose, organization, and output upon

any individual institution. There is no desire to prescrihl

a standard management process of planning, programming, and

budgeting. There will undoubtedly be variations in pattern

and management process among individual institutions.



The Ohio Board of Regents is concerned only that pat-

terns of purpose, organization, and output be consciously

determined and clearly delineated. The Ohio Board of Regents

is concerned only that plannincl programming, and budgeting

be integral parts of the management process in every public

institution of higher education. The end result should be

advantageous to the performance of higher education as a

highly productive social enterprise, and hence advantageous

to public confidence in higher education as a conuumer of

public resources.

My staff associates have assisted me in readinv this

manuscript and in providing the data upon which many illus-

trations are based. At the same time, my associates have

suggested that my name should appear on this publication

because it reflects in so many wtys my study and experience

in higher education now extending over 35 years s'nce I first

served as a teaching assistant after having received the

master's degree an while pursuing my doctoral Rtudies.

JOHN D. MILLETT
Chancellor

Columbus, Ohio
May 1, 1970
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THE PURPOSE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Higher education is a social institution. In a plural-

istic society, higher education takes its place alongside

such other institutions as the family, privately sponsored

business enterprise, the polity, the church, elementary and

secondary education, the military, the governmental bureau-

cracy, the professions, and the voluntary associations. Higher

education does not have as its purpose the replacement of any

of these other social institutions. by its nature, however,

higher education is supportive of and contributory to these

other institutions. In turn, higher education may look in

various ways to these institutions for support of its own en-

deavors.

Moreover, the higher learning which is the particular

province of higher education is a social process. It is fully

recognized that only an individual learns. No person learns

for another person. Learning is as individualized as being

itself. But the individual learns in relation to experience,

and experience is almost always a social process. The indi-

vidual learns by imitation of other persons; the individual

learns from his relationship to and interaction with other

persons; the individual learns from his environment, which is

usually influenced if not determined by other persons; the in-

dividual learns from what other persons have learned; the indi-

vidual learns in terms of language provided by other persons.
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In all its wonderful detail and infinite variety, in ell its

time sequence from birth to death the individual learns in a

social setting.

Yet even when higher education is generally understood

as a social institution and a social process, the purpose of

higher education in American culture remains elusive. Perhaps

a more accurate way to express the problem is to say that higher

educati..n as an institution professes various purposes. The

individual faculty members who constitute the professional

practitioners of higher education express the purpose of their

endeavors with different concepts and seek the accomplishment

of their avowed purpose in different ways. The individual

higher educational enterprise, the particular collectivity

usually known as a college or university, seldom formulates

its sent of purpose in other than quite general statements

suLject to varied interpretation and varied performance.

The individual students who constitute the active partic-

ipants in the formal process by which the higher learning is

transmitted express their purpose also with different concepts.

Moreover, in the decade of the 1960's in the United States,

students began particularly to insist that their sense of pur-

pose should be given more and more attention within a higher

education enterprise. Yet this insistence as a general prop-

osition was almost impossible to apply in particular circum-

stances since students, like faculty members, have had varied

ideas of purpose.
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In such a social setting, it is little wonder that higher

education as a social institution has had 1:o set considerable

store upon values of diversity, variety, tolerance, mutual

accommodation, and academic freedom. A commitment to these

values of diversity, variety, and academic freedom is essential

in order for higher education as a social institution to func-

tion as it has developed in the past one hundred years. Other-

wise, we may find that colleges and universities will be mole

closely integrated as sub-units of other social institutions,

such as business, processional groups (law, medicine, dentistry,

etc.), the public schools, and governmental agencies.

The financial support of the institution of higher educa-

tion is different from that of other social institutions.

Privately sponsored business enterprise obtains its resources

primarily by the sale of products and services. The polity

obtains its resources primarily by taxation. The church obtains

its resources primarily from the contributions of its members.

The professions obtain the:.r resources primarily from the sale

of services to their clientele. The voluntary associations

obtain their resources primarily from the collection of member-

ship dues, supplemented to some degree by contributions. Higher

education as an institution may obtain its resources in part

f7.-.Dm the sale of services, but the resources must be supple-

mented from taxation and from contributions. When the primary

clientele group tends to be concentrated in the age group 18
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through 26 years of age, this clientele is seldom expected to

meet the entire expense of its instructional service. Society

as a general beneficiary of the higher educational endeavor

is asked to assist in making resources available to higher

education by means of taxation and contributions (philanthropy).

If society is to be asked to assist in providing resources

to higher education, then higher education in turn must avow

a social purpose as the basis for the request. If the higher

learning is to be math; available to individual students not

upon the basis of ability to pay but upon the basis of the

meritocratic standard of individual ability, then higher edu-

cation must obtain resources from society as a whole rather

than from individuals. There is a social benefit in maintain-

ing an open society which recruits, makes use of, and rewards

the talent of individuals regardless of their social background.

Instruction

The instructional purpose of higher education is usually

formulated in both individual and social terms. The teacher-

scholar in higher education seeks to transmit knowledge to

students, to conserve knowledge, and to advance knowledge.

The student seeks to learn, including the learning of how to

learn. Both teacher-scholar and student seek to augment or ad-

vance their knowledge stock to the fullest extent of their

learning capability.
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For the individual, whether teacher-scholar or student,

learning is an end in itself, a purpose which is its own

justification, its own reason for endeavor. The individual

places a value upon knowledge as opposed to ignorance, upon

reason as opposed to superstition, upon rationality as opposed

to emotion, upon defined purpose as opposed to authoritarian

power.

For society, both knowledge and the educated individual

are a social utility. Ours is an age of knowledge, an age

when the advances in knowledge have brought extensive benefits

in health, in useful products, in communication, and in national

security. The application of knowledge has had its disadvan-

tages, too: the threat of possible annihilation, pollution of

environment, large-scale consumption of raw materials, the per-

sistence of poverty for some people. Yet there seems to be no

effort to solve these problems which does not entail further

knowledge rather than less. Moreover, in considerable part,

society has provided substantial monetary remuneration to edu-

cated talent. Knowledge is an inert property; it must be used

by people, and mostly it can be used only by educated people.

In social terms, the purpose of higher education is to

meet the demand for educated persons required for professional

practice, and now required also for practice as professional

associates. The United States throughout its history has been

fortunate in that the demand of the economy for educated per-

sons has almost always outrun the available supply. Moreover,



professional mobility seems to have been fairly common 411 the

- past, wiLh persons educated in one field q,alifying by ability

anxperience for employment in another professional field.

Such mobilit bas been especially evident among persons educated

in law and in engineering, but has bee% demoastrated elsewhere.

Anyone familiar with edacation41 systems in other countries

is well aware that it is possible educate more professional

persons than the economy can usefully employ. This phenomenon

has been ob3erved in a number of lees developed countries.

This circumstance has not existed in the history of the Unito.d

States up to 1970. This fact does not mean, however, that such

a complic.tion might not occur sometime in the futurE.

Because the economy of the United States has developed

continuously and with considerable momentum d!ring the Twentieth

Century in particular, the demand for professionally educated

persons has continuously risen. If development of the economy

were to slow down in the remaining thirty years of this cen-

tury, than the demand by the economy for educated persons might

very well experience some slowdown as well. Or another possi-

bility would be that highly educated talent would be emplcyed

in positions requiring considerably less education than the in-

dividual brought to his job.

In any event, the instructional purpose of higher educa-

tion cannot be divorced from its social contrib,ition, especially

if society is to be asked to provide increased financial and

other support for higher education. The case for social support.
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of higher education rests upon the social purpose of that edu-

cation. Elementary and then secondary 9ducation became uni-

versal in the United States primarily upon the basis of the

argument that a democratic society and polity required a

literate citizenry. The case for higher Aucation necessarily

rests upon a different kind of assumption, and that assumption

is the contribution of educated talent to the physical material,

and other well-being of the American people.

Research

In addition to pr-7vi(ftinr- educated talent to the American

economy, higher education haF.: also contribute/., an expanding

knowledge to American society. The advancement of knowledge in

the physical sciences, in the biological sciences, and in engi-

neering and mejaciLe have been spectacular in the past thirty

years. The application of knowledge has given us new drugs

and new surgical techniques to overcome disease. The application

of knowledge to agriculture has given us the highest rate of

agricultural productivity in the world and the smallest propor-

tion of the labor force engaged in the production of food and

fibers to be found any place in the world. The application of

knowledge to production has given us new forms of raw materials

(such as plastics), new means of communication (such as televi-

sion and the radio-telephone), new products (such as dishwashers),

new means of transportation (such as the jet aircraft), new means

of data processing (such as the computer), new means of production

at 1441, V-
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control (such as automation), new forms of energy (such as

atomic fission and fusion), new weapons (such as missiles and

the atomic bomb).

When one turns to advancement of knowledge in the humani-

ties and the social sciences, the record is less spectacular.

Yet the opinion survey as a marketing technique and for general

informational purposes is an application of knowledge obtained

1:i:om social psychology and statistics. Economic analysis is

an application of Knowledge obtained from economics, and espe-

cially econometrics, Advertising is the application of knowl-

edge obtained from social psychology and art. And many other

fields of social activity, from law enforcement and judicial

judgment to social work and education draw upon an advancing

knowledge in the social sciences and humanities.

Because of the importance of knowledge in terms of appli-

cation to social needs or desires, and because research is

the primary technique for the advancement of knowledge, re-

search has become a major purpose of American higher education

in recent years. How this purpose can and should be integrated

with the instructional purpose of colleges and universities has

created much concern in the past ten 1,--ears. It has been fre-

quently asserted that the best abilities in the academic en-

terprise have been devoted since World War II to research rather

than to instruction, especially undergraduate instruction. In

part this situation, if it has existed, has arisen because of

the urgency of research activity in the past thirty years,
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because of the extensive financing of research by the federal

government, and because many academic minds found research to

he personally more challenging and more rewarding than instruc-

tion.

Public Service

Still another basic purpose of higher education has been

that of public service. Although th,?. phrase "public service"

has been much used in discussions of higher education, there

has been very little effort made to define the scope of this

endeavoL with any care or precision. The two best known public

service activities have been vhose of the agricultural exten-

sion service and the univernity medical center. The two are

quite different in nature, and yet they well illustrate the

ways in which public service becomes germane to higher educa-

tion.

Agricur-ural extension service was encouraged by the

federal government through passage of the Smith-Lever Act of

1914 providing grants to states for extension activities in

agriculture and home economics. From this beginning developed

a cooperative endeavor involving federal-state-county collabo-

ration and joining colleges of agriculture with agricultural

experiment staticns in a common effort. The agricultural

extension service was intended primarily to bring the bc.st

available knowledge about agricultural practices to the family
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farm. Because of the home economics involvement, this effort

wao broadened to include assistance to the farm household in

home management and child rearing.

Essentially, agricultural extension is an organized en-

deavor at continuing education, at providing instruction in

new knowledge and new skills to the adult farmer engaged in

agricultural production. This instruction may be provided

through various short courses, through demonstrations, through

pamphlets and other reading material, and through actual visi-

tation to individual farms. Often the problems which farms

encounter in soil condition, in pests, and in animal and plant

disease lead to projects in agricultural research or agricul-

tural development. In turn, agricultural education is influ-

enced by "feed-back" from farm operations and by the advancing

knowledge of agricultural research. Recently, moreover, agri-

cultural education, research, and service have expanded the

scope of their interest to include food processing and distri-

bution and business enterprises involving trees, shrubs, and

flowers.

In the case of university medical centers, it has been

very difficult to draw any careful distinction between instruc-

tion in medicine, medical research, hospital service, and

continuing education in medicine. Instruction in medicine

as now conducted in the United States requires students to

observe and even to participate in the actual treatment of

patients. This arrangement demands the presence of patients,
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both clinical patients and hospital patients. In addition,

the doctor obtaining the degree of doctor of medicine is re-

quired to spend cne year in internship and from two to five

years in residency before he or she begins the individual

practice of medicine. This internship and residency are largely

spent in the treatment of patients, under varying degrees of

supervision by a senior practicing physician or surgeon. A

university medical center -- a college of medicine and hospital

combined -- engages in medical research, largely with animals

but at some point involving actual experimentation under care-

fully controlled conditions with human patients. From such

research and experimentation is derived the new medical knowl-

edge wh.ch must then be communicated generally to practicing

doctors for application in the treatment of patients.

In this closely inter-related process of medical instruc-

tion, patient treatment and care, research, and continuing

education, the medical center incurs substantial costs of

operation. Administrators of a medical center are concerned

about the total resources required to operate the center.

They see little reason to segregate expenses by major purpose:

instruction, research, patient treatment, and continuing edu-

cation. These last two activities would ordinarily be classi-

fied as public service.

The reason for endeavoring to draw sharp distinctions

between purposes undertaken by a medical canter results from

differences in financing the work of such a center. Medical
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instruction in a public university or college of medicine is

financed by student fees and public appropriation for instruc-

tion. Medical research is largely financed by federal govern-

ment grants and foundation grants, with some supplement from

state appropriation. Patient treatment and care is financed

by charges to patients (including insurance payments and wel-

fare payments), supplemented by state appropriation and phil-

anthropic contributions. Continuing medical education is

largely financed by charges to medical practitioners. Only if

the purposes are clearly delineated and the expenditures for

each purpose clearly segregated will it be possible to determine

the adequacy of the financing available for these inter -- related

endeavors.

The medical center is not the only activity of a uni-

versity involving direct service to a clientele group. A

college of dentistry will entail operation of a dental clinic

providing patient care. A speech and hearing therapy program

may also provide patient care. A program in clinical psychology

will involve patient counseling. Teacher education may require

operation of a school with students enrolled in classes. A

program in speech may involve operation of a radio and tele-

vision broadcasting facility. A program in art, music, and

drama may involve operation of an art gallery, of a recital

hall, and a theater. A program in avaiation engineering and

in flight training will require operation of airplanes. An

engineering course may require a testing laboratory to deter-

mine strength of materials and other properties of materials
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with engineering applications. All of these instructional

activities and others as well frequently result in service

of benefit to particular individuals. In turn, a college or

university must decide whether or not to charge for such public

service.

More recently, because of the concern for the relation-

ship between research and economic development, a new form of

public service has arisen which for lack of a better term we

may label "technical service." This service, oriented toward

business and industry rather than toward agriculture or the

professions, has sought to encourage two-way communication in

the physical sciences, mathematics, computer sciences, and en-

gineering. On the one hand, some more formalized means has

been sought for presenting research problems of business and

industry to university staffs. On the other hand, some more

formalized means has also been sought to channel research

results to business and industry. Informal and professional

contacts between universities and business and industry have

long existed. The question has been whether or not more for-

malized relationships would be mutually advantageous. Such

an experiment in relationship has been supported by the federal

government under the State Technical Services Act of 1965.

The whole subject of consulting services by higher edu-

1

cation has been a troublesome one. What consulting services

is it appropriate and desirable for a college or university to

render in the name of the enterprise or a subordinate unit of
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the enterprise? For example, it has been customary for many

colleges of education of a state university to set up a bur-

eau or center of educational field services and to render con-

sulting service on state or school district problems as re-

quested, usually with an appropriate charge for the service

rendered. In some states a state university has set up a

bureau or center of public administration to render consulting

service to governmental bodies when requested to do so. On

the other hand, privately initiated and managed consulting

firms are apt to be critical of university consulting ser-

vices as constituting a kind of unfair (non-tax-paying and

subsidized) competition.

Individual faculty members may be in demand for consult-

ing services to governmental agencies, professional practi-

tioners, professional associations, and business and industry.

It is customary to recognize that such consulting service is

an appropriate form of public service for faculty members to

render but that such consulting service is better arranged on

an individual basis rather than upon the basis of a university

commitment. Where this decision has been made, it is also

customary for a university to establish some work-week re-

quirement for faculty personnel when under contract for full-

time professional service to the university. For example, it

may be university policy that a full-time facr,lty member shall

be physically present on the university campus 4 days a week

for not less than 8 hours a day. Any time spent in consulting
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activity over and beyond these professional obligations to

the university then becomes a personal and individual mat-

ter.

Social Activity of the University

Instruction, research, and public service have ordinarily

and traditionally been accepted as the basic purposes of a

university. Such instruction, research, and public service

are undertaken as a social contribution by higher education.

Together, these three types of effort constitute the educa-

tional mission of an individual higher educational enterprise.

In recent years the question has been raised by some

groups whether or not a university has social obligations be-

yond the three kinds of activity just enumerated. Should the

purpose of higher education be broadened or extended beyond

instruction, research, and public service?

It is argued by some groups of persons that instruction

should be more closely integrated with social needs: that

some students, for example, should be educated particularly

to work in a ghetto environment. This kind of sharper focus

in an instructional program may or may not be a desirable

modification of instructional purpose by a university.

Beyond the question of instructional focus, however,

is the matter of the role of higher education in promoting

desirable change in the behavior of other social institutions.
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Let us assume that change in the behavior of social institu-

tions is desirable; even then the degree and the direction of

desirable change obviously will be concerns upon which reason-

able men may disagree. Let us assume that the economy and the

individual enterprises in the economy ought to give greater

attention to and evidence more action in elimination of pollu-

tion in the environment. Let us assume that families should

give greater attention to and evidence more action in the

planning of family sizes Let us assume that voluntary associ-

ations should give greater attention to and evidence more action

in opening membership to Black Americans, Indians, and Spanish

Americans. Let us assume that the polity should give greater

attention to and evidence more action in elimination of pov-

erty. If we assume that these and other changes may be desir-

able, there still remains the question about the role of higher

education in helping to accomplish these changes.

The traditional answer, as pointed out already, is to say

that higher education responds to social needs through in-

struction, research, and public service. Higher education

does not respond by substituting its judgment (however de-

termined) for the regular procec,s of family action, economic

action, political action, church action, voluntary association

action, etc. Nor can higher education become an instrument

of monolithic power ir: a pluralistic society whereby all family,

economy, polity, church, and voluntary association power is

eliminated and only higher education power will henceforth be
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exercised in all these realms of social action.

The fact that serious and far-reaching questions have

been raised about the purposes of higher education indicates

one of two circumstances: (1) the purposes of higher educa-

tion are not well understood by many persons in American

society, such misunderstanding arising probably from a fail-

ure on the part of higher education itself to make that pur-

pose clear; or (2) the traditional and current concept of

purpose for higher education is not acceptable to some groups

in American society.

Auxiliary Services

Over a period of time, many colleges and universities

in the United States have found it necessary to assume an

auxiliary purpose: to provide students with a home away from

home. In Nineteenth Century America, the nation was predom-

inantly rural and sparsely settled in population. Large

cities were relatively few in number. The colleges and uni-

versities founded in that century were often located in small

towns, and students lived either with families in the community

or in dormitories of the college.

In the Twentieth Century, three important changes took

place. First, as the United States became predominantly an

urban rather than a rural society, some collegce: and universi-

ties were started in large cities, and those which had earlier
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been located in cities began to expand. Secondly, as the

affluence of American families advanced, more students went

away from home at age 18 to enroll in college. Thirdly,

colleges and universities in the 1930's and 1940's were ex-

pected to provide more and more services to the students,

whether residential students or commuting students.

In consequence, higher education has become heavily in-

volved in providing auxiliary services to students: resi-

dence hall program, a health program, a recreational program,

a social program, a cultural program (drama, music, lectures),

a student publications program, a special counseling program,

and a placement program. Colleges and universities were

required to provide both facilities and current operating sup-

port for these services. To this array of auxiliary services

must be added intercollegiate athletics, which provides spec-

tator sports for many students and participation in athletic

competition for student-athletes of special skill.

Interestingly esough, the various auxiliary services to

students came under serious discussion during the decade of

the 1960's on some college and university campuses. Partly

this discussion raised issues of expense to students in pro-

viding the facilities and operating income for these services.

Partly this discussion raised issues of the need for these

various services, and whether or not students should determine

their own individual need and interest in these services and

should pay for them on a user charge rather than a taxation
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basis. Partly this discussion raised issues of the relation-

ship of a college or university to students: should this re-

lationship involve only a narrowly interpreted educational

interest in students or should this relationship involve a

broader interest in the social environment of the student

which might affect student academic performance.

It would be accurate to say that the auxiliary purpose

of higher education is ;finder extensive review on many cam-

puses today and that the entire subject is one it, which new

directions may be emerging.

Student Aid

In terms of access, the traditional purpose of American

higher education has been stated in such terms as these: to

provide educational opportunity to high school graduates in

order that these persons may carry forward their formal edu-

cational effort to tLe fullest extent consistent with their

interest and ability. Such a definition of purpose conceals

as much as it reveals.

Access to higher education is generally limited to high

school graduates. Normally, the high school drop-out will not

be admitted, although older persons with military or other ex-

perience may be given an opportunity to enroll upon a finding

of the equivalency of a high school education. At the tame

time, it is reccvinizsd that many high school graduates will
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not be motivated to enroll in higher education or will not

have the mental ability required to complete successfully an

associate degree program or a baccalaureate program.

We know that at 18 years of age, for the United States

e.7 a whole, about 80 percent of the age group graduate from

high school. Of all high school graduates, about 55 percent

enroll in a college or university. This means that about 44

percent of all 18 year olds as of 1969-70 seek the opportunity

of higher education.

We also know that of those who do enter college in the

United States about 72 percent of a7: men and over 80 percent

of all women have graduated in the upper half of their high

school class in termn of high school grades. It seems prob-

able that the performance standards expected in higher edu-

cation are such that about one-half of all 18 year olds might

enter and complete a two-year program, and that about one-half

of the one-half (25 percent of all 22 year olds) might complete

a baccalaureate if motivated to C.') so.

Regardless of the academic standards which may determine

access to higher education and retention in higher education,

there is another possible barrier to higher education: the

ability to meet the expense of higher education. Access to

higher education is not free of cost to the individual student

or 1.0s family. Aany economists point out that the first item

of cost for the college student is income foregone while en-

rolling as a student. This cost, of course, presupposes that
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there is a job available in the American economy for every

high school graduate -- an assumption thich would be true

only in a much less sophisticated technology than the one

the United States now enjoys.

Apart from income foregone, there are direct expenses

for every student to meet when he enrolls in college: (1) in-

structional charges, (2) room and board charges, (3) book and

supply costs, (4) transportation costs, (5) clothing and per-

sonal expenses, and (6) recreational and incidental expenses.

These costs vary a great deal under different circumstances.

Instructional charges are generally less at publicly

sponsored colleges and universities than at privately spon-

sored colleges and universities. The difference may be in

the order of magnitude of $650 compared with $2,000.

If a student resides away from home, his room and board

charges may be as much as $1,0u0 or more for a nine months

period. If a student resides at home, his room and board

charges may be absorbed by the family or be much less than

those for residence at college. Probably no single item of

direct college expense varies more than the difference i)etween

enrollment on a commuter basis and enrollment on a residential

basis. This means in effect that the availability of colleges

and universities on a commuting basis may he the most impor-

tant single form of student financial assistance provided to

students.

The commuting student, to be sure, may have daily or
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frequent transportation charges. If the student is compelled

to commute by private automobile, this cost can be fairly

sizeable. On the other hand, the student who enrolls on a

residential basis will have transportation expenses, also,

depending upon the number of times he moves back and forth

between campus and home during an academic year. The fre-

quency of such movement at a minimum would be three times,

and is more likely to be about six times or more a year.

Other expenses vary according to the personal prefer-

ences and the resources of individual students. Many colleges

and universities develop a model student expense budget for

the students enrolling at a particular campus.

We know that the major source of financing the direct ex-

penditures of students enrolling in higher education is family

financial assistance. Some 45 percent of all undergraduate

men students and about 60 percent of all undergraduate women

students depend entirely or almost entirely upon their families

for financial support while in college. Over one-third of all

undergraduate men students and about 20 percent of all under-

graduate women rely primarily upon personal savings and upon

employment to meet the expenses of college education. Another

30 percent of undergraduate men and women students depend pri-

marily upon loans or scholarship or grant funds as the major

source of income with which to meet higher education expenses.

It is clear that student financial aid in the form of em-

ployment, scholarship grants, instructional grants, and loans
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is a major factor in eliminating the economic barriers to

higher education for the motivated and competent student.

The geographical location of institutions and the size of

the instructional charge to students are other factors in

reducing economic barriers.

Summary

The purposes of higher education in general and of in-

dividual colleges and universities in particular must be

determined within the context of the following considerations:

1. Instructional objectives

a. Individual development of the student

b. Manpower requirements of the labor force for

educated talent

2. Research

a. To advance knowledge

b. To assist in the solution of pressing social

and governmental problems

3. Public service

a. Adult general education in cultural and public

affairs

D. Continuing professional education

c. Services to public incidental to instructional

programs

d. Technical services to link research work of higher
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education with development work of government

and business

e. Consulting services

4. Nuxiliary services to students

a. Residence service

b. Health service

C. Counseling and placement service

d. Recreational service

e. Social activities

Publ t, ion activities

g. Cultural activities

h. Student participation in college or university

affairs

i. Intercollegiate athletics

5. Student financial assistance

a. Location of campus

b. Instructional charges of campus

C. Employment

d. Grants

e. Loans
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THE ORGANIZATION OF
HIGHER EDUCATION

Planning, programming, and budgeting must be performed

through an organizational structure of an enterprise. Such

planning, programming, and budgeting in a higher education

enterprise must conform to the organizational structure of

the college or university.

It is, of course, to be expected that the organization

structure of a higher education enterprise will vary from

college to college, from university to university. I!0.:5vidual

enterprises will vary in enrollment size, in scope of programs,

in plant resources, in total operating budget. There is no

intention here to prescribe a standard organizational pattern

for any particular college or university. Rather, in the dis-

cussion which follows we shall present a generalized orga-

nizational structure from which there may be departures in

individual colleges and universities appropriate to their

circumstances.

For our purposes here, we shall identify three levels

of organizational structure. In a college offering two-year

programs only, two levels cf organization may be satisfactory.

In a university three levels of organization would ordinarily

exist. There is no intention to suggest exavtly what orga-

nizational detail would be expected at each of these levels

of structure. Any mention of particular units or organization
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is not prescriptive but only illustrative.

The activities of an enterprise fall into two broad

categories: operations and administration. Operations entail

activities which produce an end item of goods or service for

the benefit of a clientele group. Administration encompasses

the provision of services and the management of resources

needed to enable an enterprise to carry out its operations.

The operations of a higher education enterprise entail in-

struction, research, public service, auxiliary service, and

student aid. The administration of a higher education enter-

prise encompasses the management of input resources of people,

plant and equipment, supplies, internal services, and technol-

ogy in the performance of the planned operations.

Because we are concerned here with planning, programming,

and budgeting as a management process within a higher educa-

tion enterprise, we shall focus our attention upon the manage-

ment organization structure for the performance of higher

education operations. In universities, the management struc-

ture usually consists of three levels:

1. Operations management (the departments)

2. Program management (the colleges)

3. Enterprise management (the university)

erations Mana ement

The basic operating unit of a college or of a university

is an instructional department. This department represents
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a specialized discipline of learning (in the humanities,

social sciences, biological sciences, physical sciences,

and mathematics), or such a department may represent a

recognized sub-division of a professional field of study

(as in agriculture, business, engineering, medicine, and

teacher education). Sometimes a school or division may be

set up rather than a department as the basic operating unit

(as in architecture, music, art, journalism, and nursing);

these schools or divisions do not have a departmental struc-

ture even though there are recognized sub-specializations

within the pro!fession. Sometimes a college does not have a

departmental structure for operating purposes (as in den-

tistry, law, pharmacy, and optometry); the college is then an

operations as well as a program management level in university

structure. Occasionally, it is possible that an interdisci-

plinary unit may be set up to offer courses of instruction,

such as a center of American studies, a center of Asian

studies, or a center of black studies.

The unique characteristic of an academic department is

that it may be involved in the operation of several different

programs of a higher education enterprise. The academic depart-

ment often is not a uni-functional operation; rather it is apt

to be a multi-functional or multi-program operation.

In its instructional operations, an academic department

mm, participate in providing courses for a general studies
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program, for a baccalaureate program, for a master's degree

program, and for a doctor's degree program. This situation,

of course, will obtain primarily in a department which is P

discipline, but a professional department may participate in

a baccalaureate professional program, a master's degree pro-

gram, and a doctor's degree program.

In addition, the personnel of an academic department may

be involved in the performance of a specialized research

project or of a specialized public service project. Here

we refer to separately budgeted research projects and sepa-

rately budgeted public service protects and not to such re-

search or public service activity as a faculty member may carry

on incidental to or in addition to his instructional activity.

In a university there may be research centers set up to

perform separately hudgeted research projects; these then

become units of research operations. It is also possible that

specialized institutes, clinics, or services may be established

to perform public service activities; these then become the

operating units for public service activities.

It is possible that a single faculty member may be as-

signed for budget purposes to three different operating units

of a university: (1) to an academic department for instruc-

tional activity; (2) to a research center for research activ-

ity; and (3) to a public service institute for public service

activity. The faculty member is thus engaged on a part-time
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basis in as many as three different kinds of programs of a

higher education enterprise.

Auxiliary service operations are usually organized upon

the basis of various types of services provided by the enter-

prise. The common kinds of services include a student health

service, a student residence hall service, a student center

service, a student recreation service, a student counseling

service, a student publications service, a student government

organization, and an intercollegiate athletics service. Each

of these operations may be of substantial scope and involve

the expenditure of considerable sums ,f money. Each of these

operations presents unique kinds of problems to be resolved

within a higher education enterprise.

Finally, there is a student aid operation which consists

of an office organized to receive applications for employment

or for financial assistance from students who desire help in

meeting their direct expenses of enrollment in a college or

university. Such financial assistance may or may not be

awarded upon the basis of financial need. Employment, scholar-

ships, and fellowships are frequently provided upon the basis

of individual ability. Grants and loans are often awarded

upon the basis of the family financial circumstances of the

student. The student assistance operation has become a fairly

sizeable activity in many higher education enterprises.
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Program Management

As has been mentioned earlier, the unique feature of

organizational structure in a higher education enterprise is

that the basic operating unit for instruction has not been

set up on a program or functional basis. Rather, the academic

department has been established upon the basis of the subject

matter taught, upon the basis of the discipline or the pro-

fessional field of knowledge which constitutes the specializeu

competence of the persons gathered together as an academic

department. As has also been mentioned, the academic depart-

ment may be involved in offering instruction in several differ-

ent instructional programs and may be involved in providing

research and public service in addition to instruction.

Because of this basic organizational arrangement, a higher

education enterprise has usually found it necessary to estab-

lish an organizational level for program management. In-

structional programs are organized around degrees offered by

an enterprise. There will be further discussion of these pro-

grams in a subsequent section. It is necessary here only to

observe the existence of a program management level of orga-

nization as a customary structural feature of a higher educa-

tion enterprise.

The program management level of organization is usually

designated E., college. In a two-year enterprise, there may be

two program divisions rather than a college: a division of
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general studies and a division of technical education. In a

university there iy be one or more colleges for baccalaure-

ate programs in arts and sciences, various colleges for bacca-

laureate professional programs, various colleges for graduate

professional programs, and a graduate college for graduate

programs in arts and sciences and certain professional fields

of study.

The program management level of organization has several

different duties to perform. Usually, it has the authority

to determine in the first instance the curriculum for an in-

structional program, the course and credit hour requirements

for an instructional program, the standards for student admis-

sion to the program, the standards for student performance in

the program, and the determination of those students who have

fulfilled the requirements for award of the degree.

In addition, program management is usually involved in

a number of faculty and student matters which affect the

offering of a particular program of instruction. There are

questions of standards in the appointment, tenure, and pro-

motion of faculty members. There are questions of faculty

salary levels. There are questions of staffing standards for

a program, involving also issues of instructional technology.

There are also questions of student counseling about the ful-

fillment of degree requirements, and questions about student

placement in professional employment upon completion of a

degree program.
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Many of these curriculum, faculty, and student questions

may be handled initially at the operations level, the level

of the academic department. But many of these issues must

be resolved at the program management level. Moreover, there

are always issues to resolve concerning the extent of coor-

dination, or harmonious relationship, to be achieved among

the various departments which participate in the operation

of a particular instructional program.

Program management is much less complicated for the re-

search, the public service, the auxiliary se_vice, and the

student aid activities of a higher education enterprise. Here

operations and programs tend to be the same. Usually the

operating unit has complete jurisdiction over the program.

To be sure, program policies and program procedures may be

subject to review and coordination at the level of the enter-

prise management, but for these endeavors the organization

structure of a higher education enterprise tends to be a two-

level rather than a three-level arrangement: an operations-

program level and the enterprise managereant level. Research

and public service projects are sometimes operated at the

program level of a higher education enterprise rather than

at the academic department level. There are definite ad-

vantages in this arrangement when it is desired to bring to-

gether persons from different specializations to work on

research problems and upon public service projects.
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Because of the peculiarity of the academic department

as an operating unit participating in multi-program activi-

ties, at various times it has been proposed that a new or-

ganization structure was needed for the higher education

enterprise. For example, it has been suggested on occasion

that there ought to be a college of general studies to offer

a general studies program, with departments or divisions

appropriate to the program offered by the college. Thus,

there might be a division of physical science within this

college which would be composed of chemists and physicists

teaching solely in the general studies program. There might

be a college of arts and scien:.es with a department of physics

offering oily a baccalaureate program. There might be a

graduate college which would include a department of physics

offering only master's and doctoral degree programs in phys-

ics. Accordingly, there might be some physicists in a depart-

ment teaching general studies, some in a department offering

baccalaureate instruction, and others in a department offering

only graduate programs. Indeed, organizational structures of

this kind have been tried in certain higher education enter-

prises at various times.

The single-program academic department, however, is not

the prevailing organizational arrangement for a higher educa-

tion enterprise in the United States. The single-program

academic department is the exception rather than the rule in

Ohio's state-assisted universities. The prevailing academic
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attitude is that instructional departments should bring to-

gether all the persons competent in a particular discipline

or professional field of knowledge, and that all these per-

sons may at various times contribute their talents and their

energies to the various programs of the enterprise.

Program management thus becomes a continuing management

challenge in the higher education enterprise where the opera-

ting units perform multi-program activities.

Enterprise Management

The top management level in a higher education enter-

prise confronts three different kinds of endeavor. It must

perform certain supportive services for the instructional

activity. It must perform certain internal services neces-

sary to thu continued existence of the enterprise as an enter-

prise. And it must perform the general supervision and

coordination of all operations needed to maintain the enter-

prise as a viable, continuing endeavor.

There are certain specialized activities within a higher

education enterprise which are supplementary to the instruc-

tional programs. These activities may be considered as in-

dispensable to the instructional operations but as not having

quite the same characteristics as the instructional programs

themselves. These supportive services are usually organized

at the enterprise level; that is, these supportive services
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are provided on an enterprise-wide basis and their performance

is also supervised at the enterprise management level.

Among these supportive services are a Division of Libraries,

a Division of Instructional Services, a Division of Broadcasting

Service, a Division of Computer Service, an Office of Admis-

sions, and a Registrar's Office. The Division of Libraries

provides an enterprise-wide library service. A Division of

Instructional Services provides audio-visual and other instruc-

tional materials to faculty members. A Division of Broadcast-

ing Service may provide closed-circuit television facilities

as a medium of instruction. A Division of Computer Service

may provide electronic data processing equipment and service

to faculty members using data processing as an instructional

and research tool. An Office of Admissions provides a central

point of contact and of processing applications for admission

in accordance with program standards. A Registrar's Office is

a central point of student record keeping and of class schedu-

ling.

Internal services include the collection of student ac-

counts, the procurement and distribution of supplies and

equipment, the provision of utility services, the provision

of communication services (telephone, mail, etc.), the provi-

sion of transportation service, the employment of non-academic

personnel, the disbursement of funds, the handling of all

necessary accounts, and the maintenance of the physical plant.

These internal services are performed on a centralized basis
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for reasons of administrative efficiency and uniformity of

endeavor.

In the third place, there are the general administrative

duties which must be undertaken by an enterprise as a whole,

especially planning, budgeting, and coordination. These duties

are essential in order to define objectives, establish pro-

grams, achieve full utilization of resources without liquidating

the enterprise, and ensuring accomplishment of planned goals.

These top management or general administrative duties are often

divided into such components as academic affairs, student af-

fairs, financial affairs, planning, and development.

Perhaps a special word should be added here about student

affairs. There was a time (for example, when I went to college

in the 1920's) when a higher education enterprise gave very

little attention to student affairs. There was usually a

dean of men and a dean of women who concerned themselves with

the few disciplinary problems which arose from time to time

involving students, such as student drunkenness, student esca-

pades, and student publications. Most advisory relationships

were developed between student and individual faculty members.

For a variety of reasons which need not be enumerated here,

colleges and universities began after 1945 to develop a whole

range of services for students: health services, recreational

services, residence services, cultural services, etc.

More recently, a whole new era has been developing in the

field of student relationships. Some services are no longer
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desired by students. Supervision of the social and personal

life of the student outside the classroom has been disappear-

ing. At the same time, some students have demanded a definite

role in academic planning, in evaluating academic performance,

and in determining the position of the enterprise in relation

to the society which supports the enterprise. The consequence

is that higher education enterprises have had to give extensive

consideration to their policies and their organization for

handling student relationships.

Organizational Participation

The higher education enterprise is unique in its organi-

zational structure because the elements mentioned here --

operations management, program management, and enterprise

management -- do not constitute a hierarchy of authority. It

is customary, a kind of conventional wisdom, to conceive of

organizational structure in most enterprises as a hierarchy

of authority and responsibility, a set of interrelationships

among people working together which provides for differential

status in terms of superordination and subordination. It is

not important here whether or not such an organizational con-

cept is an accurate representation of reality for economic

enterprises, governmental administrative enterprises, and

others. It is sufficient for our purposes to assert that such

an organizational concept will not suffice for the higher edu-

cation enterprise.
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Internally, the operation of a higher education enter-

prise involves some very distinct groups of persons: students,

faculty members, professional support staff (librarians,

student personnel staff, admissions staff, registrar's staff,

doctors, nurses, coaches, computer staff, audio-visual staff),

operating staff (clerks, stenographers, storekeepers, cus-

todians, building maintenance, grounds maintenance, equipment

maintenance, housekeepers, cooks, food handlers and servers,

dishwashers, bus drivers, purchasing agents, security officers,

telephone operators), and administrators. These groups often

tend to have different interests. Increasingly, many of these

groups expect to have some part in the decision-making process

of a higher education enterprise.

Administrators of a college or university (presidents,

vice-presidents, deans, and their associates), responsible

to lay boards of trustees, have long been considered to be the

principal participants in a decision-making process having to

do with the purposes, programs, and management of the enter-

prise. Actually, a very extensive scope of decision-making

authority has been delegated, willingly or unwillingly, to

faculty members: decisions about degree requirements, course

offerings, student performance standards, student evaluation,

instructional procedures, the selection and advancement of

academic personnel. In many other areas of decision-making,

such as the purpose of an enterprise and the programs to be

undertaken, a kind of joint decision-making procedure has
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evolved in which faculty and administrators may veto decisions

of one or the other.

More recently students have demanded and have obtained a

role in decision-making, first insisting that social regula-

tions and standards of individual behavior outside the class-

room should be established only with participation of student

representatives. In addition, students have requested par-

ticipation in faculty decision-making about academic programs

and course offerings, degree requirements, student performance

standards, and evaluation of instructional performance. Stu-

dent interest seems likely in time to extend to almost every

phase of operations in a college or university.

Also, there has been some unionization of operating per-

sonnel with a demand that hiring standards, rates of compen-

sation, working conditions, and grievance procedures be subject

to determination through collective bargaining. The reconcil-

iation of collective bargaining with civil service procedures

remains to be accomplished in Ohio and in other states.

These are some of the internal complexities of operation

which exist in a higher educa47ion enterprise. The expectation

of participation in the decision-making process by students,

faculty, operating staff, and administrators necessarily in-

fluences planning, programaing, and budgeting. But such

expectation does not make less urgent the continuous function-

ing of these management processes of alter the basic organi-

zational structure of operations management, program
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management, and enterprise management.

It must be emphasized again that regardless of the in-

ternal decision-making process, a higher education enterprise

is not self-financing, and hence can scarcely be self-con-

trolling. Some activities of an enterprise may be performed

on a self-financing basis, such as residence halls, some

auxiliary services, some research projects, some public ser-

vice projects. But more often, instruction, research, public

service, and student aid depend in greater or lesser part

upon external financing, upon government appropriations and

philanthropic giving. Indeed, it has recently been observed

about the higher education enterprise that its students obtain

an instructional service for which they do not pay (at least

in full), that its faculty produce an instructional service

which they do not sell, and that public provides essential

resources over which it exercises no control.

Many decisions affecting the operations of a higher edu-

cation enterprise are made by law: admission standards, pro-

gram offerings, the establishment of higher education enter-

prises, student conduct, and professional licensure. Other

decisions may be made by state government administrative

agencies. A higher education enterprise is not an autonomous

entity. Planning, programming, and budgeting are necessarily

performed in the context of the public interest, public atti-

tudes, and public financial support.
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Summary.

Organization for utilization of resources within a higher

education enterprise usually involves three levels of manage-

ment. The assignment of activities for performance and for

supervision may vary from one enterprise to another. A fairly

typical organizational arrangement for a comprehensive university

would be as follows:

A. Operations Management

1. Educational operations (instruction, research,

and public service)

a. Academic departments specializing by discipline

b. Academic departments specializing by sub-divi-

sions of a profession

c. Schools or divisions without departmental

organization

d. Special instructional units of an inter-

disciplinary structure

e. Research centers or institutes

f. Public service units

2. Auxiliary service operations

a. Student health service

b. Student residence service

c. Student center service

d. Intercollegiate athletics

e. Other services
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3. Student aid operations

B. Program Management (divisions, schools, colleges)

1. Degree programs (curriculum, etc.)

2. Faculty affairs

a. Staffing standards

b. Personnel standards

c. Other

3. Student affairs

a. Admission standards

b. Advising and counseling

c. Placement

C. Enterprise Management

1. Supportive services

a. Libraries

b. Instructional services

c. Broadcasting service

d. Computer service

e. Office of admissions

f. Registrar's office

2. Internal services

a. Bursar's office

b. Purchasing

c. Communications

d. Utility services

e. Publication services

f. Personnel services
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g. Disbursement and accounting

h. Maintenance of plant

3. Academic affairs

4. Student affairs

5. Financial affairs

6. Information and development

7. Planning
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THE OUTPUTS OF HIGHER
EDUCATION

Every enterprise of higher education, like every enter-

prise of another kind, is expected to produce results. In

the case of higher education, of course, these results are

unique to the nature of the institution. But being a unique

enterprise does not exempt the college or university, as an

organizational entity, from producing certain definable, even

tangible results. These results are the outputs of higher

education.

Tile usual discussions of higher education, as this social

institution operates in the United States, do not gem:re-11y

give much attention to the outputs of each individual enter-

prise. Rather, there seems to be an assumption that while

outputs occur, they must simply be assumed or are too unusual

to be described. Neither assumption seems justified.

In general terms, the outputs of a college or university

are educated individuals, new knowledge, and certain public

service accomplishments. In the process of producing these

outputs, a college or university develops a certain reputation,

a kind of image, which is likely to endure for a considerable

period of time. This reputation is a by-product of some im-

portance, but it is not the measurable output which IA the

objective of an enterprise of higher education.

There is a good deal of uncertainty about low to define
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an educated individual who is the output of the instructional

process. There are studies which suggest that the quality of

student output from the instructional process is closely cor-

related with the quality of student input. To some persons

this finding seems to indicate that the instructional process

itself is of relatively modest importance. A good student

obtains a good education; a poorer student obtains a poorer

education. This generalization may indeed be a valid conclu-

sion from available data. The measurement instruments for

determining the quality of student inputs and outputs and for

determing the accomplishment of the instructional process are

not sufficiently precise to permit convincing conclusions about

the instructional process itself.

Similar problems in the identification of quality in

higher education outputs arise in the ar'as of research and

public service. Research output is usually identified in terms

of research papers and monographs produced as a result of re-

search input and process. Such papers and monographs are a

tangible evidence of output. In themselves such products tell

very little about the quality of the output, and even less

about the practical application or utility of the output.

TM, qualitative evaluation may depend upon the judgment of

peers, chile practical application depends upon a combination

of circumstances which are not easily controlled. In the public

service area the effort can be identified in various ways --

number of persons enrolled in continuing education courses,
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the number of patients treated in a clinical setting, the

number of hours of broadcasting provided by various types

of programming, the number of consultative projects com-

pleted -- but the quality of output is not readily determined.

What new or improved professional service results from con-

tinuing education courses? What cures were effected by medi-

cal, dental, psychological, hearing, or other therapy? What

benefits were conferred upon the individuals who listened to

educational radio and television broadcasting? What benefits

resulted from consulting services rendered to a client? None

of these questions can be answered with any certainty.

The complexities of qualitative evaluation, with their

implications for the determination of output effectiveness in

relation to input resources and productive effort, are quite

real. Yet these complexities are no justification for believ-

ing that it is useless to endeavor to identify outputs from

a higher education enterprise. We must identify outputs as

best we can under present circumstances, and make appropriate

efforts to continue to improve our ability to measure output

in both quantitative and qualitative terms.

Output and Technology

The output of an enterprise is the product of two inter-

related factorst input and process. Input resources are of

various kinds, but are usually thought of as manpower, facil-

ities, equipment, and supplies. The only available common
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denominator for measuring these input resources is the use

of a cost record: the dollar value placed Lpon man-hours of

labor, upon the capital invaotment in facilities and equip-

ment, upon the cost of supplies utilized in the productive

process, and upon management. The productive process itself

is the technology whereby input resources are converted into

output.

In an enterprise of higher education there are, of course,

unique elements of both input and process. In the function

of instruction, input involves two major categories of per-

sons: students and faculty members. In addition to facili-

ties, equipment (including books), and supplies, input involves

another resource, the current stock of knowledge in the dis-

cipline or field studied. In the function of research, input

involves not only the usual rescurces of the researcher but

involves also a research idea. Indeed, a considerable body

of research experience indicates that the initial research

idea is a veiy vital factor in research endeavor. This re-

search idea is a major consideration in the research grant

method of funding research projects.

Within, the higher education enterprise, there is a tech-

nology for instruction, which we call the instructional pro-

cess. There is a technology for research, a research process.

There are various technologies for public service activities

appropriate to the several different types of public service

endeavor. There are also technologies for the performance
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of auxiliary services and of student assistance. Here '.,e

shall be primarily interested in the technology of instruc-

tion.

An instructional program is based upon the utilization

of one or more instructional technologies. These technologies

are nerally familiar to academic personnel. They include

the tutorial process, the discussion class process, the lec-

ture process, "independent" study, the cooperative work-study

or intern process, the laboratory process, and the programmed

learning process. In any particular instructional program

with a particular instructional objective or output, these

various technologies may be employed in combination or phases.

Even new processes not entirely identified in this enumeration

may be tried. It is seldom that any one instructional program --

a master's degree program in economics, for example -- will make

exclusive use of one technology. The more common experience

in a college or university is to find that in a given instruc-

tional program a variety of technologies will be utilized. To

be sure, a particular program or a particular college may make

more general use of one kind of technology than another.

The technology of instruction may also employ various media

of communication. Much of the learning process which embodies

the transmission of knowledge, the evaluation of knowledge,

and the assessment of the scope of available knowledge depends

upon communication between teacher and student. The means of

communication include speech, reading, writing, and demonstration.
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The media of communication include the use of these means

of communication through ordinary interpersonal discourse,

sound amplification, electronic communication (tape, radio,

and television), and visual materials.

The technology of instruction is important to higher

education planning, programming, and budgeting for quite ob-

vious reasons. Desired outputs are a funcvion of instruc-

tional technology. Programs to achieve instructional objec-

tives necessarily incorporate particular technologies. And

budgets reflect the expense of a particular pattern of in-

structional technologies.

Let us mention two or three obvious illustrations. The

tutorial process of instruction may involve an instructor with

a total of eight or ten students. Depending upon tne compen-

sation provided the instructor, we may expect this kind of

technology to be expensive in manpower cost. The lecture

process of instruction may involve an instructor with two

hundred or more students. Again depending upon the compen-

sation provided the instructor, we may expect this kind of

technology to be less expensive in manpower cost. The use of

television as a media of communication involves extensive

equipment, a production and transmission staff, and consider-

able consumption of electric power. Depending upon the number

of students receiving televised instruction, we may expect the

cost to be high or low per student.

Technology, instructional effectiveness, and expense are
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all ciczely inter-related. Our knowledge about these relation-

ships, however, ip extremely limited. Various studies about

the instructional effectiveness of particular methods con-

trasted with other methods (discussion class versus lecture

class, lecture class versus televised class, discussion class

versus televised class) have found very little, if any, evi-

dence to substantiate the proposition that one technology is

notably superior to another, or notably inferior. Instruc-

tional effectiveness has been measured primarily by grades

received by students participating in classes conducted under

various procedures. When the student ability input is kept

constant, student output in terms of grades received in a

course does Lot vary notably with the particular instructional

process employed.

It is often assumed that the more expense which is in-

curred per student, the more effective will be the instruc-

tional process. It appears from experience, however, that

there is a closer correlation between the expense per student

for instruction and the selective admission of students. In

other words, the more a college or university tends to spend

per student for instruction, the more selective tends to be

the selection of students admitted to instruction. As a re-

sult, one is confronted with the question whether or not it

is the expenditure per student which has determined in3truc-

tional effectiveness. May not the real influence be the

initial quality of student admitted to the instructional
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process? It is fair to say that we know very little about

the correlation between expenditure per student and instruc-

tional effectiveness.

Technology may be related to instructional effectiveness,

but exactly which technology produces the greatest change in

the capacity of an individual student to acquire knowledge,

to utilize knowledge, and to advance knowledge, we do not

know. It is generally assumed that different technologies

are appropriate to different instructional programs, to dif-

ferent courses, to different students, to different faculty

members, and to different learning environments. Here again,

we do not know what technologies are appropriate to what set

of circumstances. As a consequence, departments of colleges

and universities tend to employ a considerable variety of in-

structional technologies in the hope that individual students

will select the technology most appropriate to their needs or

that somewhere in the instructional program a student will

respond to a technology which has some effectiveness,Zor him.

Instructional Output

There is one and only one satisfactory quantitative

statement of output for the instructional process under cur-

rent circumstances. This statement is credit hours of stu-

dent enrollment in fulfillment of a degree program provided

by a college or university. The universal language of higher
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education is credit hours required in a degree program. For

example, in order to obtain a degree for a two-year program

in general studies, a student is usually expected to complete

90 quarter credit hours of course enrollment with a 2.0 grade

average on a 4.0 scale. For a four-year baccalaureate in

arts and sciences or in a professional program, a student

would usually be expected to complete 180 quarter credit hours

of course enrollment with a 2.0 grade average.

In any particular quarter a full-time student would

usually be expected to enroll for 15 or 16 quarter hours of

course credit. Thus the requirements for a two-year degree

program would ordinarily be completed in six quarters, and

the requirements for a baccalaureate program would ordinarily

be completed in 12 quarters.

The customary course enrollment by a student is for a

three-quarter academic year. Unless a student drops out of

a college or university because of illness, poor performance,

or lack of motivation, a student enrolling for the autumn

quarter is expected to remain throughout the winter quarter

and the spring quarter. Accordingly, the input resources

required to produce the total credit hours of course enroll-

ment for students in the autumn quarter is considered to

represent the input resources needed for the full academic

year of three quarters.

The summer quarter represents an additional output of
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student credit hours and therefore reires additional input

resources. Many students enrolled during the regular three-

quarter academic year will not enroll for the summer quarter.

Some students will enroll in order to speed up the total

lapsed time in calendar years needed to complete the credit

hour requirements of a particular degree. In some instances

and for a variety of reasons -- financial, academic, and

other -- a student will decide to reduce his total credit

hour enrollment in the regular three-quarter academic year

and will then make use of the summer quarter to catch up with

the expected progress toward completion of a degree program.

In still other instances, a student may be enrolled during

the regular academic year on a part-time basis and so will

enroll in a summer quarter in order not to prolong unduly the

time needed to complete degree requirements. And in certain

instances, such as in the case of public school teachers, the

summer quarter may represent the only time available for en-

rollment, particularly on a full-time basis.

In consequence, the summer quarter must be considered

as a special course credit output of the instructional process

to be added to the output of the regular three-quarter academic

year. The summer quarter must be considered separately both

because the output is additional to that of the regular aca-

demic year and because the output is quite different from

that of the regular academic year. The input resources of

the summer quarter must be planned, programmed, and budgeted
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separately from the input resources of the regular three-

quarter academic year.

It would be useful, no doubt, to measure the output of

the instructional process in terms of degrees awarded rather

than in terms of quarter credit hours of course enrollment pro-

vided by a college or university. The end purpose of the in-

structional endeavor of a college or university is completion

of an instructional program on the part of a student, and such

purpose is normally recognized by award of a degree. In con-

sequence, it is possible and reasonable to say that degrees

awarded represent the true output of the instructional process.

The difficulty with this measure of instructional output

is two-fold. For one thing, almost all degree programs re-

quire more than one year to complete. The customary budget

period for most enterprises, including the enterprises of higher

education, is one year. To budget on an instructional program

basis rather than an annual basis would be difficult, because

the normal duration of an academic program may be one or one

and a half years (for some master's degree programs), two years

(for an associate degree program and for some master's pro-

grams), three years (for a law degree program and certain other

professional degree programs, and for doctoral degree programs),

four years (for baccalaureate programs and medical programs),

and five years (for an architectural program and some engineer-

ing programs). A second factor is that all students who enroll

in higher education do not complete a degree program. Yet in
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a particular budget year these students represent a part of

the instructional output of a college or university.

Because budgeting must be undertaken on a year uo year

basis, because output on an annual basis is represented by

credit hours of course enrollment produced, because credit

hours produce on an annual basis is the on]y equitable mea-

surement for programs of different duration, and because credit

hours produced on an annual basis is the only equitable measure-

ment for student enrollment which does not result in the award

of a degree -- for all these reasons we must accept credit

hours of student enrollment as the measurement of output result-

ing from the technology of instruction. Credit hours of student

enrollment on an annual basis represents the progress a student

makes toward completion of a degree program.

There is a very convenient "short-hand" method of report-

ing credit hours of student enrollment. This device is the

use of a "full-time equivalent" student as the expression of

credit hours of student enrollment produced annually. If the

autumn quarter credit hours of course enrollment are divided

by 15, then these credit hours are converted into a full-time

equivalent student. The advantage of this practice is, first,

that credit hours are expressed in a smaller, more easily

handled figure, and, secondly, that output expressed in student

terms rather than credit hour terms is more meaningful to most

persons outside a college or university.

The number 15 is selected as the divisor because this is

as representative a figure as is available to define full-time
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enrollment by a student. The minimum requirements for a degree

program are almost always stated in multiples of 15: 90 quarter

credit hours for an associate degree; 180 quarter credit hours

for a baccalaureate; 45 or 60 quarter credit hours for a mas-

ter's degree; 135 quarter credit hours for the juris doctor

degree; quarter credit hours for a doctor of philosophy

degree. Usually physical education course credits (one per

quarter for six quarters) may be added to these minimum require-

ments in an associate degree program and in a baccalaureate

program, although physical education may also be conducted as

a student recreational program rather than as part of the in-

structional program. Oftentimes these minimum credit hour

requirements for award of a degree are exceeded, sometimes by

as much 18 credit hours in an associate degree program and

by as much as 12 to 24 credit hours in a baccalaureate program.

Moreover, the structure of course credits varies a great deal

among individual colleges and universities. A desirable kind

of standard practice will be outlined later. In spite of these

various complications, the figure 15 remains the useful divisor

of total credit hours of enrollment for establishing a full-

time equivalent student.

The autumn credit hour enrollment divided by 15 provides

a full-time equivalent student output measurement for the

regular academic year of three quarters. As has been pointed

out above, the autumn quarter enrollment determines the pro-

duction output for which a higher education enterprise must
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provide input resources during an academic year. Even though

the autumn quarter enrollment is usually the peak enrollment

(with some dimunition experienced in the winter and spring

quarters), nonetheless, the autumn quarter represents the re-

quired production capacity for the whole year. Planning, pro-

gramming, and budgeting necessarily proceed on this basis.

As has been explained earlier, the summer quarter output

represents an additional production effort to that of the

autumn-winter-spring quarters. So that the impact of summer

outputs might be considered for budgeting purposes along with

those of the regular three-quarter academic year, it is useful

to add a summer enrollment component to the full-time equiva-

lent count of the autumn quarter. Before such an addition is

made, an appropriate weighting of the summer component is re-

quired. Since 15 represents the full-time equivalent student

for the autumn quarter, and since the regular academic year

consists of 3 quarters, a divisor of 45 is used for converting

total credit hours of course enrollment in the summer quarter

to a full-time equivalent student comparable to that for the

regular academic year.

In conclusion, instructional output can best be measured

by credit hours of course enrollment, converted into a full-

time equivalent student numerical value. Since budgeting of

a higher education enterprise is performed for a time period

of twelve months (usually July 1 to the following Jne 30),

and since the output of a regular three-quarter academic year
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is only part of the twelve months period, full-time equivalent

student values for twelve Lionths must include an addition, for

the credit hours of enrollment is the summer quarter.

Research Output

There is no very satisfactory measurement for the research

output of a university. As we have noted, the usual product of

a research project is publicaiaon of research findings in a

research paper or monograph. It is not possible, however, to

assign any numerical value to a research paper or to a research

monograph. One research paper may represent several man-years

of research effort, together with a considerable input of

equipment, supplies, and other resources. Another research

paper may represent a much smaller investment of manpower and

other input resources. There is no way by which the output of

the research process can be measured in relation to input re-

quirements on a comparable basis from one research project to

another.

Within a college or university, research by a member of

the academic staff is of two different kinds. For lack of a

better designation, these two kinds of research undertakings

are usually titled "individual research" and "separately bud-

geted research." Individual research describes a research

project undertaken by a faculty member on hi3 own initiative

and without approval of any other person. Individual research
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may and usually does make use of the office, laboratory, library,

and other facilities of a college or university. Individual

research is a productive effort undertaken over and beyond the

instructional work assigned to a faculty member. There is no

remuneration as such attached to individual research.

Such individual reserach is an essential part of the role

of a faculty member. While not every faculty member in a

college or university engages in individual research, he is

generally expected to be familiar with the research techniques

appropriate to the discipline or professional field in which

he specializes; and faculty members who instruct at the gradu-

ate level, where research technique is an important part of the

instructional program, are expected to be engaged actively in

their own research undertakings.

Separately budgeted research is a research project sup-

ported by a separate appropriation of funds with which to carry

out the research activity. These research funds may be obtained

from a variety of sources: appropriation by the board of trus-

tees from the general funds of _he enterprise; a grant from a

private foundation; a contract from a government agency, a

business, or a voluntary association; d grant from a research

sponsoring agency of the federal government; an appropriation

from state government. The grant or contract specifies the

research project to be undertaken and the amount of funds to

be spent for conduct of the project. Thus, separately budgeted

research usually means that a research project proposal has been
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approved by a separate funding agency.

A faculty member may devote a part of his time to instruc-

tion and part of his time to a separately budgeted research

project. In many instances, the salary to a faculty member

will then be derived in part from the instructional budget and

in part from the research budget. In some instances, a higher

education enterprise will agree to assume the full salary com-

pensatior. of the faculty member who is the research director

or senior research associate of a separately budgeted research

project. This compensation may be considered as the enterprise's

contribution to the research grant, although there is likely to

be a contribution also in terms of facilities (including light,

heat, and custodial service) When contributions of these

kinds are made to separately budgeted research projects, then

the enterprise must devote a part of its general resources to

such activity.

Usually most, if not all, direct costs and a part of the

indirect costs of a separately budgeted research project will

be defrayed from the research grant or contract. The salaries

of research associates and assistants, technicians, and other

personnel will be provided from the grant or contract. The

direct expense of supplies, equipment, and other costs will be

provided also from the grant or contract. When the amount of

the grant or contract is expended, the research project is

concluded, unless a renewal with additional funding is pro-

vided from the source of the research finanrling.
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The only output which can be measured in a separately bud-

geted research project is the total investment cr funding com-

mitted to the project in a budget period. Thus the research

project is in itself the output of research. The inputs are

the resources devoted to the project; the technology is the

research method or procedure employed in the prosecution of

the project. The project itself is the only tangible and de-

finable output which results from the input and the technology

devoted to the endeavor.

Public Service Output

The output of the public service endeavors of a higher

education enterprise must be stated in the terms appropriate

to the varied kind of public services rendered. There is no

common measurement or unit of output for so many different

endeavors.

Public service undertakings usually have one attribute

in common. These undertakings are separately budgeted and are

performed to the extent permitted by the resources made avail-

able for these endeavors. There is no doubt but that many

public service endeavors could be undertaken by colleges and

universities; there is no doubt but that many public service

9ndeavors of colleges and universities could be extended to

reach more people. Financing -- the availability of input

resources -- remains the controlling limitation upon public
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service endeavors. Moreover, public service on a sizeable

scale may involve the withdrawal of resources from perform-

ance of instructional and research programs. This constitutes

another necessary limitation upon public service.

The public service output of a higher education enterprise

can only be stated for many such activities in terms of dollars

expended. In other instances, other measurements are available,

but most of these do not tell us very much about the extent of

the service rendered.

For a teaching hospital and teaching clinic of a univer-

sity medical center, it is possible to provide data about patient

visits to clinics and about patient-days of hospital care. In

addition, it is possible to state the number of interns and the

number of residents retained at the medical center who are en-

gaged both in patient care and in advanced medical education.

These data, however, do not afford any indication of the kind

of medical care and the kind of hospital care afforded patients.

For continuing education courses, it is possible to provide

data about the number of persons registered for various short

courses and seminars. These courses may rtnge in duration

from one day to six weeks, may involve little cr much in the

way of instructional materials, and may have modest or substan-

tial instructional objectives. There is no generally accepted

unit of instructional output for continuing education which

affords a standard measurement of output.

For educational radio and television broadcasting, it is
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possible to report the total number of hours of programming

provided by type of programs: instructional programs, public

affairs programs, news programs, drama programs, classical

music programs, other musical programs, children's programs.

There is no satisfactory means currently available to deter-

mine the listening audience for these programs; there are no

Nielson ratings by university areas for educational television.

Moreover, the expense of broadcasting depends upon the extent

of original programming as against use of network programs,

upon the power utilized in transmission, and upon the quality

and quantity of transmitting equipment.

For consultative services it is passible to provide data

about the number of individual clients served and the number

of man-days or man-weeks of assistance r ovided. Here again

these data do not tell anyone much about the complexity of the

problems which were handled or about the usefulness of the as-

sistance rendered.

ror remedial instruction it is posoible to provide data

about the total number of students who enroll for or seek

instructional assistance. Such assistance, however, may be

rendered i various ways, in varying degrees of intensity,

and for various periods of instructional assistance may

take such forms as supplementary course instruction, special-

ized instruction in study skills, tutorial assistance, and

individual counseling. Indeed, all or several of these forms

of remedial instruction may be obtained by the same individual
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students. There is no common denominator for such assistance

other than student contact hours and total number of students

served.

In summary, there is very little which can be done in the

public service area except to use total dollar expenditures to

represent the output of these varied services and to correlate

dollar and other input resources with the dollar volume of

output.

Auxiliary Service Outputs

Much the same kind of situation exists in connection with

auxiliary services. As already mentioned, the most commonly

proviaed auxiliary services are student health service, resi-

dence and dining hail service, bookstore service, a student

center, a student recreational program, a student cultural pro-

gram, a student pub;ications program, a stlident government pro-

gram, and intercollegiate athletics.

All of these services have only one element in common in

the public higher education system of Ohio. Eanh of these ser-

vices is expected to be self-supporting in expenditure outlay

from direct charges to users of the service, or from a general

charge levied upon all st.dents, a portion of which !.s allo-

cated to the support of each service, or from a cobibination of

these sources of income. The objective of operating auxiliary

services which are financially self-supporting means that these

services must have income sufficient to meet all current
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operating costs, both direct and indirect, and all debt service

costs incurred to provide the necessary capital plant.

For a student health service it is possible and necessary

to maintain a record of student visitations for clinical ex-

amination and treatment, as well as patient-days of hospital

care provided. Income for such student health service is ob-

tained from appropriation of a part of the general fee of a

college or university and from direct charges to students,

these charges usually being paid by a health insurance policy.

For a student center building, there is very little avail-

able in the way of output data. I would scarcely be useful to

keep a record of students entering the facility. Records would

normally be kept indicating tho number of meals served ay week

and month and year, the number of customers in a bowling alley

or games area, the number of pertons attending concerts or

other special events, and thl number of pe:cons participating

in social activities. Thew data are useful ove: a period 02

time in indicating trends in the work volume of a student

center acid can be the basis for expanding and contracting

program Activities in accordance with student interest. Those

data do not necessarily provide, however, a complete measuee-

ment or enumeration of the services provided by a student cen-

ter.

For a bookstore the dollar volume of sales from text books,

trade books, stationery supplies, and other commodities is tne

most appropriate measure of output for this service. Coat data
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in relationship to income by types of books and supplies

handled are quite important in determining merchandising

practices and space utilization in a bookstore.

For recreational and convocation facilities, similar

data may be collected about the numbers of students partici-

pating in organized games, utilizing a golf course or other

facility, and attending specialized events. These data again

do not necessarily afford a full record of the output of these

facilities.

For a student publications program, costs and revenue

must be evaluated in terms of the contribution of the program

to student welfare on a college or university campus.

For a student government program, the activities for the

benefit of students must be examined in tents of student in-

terest and student support. Dollar cost and income serve as

a measure of output and a guide to decision-making.

For an intercollegiate athletics program, expense and

income are factors cf conaiderable importance. Gate receipts

may be substantial for football and basketball and negligible

or non-existent for other sports such as basehant track,

cnoss-country, tennis, golf, soccer, swimming, rowing, ani

wrestling. The expense of coaching, operation and maintenance

of facilities, grants-in-aid to student athletes, and other

costs must be examined in the light of gate receipts and other

income, including appropriation from the general fee. Output

must be stated in terms of dollar costs.
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Student Aid Outputs

Colleges and universities extend scholarships, grants-

in-aid, fellowships, job employment, and loans to students

in order to assist them in meeting the individual expense of

college or university enrollment. Not all student asoistance

is necessarily provided through the higher education enter-

prise itself. Assistance may come directly to the student

from voluntary associations, foundations, corporations, and

other agencies.

Output can be determined hero in terms of the number of

students assisted and the average amount of the assistance pro-

vided during the fiscal period of one year.

Summary

Output of a higher education enterprise can be determined

in a number of different ways appropriate to the particular

category of effort undertaken.

' Inctruction

a. Pull-time equivalent student enrollment by autumn

quarter plus summer quarter (one-third value), by

appropriate program classifications.

2. Separately budgeted research

a. Dollar volume by projects

3. Public service

a. Continuing education by projects, number of
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enrollees, dollar expense

b. Patient care by numbers served, dollar expense

c. Radio and television broadcasting by program

hours, dollar expense

d. Remedial instruction by number of students

assisted, dollar expense

e. Consultative services by projects, dollar expense

4. Auxiliary services

a. Student health: number of patients, dollar expense

b. Residence and dining halls: number of students

housed, number of meals served, dollar expense

c. Student centers: students and others utilizing

selected facilities and services, dollar expense

d. Bookstores: dollar volume by classes of merchandise

e. Recreational and convocation facilities: number

of participants by events or facilities, dollar

expense

f. Student publications: dollar expense by type

g. Student government: dollar expense by type of

activity

h. Intercollegiate athletcist number of athletes by

sport, attendance by sport, dollar expense by sport

5. Student Aid

a. Scholarships: number of students aided, average

amoung of assistance

b. Grants-in-aid: number of students aided, average
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amount of assistance

c. Fellowships: number of students aided, average

amount of assistance

d. Employment: job requests, jobs filled, average

compensation earned per week

A. Loans: number of students aided, average amount

of loan
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PLANNING THE OBJECTIVES OF HIGHER EDUCATION

The purpose. .f higher education have been outlined in

an earlier section. The process of considering, discussing,

and deciding upon the actual objectives to be realized by a

particular higher education enterprise is planning. Planning

means the determination of foals or output. Planning means

preparation for action. Planning means the inter-relationship

between goals and the availability of resources to meet those

goals.

It is easy for individuals and organized groups of indi-

viduals to set unrealistic hopes as their achievement goals.

These hopes are dreams, not plans. Plans must be possible

of accomplishment, or else they delude and frustrate the ef-

forts of people working together, Plans must be possible of

accomplishment in terms of available technology, social con-

straints, and material and fiscal re3ources.

Planning anticipates change. There may be changes in the

environment, changes in population, changes in social expec-

tations, changes in technology, changes in values. It is not

easy to anticipate the dimensions of change, but some reason-

able effort at forecasting the circumstances likely to prevail

in the future is imperative to the planning process.

The most difficult part of planning is to be innovative.

Planning is likely to be a projection of the past and of the
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familiar unless great effort .t.s made to think in different

terms. Sometimes the future it anticipated as growth in

magnitude of operations without my change in technology or

in objectives. This kind of planning is likely to occur in

a higher education enterprise.

Planning involves two inter-related procedures: policy

planning and program planning. Policy planning is concerned

with value judgments and with commitments to be realized in

the operation of an enterprise. Program planning is concerned

with the increments of action needed to realize stated ob-

jectives and the value commitments of an enterprise. It is

illusory to think that value judgments and program plans can

be separated into neat compartments one from the other. If

explicit value judv.ents are not clearly set forth as the

context of program plans, then implicit value judgments will

constitute an important framework of reference for the pro-

grams of an enterise.

Access to Higher Education

The basic planning problem of higher education is the

question of access to enrollment. In the United States, higher

education is a privilege, not a right. Enrollment is volun-

tary, not compulsory. Unlike elementary and secondary educa-

tion between the ages of six and sixteen or eighteen, no one

is required by law to attend a college or university.
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On the other hand, the privilege of higher education

enrollment is an important one, a privilege which &las tended

to become more important in the past twenty-five years. A

two-year technical education, a four-year baccalaureate edu-

cation, graduate professional education, and graduate educa-

tion have become indispensable in order to obtain employment

in many kinds of work as professional associates and as

professional practitioners. It has been technical and pro-

fessional employment which has been expanding in the American

economy during recent years, while employment of unskilled

and semi-skilled workers has been declining. Moreover, tech-

nical and professional jobs tend to be better compensated than

unskilled jobs, although skilled jobs may be compensated as

hiohly as many technical and professional positions.

The question of access to higher education may be ap-

proached from different points of view. Inherent in any

planning about access to higher education are two value judg-

ments. The first value judgment is that higher education

properly expects a certain standard of intellectual and skilled

performance on the part of a student. This standard of per-

formance is such that not every person in the population may

be expected to achieve that standard. The second value judg-

ment is that access and retention in higher education should

be based upon individual merit in terns of intellectual and

skilled performance and not upon such other considerations as

family, social status, race, religion, or place of residence.
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Higher education may set its objectives in terms of in-

dividual intellectual development or in terms of the develop-

ment of educated abilities needed by society, and especially

by the labor market of the economy. If the primary objective

of higher education is individual intellectual development,

then there are questions about how many persons should be

provided the opportunity for personal intellectual develop-

ment and about how these persons are to be selected, accord-

ing to ability to pay for such opportunity or according to

merit and social willingness to meet the cost of such oppor-

tunity. If the primary objective of higher education is the

development of educated abilities needed by society, then there

are questions about how many such persons are needed by various

categories and about the resources society will provide for the

output of such talent.

With the acceptance of the value judgment that abilities

differ within a population and that only certain persons will

possess the abilities and the motivation to develop intellec-

tual capacity, there then arises the question of how to identify

the individuals who possess the requisite ability and motiva-

tion. Essentially there are two choices available in answer-

ing this question: (1) to provide open access to higher

education enrollment and then after such enrollment and upon

the basis of actual performance of the student to determine

which students do have the requisite capacity and motivation

to complete a degree program; or (2) to make an initial selection
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of those who shall have access to higher education based upon

past performance, a test of aptitude for a higher education

program, or both.

A decision about access to higher education is complicated

by circumstances and by limitations of knowledge and technology.

Young people from families of sizeable incomes are more likely

to enroll in higher education than young people from families

of lower incomes. Young people who live near a college or uni-

versity are more likely to enroll in higher education than

young people who live some distance from a college or univer-

sity. Young people whose parents and friends value higher

educational opportunity are more likely to enroll than young

people whose parents and friends do not place a high value

upon higher education. Young people with a high degree of

personal determination to better their social and economic

status in relation to the social and economic status of their

family are more likely to enroll in higher education than young

people who do not possess this personal determination.

We simply do not know the extent to which ability and

motivation for higher education depend upon heredity and upon

environment. We do not know whether or not race has any influ-

ence upon intellectual ability and skills, although there is

reason to believe that heredity is a matter of genetic endow-

ment determined by individual rather than racial character-

istics. We have some reason to believe that environment does

have an important impact upon an individual's ability and
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motivation for higher education, but the extent of this impact

is not known.

Because the United States has a multi-racial population

(Caucasian, Negroid, and Mongoloid) and because the United States

has a population of many different ethnic groups (Indian, Anglo-

Saxon, Afro-American, Irish, German, Italian, Slavic, Jewish,

Spanish-American, Chinese, Japanese, etc.), there has been a

question whether or not races and ethnic groups have had equal

access to higher education. Thera has been a concern that in-

equalities among persons might not reflect differences in

abilities and motivation but might reflect discriminatIon based

upon race or ethnic background. There has been a concern, also,

that inequalities among persons might reflect disadvantaged

economic circumstances based upon the poverty conditions of a

family.

As a result of these concerns, action might be planned

in order to overcome these disadvantages to some extent. In-

equalities of income status may be offset by scholarships,

grants-in-aid, and other student assistance programs. Inequal-

ities in environment, including school preparation for higher

education, may be offset by remedial or developmental instruc-

tion whose objective is to increase the performance potential

of students having some promise of ability to do college work.

In some instances, access to higher education means more

than academic ability and motivation as such. Other special-

ized talents may be needed in such programs as those of art,
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architecture, music, drama, and intercollegiate athletics.

Moreover, not all academic programs require the same kinds of

academic abilities; for example, foreign language study re-

quires some facility in the use of language; a speech program

requires some facility in public speaking; an engineering pro-

gram requires some facility in the use of mathematics.

Access to higher education involves not just initial

entry at the first year level. It involves entry at the third

year level when a student seeks to transfer from a two-year

program to a four-year program. Access also involves entry to

graduate programs and graduate professional programs.

In Ohio a public college or university is not an autono-

mous unit in fixing its admission standards and in deciding

what students meet those standards. First of al], there are

requirements of law t, obs,..rve. Section 3345.06 of the Revised

Code provides that any Ohio graduate of the twelfth grade

shall be entitled to enrol] in a state- supported institution

of higher education without examination. In practice, the

state-supported colleges and universities have admitted any

student living at home within commuting distance of the campus.

In assigning residence hall space for students desiring to en-

roll on a resident basis -- and it is common practice for uni-

versities to require non--commuting students during their first

and second years to live in university residence halls and

sometimes a university may extend this requirement to women

through the third year -- a university may practice selective
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assignment to residence hall space. Such selective assignment

is justified in terms of maintaining full utilization of resi-

dence space.

In addition, some state universities in Ohio are required

by law, Section 3345.19 of the Revised Code, to limit the en-

rollment of the central campus. In such circumstances, the

number of students accepted on a residence basis may be further

contracted in order to accommodate both commuting and residence

hall students within the enrollment limitation.

Enrollment in some programs, like medic.ne, may be limited

by available facilities. Enrollment in some levels may be

limited by appropriations. Enrollment in some courses may be

limited by available faculty. Limitations for various reasons

in varying proportions must be planned within the framework of

the college or university as an enterprise.

To some extent access to higher education may be limited

by counseling. Some prospective students may be advised that

their past record and academic ability test scores suggest a

very limited possibility of satisfactory performance in college

enrollment. In other instances, a guidance program may seek

to advise a prospective student about the instructional pro-

gram which is most likely to fit the individual's abilities

and interests.

There are many continuing issues to be resolved in the

admissions process of a college and university. An admissions
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plan is an urgent need on every campus, and the admissions

plan must be revised every year or two years in order to keep

the operation abreast of cLrrent circumstances and changing

conditions.

Instructional Planning

Instructional planning involves essentially two somewhat

different sets of problems. The first and foremost problem

is to plan the particular instructional programs which the

college or university wishes to offer to students. The second

problem is to plan the instructional objectives of the par-

ticular program which a college or university does offer. Both

sets of problems pose serious issues.

There is a considerable variety of instructional programs

available for a college or university to offer. Although we

lack a definite taxonomy of instructional programs which is

commonly accepted in the United States, the following classi-

fication is set forth as useful for planning purposes.

1. General Studies

a. Associate in Arts in general studies

2. Technical Education

a. Associate in Applied Science (business technolo-

gies, health technologies, engineering technolo-

gies, agricultural technologies, government and

education technologies)
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3. Baccalaureate in Arts and Sciences

a. the humanities

b. the social sciences

c. the biological sciences

d. the physical sciences

e. mathematics

4. Baccalaureate in professional studies

a. agriculture

b. allied medical professions

c. architecture

d. art

e. broadcasting

f. business admin;stration

g. computer science

h. dramatic arts and dance

i. education

j. engineering

k. forestry

1. home economics

m. journalism

n. military science

o. music

p. nursing

q. pharmacy

5. Master's Degree programs

a. in arts and sciences
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b. in professional studies

c. public administration

c, library science

e. social work

6. Graduate Professional programs

a. dentistry

b. law

c. medicine

d. optometry

e. veterinary medicine

7. Doctoral Degree programs

a. in arts and sciences

b. in professional studies

An individual higher educational enterprise has consider-

able choice in deciding which instructional programs among

these various possibilities it will plan to offer. The actual

range of choice may be limited, however, by certain constraints.

The nature of the enterprise itself is one possible constraint;

a two-year comprehensive community college would offer only

two-year programs; a professional school in fine arts would

offer only programs in art, dramatic arts, and music. Another

constraint may be imposed by the requirement that plans must

be approved by some agency outside the individual enterprise

itself. Financial considerations of available income may also

impose certain restrictions upon expansion of program. Within
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these limitations, considerable choice may still remain to an

enterprise in determining the instructional programs it desires

to offer.

There are many reasons why an enterprise may become in-

terested in offering additional instructional programs beyond

those which have constituted the initial enterprise. There

may be community needs for additional programs and community

pressures to offer additional programs. There may be changing

student interests. There may be manpower needs not currently

being met on an adequate basis. There may be an offer of funds

for new programs from some external source: a business, a foun-

dation, a voluntary association, a governmental agency. And

then there are the predilections of professors; it is widely

believed in academic circles that the highest prestige belongs

to persons who conduct a doctoral degree program. For a variety

of reasons, an enterprise may wish to explore the possibility

of offering additional instructional programs.

There are three essential factors to be considered in

determining the instructional programs to be offered by a

higher education enterprise. One is the evidence of need for

a new instructional program. The second is the qualifications

of the faculty to offer new programs. The third is the avail-

ability of the necessary resources to offer the program, in-

cluding facilities, equipment and library resources, and

current operating support. All three deserve the most careful
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consideration. It is not easy to determine need; this must

be done within the context of data about labor market supply

and demand. To be qualified to offer graduate instruction,

for example, a faculty member must have demonstrated capacity

to conduct research and to assist graduate students in con-

ducting research. No instructional program can be undertaken

successfully without the required resources in plant, equipment,

and financing.

One additional factor of great importance in instructional

program planning is the availability of students. If an enter-

prise exists primarily to accommodate commuting students --

that is, students whose home is within a certain distance of

the enterprise -- then it is necessary to determine the poten-

tial number of stuuents in the commuting asea who may be in-

terested or can be recruited for a particular program. If an

enterprise is primarily a residential one seeking enrollment

on a state-wide or regional basis, then there is the question

whether or not other enterprises are encountering difficulty

in recruiting the enrollment they desire. Presumably in every

instructional program there is a "critical mass" in number of

students below which it is not economically or instructionally

desirable to offer a particular program.

In developing new instructional programs, the prospect of

employment for the degree recipient is a matter of great im-

portance. If students seek to enroll in a program, they desire

usually some assurances that their educated talents will be in
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demand when they have completed their course of study. Unless

some careful attention has been given to this matter, a higher

education enterprise may be irresponsible in its attitude

toward its own graduates.

At the graduate and graduate professional levels of

study -- the program beyond the baccalaureate level -- the

financial support of the student is becoming an issue of in-

creasing concern. The graduate and graduate professional stu-

dent may meet the personal expenses of study (including fees

and personal living expenses of himself and his family) from

one of four sources: his parents or relatives, fellowship

awards, loans, or employment. A graduate and graduate pro-

fessional program open to part-time students encourages the

individual to obtain employment to support himself and his

family. A graduate and graduate professional program not open

to part-time students means that the individual student must

obtain his financial support from his parents, from fellowships,

and from loans, supplemented by such part-time employment as

the student can manage.

Nothing has been said here about the problem of quality

in instructional program planning for two reasons. It is

assumed that academic planners would always begin their efforts

with some minimum objective in the standards they wish to

achieve. Furthermore, it is assumed that standards of per-

formance will be considered in connection with every phase of

program planning: the facilities needed, the equipment and
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library needed, the financing needed, the recruitment and en-

rollment of students, the course requirements, the degree re-

quirements. A concern for academic quality is not separable

from every aspect of program planning.

It is time to turn to the instructional objectives as

distinct from the program objectives in higher education

planning. Program objectives have to do with the programs

to be offered. Instructional objectives have to do with the

more precise goals to be achieved within each instructional

program. The planning process in higher education does not

end when it has been decided that an enterprise shall offer

a particular program. This is only the beginning, the first

step. Even more vital is the planning of the specific instruc-

tional objectives to be achieved by an instructional program.

The essence of the higher educational enterprise is in-

struction. This fact makes almost incomprehensible the fail-

ure on the part of faculties to define with some precision

both their instructional goals and their instructional means

for achieving those goals. Instruction implies a change in

the behavioral characteristics or capacities of the student

as an individual. It is essential for an instructional pro-

gram to begin with certain behavioral capacities in tho. student

and to conclude with certain enhanced, extended, or newly

developed capacities. Through careful planning, the possibil-

ity of achieving these newly developed capacities can be max-

imized.
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Instructional objectives are ordinarily formulated and

realized in increments, and these increments are called courses.

The collection of courses which constitute an instructional

program is the curriculum. If instructional objectives are

to be realized, a curriculum must be carefully integrated;

the increments must be additive. If instructional objectives

are to be realized, a curriculum must be carefully sequenced;

the increments must be cumulative. Too often a curriculum

is a random selection of unrelated bits and pieces. This may

be useful for meeting the interests and capacities of individ-

ual students. But it means that program planners have little

confidence in their ability to set definite goals for them-

selves or to realize those goals.

Instructional objectives are equally necessary for both

a curriculum and a course. The curriculum envisages objec-

tives for a program as a whole. A course envisages objectives

for a component part of a curriculum. Planning a curriculum

and planning a course are related endeavors, but they are also

separable efforts. The considerations which affect both kinds

of planning are similar and may be discussed as such. At all

times it is necessary, however, to bear in mind the appropriate

modifications which may be needed depending upon whether or

not the focus of the planning is curriculum or a course.

Instructional objectives are threefold% cognitive, affec-

tive, and skilled. To a varying extent, these objectives are

implicit or explicit in the curriculum and the individual course
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which students undertake. It is logical to assume that the

more explicit the instructional goals, the more likely it is

that these goals will be realized in the performance of stu-

dents.

Cognitive objectives obviously involve mental acts or

thinking. These objectives have been classified in six cate-

gories or types: knowledge, comprehension, application,

analysis, synthesis, ana evaluation. Whether or not this

particular classification is the must useful one in establish-

ing performance goals for instruction, some such set of objec-

tives is essential in instructional planning.

Affective objectives involve attitudes and values which

are inherent in the instructional process as this is carried

out in the United States. The affective attachments which are

usually sought through instruction include: respect for knowl-

edge, the superiority of rational over emotional behaviors

the importance of individual intellectual achioiement, tolerance

for conflicting points of view about knowledge and attitudes,

commitment to the use of knowledge in the service of men, free-

dom to explore and consider ideas, and devotion to a society

which nurtures both academic freedom and academic support.

The skilled objectives of instruction seek to develop

in individuals the capacity to think, to continue their own

personal intellectual growth, and to perform with a high degree

of competence the work involved in applying knowledge to social

needs, whether those needs be instruction, the use of knowledge,
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or the improvement of social institutions, social enterprises,

and so;ial processes.

Research Planning

The planning involved in university research activity is

usually of two kinds. First, there is the matter of the finan-

cial resources which may be made available for research activ-

ity. Secondly, there is the determination of the particular

kinds of research assistance or of the particular research

projects to support. Both kinds of research planning require

careful attention.

Research on an individual basis within a university can

be encouraged in a number of ways. When new buildings are

constructed, research facilities may be included. The library

needs of a faculty member's special field of interest may be

built up over a period of time. The instructional load of a

faculty member may be reduced in order to provide more time

for research. The salary commitment to a faculty member may

be divided between the instructional budget and the research

budget. Periodically a faculty member may receive a research

appointment or a research leave to provide time in which to

pursue a research interest. A research budget may provide

special travel, special equipment, or special personal assis-

tance funds which can be allotted to the research projects of

individual faculty members. A research budget may also pro-

vide publication subsidy for research undertakings.
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The research budget of a university is the determining

factor in fixing not only the amount of resources available

for research support to faculty members but also the scope of

the various forms of research assistance a university can pro-

vide. From a planning and a budgeting point of view, the

forms of research assistance provided within available research

fund limitations should maximize research activity on the part

of faculty members. It is necessary to obtain soma factual

evidence as well as judgment about the forms of research sup-

port which do appear to provide the greatest amount of research

encouragement.

In its research planning, a university may also consider

whether or not it desires to gain a reputation for research

productivity in some particular field of knowledge: the be-

havioral sciences, the biological sciences, the physical

sciences, or some professional field. In some instances, a

university may not have any special research objective but

rather may seek to encourage individual talent wherever it

appears among the faculty members recruited for instruction

in the disciplines and professional fields. In other in-

stances, a university may determine through its planning pro-

cess that it desires to promote research competence in a par-

ticular field of study and to maintain a general instructional

competence in other fields. Such a decision might be made

upon the basis of judgment that greater research aci.lomplish-

ment will be realized from a concentration of limited resources
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rather than from a wide distribution of such resources.

When research support is obtained from foindations, cor-

porations, state governmental appropriations, and federal

governmental agencies, a university must still determine

whether or not the support offered will meet all direct and

indirect expense of the research project. If the university

is expected to provide all or a part of the indirect expense,

for example, this cost item must be included in the research

budget of the university. There is no such thing as an ac-

tivity which does not "cost" a nigher education enterprise

some outlay, direct or indirect, overt or hidden. The cost

may be worthwhile to a university in recruiting and retaining

faculty members, in building special competencies, in gaining

acadevic recognitiln.

When the research objectives of a university have been

decide: upon, there still remains the task of dividing avail-

able research resources among individuals and projects. This

may be essentially a budgeting procedure. At the same time,

the research resources must be continually examined in terms

of the results produced, the outputs of the research effort

of the university. As has been pointed out earlier, it is ex-

ceedingly difficult to determine just what the outputs of

research may be. Research planning has little if any validity,

however, unless some determination of measurable results can

be made. This is the continuing challenge to the research

planner.
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Research is more than the accumulation of knowledge.

Research findings must be incorporated into inztruction if

instruction is to keep abreast the discoveries of knowledge.

In addition, research must be made known to the other insti-

tutions of society -- the economy, tAc polity, the professions,

the voluntary grraips -- which !nay utilize knowledge in the

solution of stubborn social problams. This kind of external

transmission of research results is a possible public service

activity of a university. Research planning cannot be indif-

ferent to the possibility of practical need. It seems likely

that social support of research activity will tend to be most

generous when practical need is a major objective of research

planning.

Public Service Planning

In the continuing education part of higher education pub-

lic service, the principal objective is that of bringing

professional practice up to date with the latest knowledge

and techniques of action. As in the planning of instructional

programs, the planning of continuing education programs de-

mands a careful concern with specific goals of professional

behavior to be achieved by these programs. Presumably these

goals are also cognitive, affective, and skilled.

In providing client services, a higher education enter-

prise seeks objectives inciuental to those of the instructional
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activity. To be sure, client welfare must be a major con-

sideration at the same time when service Lo clients is part

of the procedure by which students acquire experience and skill

in professional practice. There is a continuing conflict in

this area of public service, however, between community needs

and instructional needs. A limited case load or patient load

may be desirable for instructional purposes; community needs

for medical, dental, warsing, speech therapy, and other ser-

vices may be NO great as to discourage desirable limitations

upon case or patient load. Careful planning again is indis-

pensable in these circumstances.

There are planning problems in connection with other

public service activities As in public broadcasting,

in consulting services, in technical services. In every in-

stance the objectives in terms of output in both qualitative

and quantitative aspects require foresight and preparation.

It should be emphasized iere again that evaluation of actuE.l

accomplishments realized is an important element of planning.

Planning Auxiliary Services

A higher education enterprise may provide housing for

all, a major part, a small part, or none of its students. The

idea of student housing in connection with a university was

probably part of both the medieval and the religious heritage

of higher education. In a predominantly rural society such as
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that of the United States during the Eighteenth and Nine-

teenth Centuries, student housing was needed in order to

bring together a student body. In a predcminantly urban

society such as that of Twentieth Century America, student

housing is less essential except for youth who wish to live

away from home.

It has long been traditional that student housing ought

to be an integral phase of instruction; the ideal has been that

of students studying and living together. In practice, the

tradition has been little evident in actual behavior, and the

ideal has seldom if ever been realized. Students living to-

gether are usually more interested in their own social con-

cerns and needs than in their intellectual growth.

Student housing has oaten served another objective in the

United States: to help bridge the difference between secondary

education and higher education.. In general, the academic per-

formance standa.zds expected of the undergraduate student may

be considerably higher than those expected of the high school

student. Moreover, If the high school student has needed the

supervision of parents in meeting academic performance expec-

tations, who is to provide such supervision for the college

student living away from home? It has not been unusual for

the freshman student, freed from general parental oversight,

to find his new social freedom so exhilarating that academic

performance suffers. Student housing may then serve as a

bridge between family discipline and individual discipline in
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meeting the academic performance standards of a college or

university.

Whatever the objectives of a student housing program,

these objectives need to be formulated with care and programs

devised to make certain that these objectives are achieved.

The same observation may be made about other auxiliary

services: student health, student recreation, student social

activity, student cultural activity, student government, and

intercollegiate athletics. All of these endeavors become

meaningful only as their objectives are formulated in some

detail and if means are levised which are reasonably calcu-

lated to meet those objectives.

Planning Student Aid

The objectives of a student aid program are not always

clarified to the extet which is desirable. In essence, the

choice is between recruitment of talent and the equalization

of access to higher education. Many higher education enter-

prises are primarily interested in the recruitment of highly

promising persons: persons with talent as students and scholars,

with talent in specialized fields such as dramatic arts and

music, and with talent as student athletes. Talented persons

contribute in many ways to the record of an enterprise in

producing graduates of superior ability and performance. Since

talented persons are at best somewhat difficult to find, there
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is apt to he considerable competition for students of special

promise. Student aid may be a reward or a recognition of

past achievement and an expresFion of confidence in future

performance. Student aid may be a means of persuading

dents of talent to enroll in one college or university in

preference to another.

Student aid is also important in providing to students

the economic resources which they require in order to enroll

in a college or university. Just as talent is not distributed

equally among students, so economic resources are not distri-

buted equally. Some students come from families of comfortable

or substantial income; other students come from families of

meager income, indeed, from families which need the earnings

of the student in order to maintain themselves. Student aid

is then a means for increasing the economic resources required

by some students in order for them to enroll in higher edu-

cation.

The student aid objectives of a higher education enter-

prise are apt to fluctuate between these two positions. Some

resources will be used to recruit talent. Other resources

will be used to equalize access to higher education. The

enterprise must fix its objectives and provide its resources

as it deems appropriate to its circumstances.
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Summary

Planning is a process of rational endeavor, of fixing

goals for individual and social effort and seeking to accom-

plush those goals with the available resources.

The planning process consists of certain general and

familiar procedures:

1. Review and analysis of current conditions and a

formulation of basic purposes.

2. Determination or objectives to be realized in order

to accomplish the basic purposes of the enterprise.

3. An inventory of current resources for accomplishing

the desired objectives.

4. The development of programs for accomplishing desired

objectives.

5. The modification of programs within imitations of

available resources.

6. Continuing evaluation of progress in accomplishing

the desired objectives.

7. Continuous planning in the light of changing cir-

cumstances, changing purposes, changing objectives,

and changing resources.
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PROGRAMING THE OUTPUT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

The critical step in planning is programming. Plan" have

little meaning other than that of an intellectual exercise

until they are translated into programs. Programs are essen-

tially work-loads. Programs set forth the output to be realized

in a given time period, usually a budget time period. Programs

set forth the resources to be consumed by the work process

needed to produce the established outputs.

Programming is not incremental but comprehensive. The

impact of a program in a given time period may be incremental

in the sense that it adds to a previously existing stock of

output and that :.t advances the enterprise toward a long-range

set of output objectives. But a program in any one particular

time period sets forth the entire output of that time period,

not just the increase in output over the preceding time period.

Programming is closely inter-related with budgeting. It

is difficult to draw any sharp distinction between the two

processes, except to point out that programming emphasizes

outputs in the production process of an enterprise, while lrldget-

ing emphasizes inputs in the production process. Necessarily

the output of a program is a function of the inputs. There is

a continuing need for adjustments between program and budget,

between outputs and inputs.

The programs of a higher education enterprise are the

specific outputs for an academic year which result from the
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planning process and from the budget process. Programs in the

sense in which that word is used in this section are the out-

puts which can be produced by the available financing of the

enterprise.

Instructional Programs and Academic Departments

It has been pointed out earlier that the organizational

structure of most higher education enterprises complicates

the programming effort. The academic department which is the

operations unit of the higher education structure produces

course outputs rather than program outputs. Program outputs

are the concern of the program management units of the higher

education structure. The academic department in a university

may provide courses for several different programs. This

multi-program characteristic of the academic department, is

one which requires identification, recognition, and appropri-

ate accommodation.

In the preceding section on planning, a six-fold classi-

fication of instructional programs was presented. Within these

major categories are numerous particular programs, some of

which (like the Doctor of Medicine program) may be more com-

plicated and more expensive than a whole category of related

programs. For each of these instructional programs, one or

more academic departments may provide one or more sets of

courses. For each academic department it is essential that
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the department know exactly what it is supposed to produce for

each program to which it contributes. In the absence of such

knowledge, operations programming at the level of the academic

department is bound to be faulty.

Instructional programming involves two somewhat separate

determinations: course offerings and enrollment load. Too often

course offerings are likely to reflect the personal interests

of individual faculty members rather than an orderly sequence

of learning aimed at specified cognitive, affective, and skilled

objectives. To be sure, the learning goals of each instructional

program are different one from another, at least in certain de-

tails. And individual students have somewhat different learn-

ing goals. But it is reasonable to expect that an instructional

program (for example, a master's degree in economics or a

doctor's degree in physics) should have a definite set of goals

and a definite sequence of learning progression toward those

goals.

It is equally indispensable that for every progr:m there

be a reliable estimate of course enrollments, that is, of full-

time equivalent output. Here again, there are difficulties in

forecasting. Student interests change. The record of the past

year is not necessarily an accurate base upon which to project

the output for next year. In spite of these complications,

however, it should be possible to make reasonably accurate

estimates of course enrollments by departments in terms of the

total enrollment expectations of the higher eduLAtion enterprise,
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the projected distribution of this enrollment by programs and

by level of offerings.

It is essential to bear in mind that students enroll in

programs which nave a specific set of course and credit hour

requirements. If a student is enrolled and is accepted in

a program, then the departments which contribute course offer-

ings in that program have an obligation to provide those courses

which are required. Such courses must be provided in such ways

as to accommodate enrollment demand. If the resources in staff

and facilities are not available to accommodate enrollment

demand, then enrollment in a program should be reduced. The

best interests of neither the student nor the enterprise are

served when students are enrolled in an instructional program

but are unable to obtain the course enrollments required by

that program.

It may be well to refer here to the earlier discussion

about instructional technology. An important part of instruc-

tional programming is to establish the technology to be utilized

in producing the planned outputs of an individual course offer-

ing or of a sequence of course offerings. For example, certain

courses mv.y be offered upon the basis of large lecture sec-

tions taught by a senior professor, supplemented by discussion

sections led by teaching assistants. Or certain courses of-

fered in multiple sections with a maximum enrollment of 25

students may be taught by a ranking faculty member who also

supervises a group of teaching assistants working with him.
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There are, of course, many other methods or techniques of

instructional procedure. The decision about the technology

appropriate to the course and to the resources available is

a major ingredient in instructional programming.

Programming Courses for the Associate Degree

The higher education enterprise, college or university,

offering two-year degree programs usually provides two types

of degrees: the associate in arts and the associate in ap-

plied science. The first program is one of general studies,

consisting of courses providing 90 quarter credit hours dis-

tributed among the humanities, social studies, biological

sciences, physical sciences, and mathematics. These courses

may have a special focus upon commu:Lity problems, or they

may be oriented toward certain professions. Indeed, general

studies may include preprofessional introduction to teacher

education or business administration. The second program is

that of technical education, which prepares individuals to

work as professional associates in the business technologies,

health technologies, engineering technologies, agri-business

technologies, and government-education technologies.

In general studies the course offerings are of two kinds:

(1) introductory courses which explore the general concepts

of a specialized field of knowledge and (2) core courses which

provide some more detailed study of certain sub-specializations
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of a discipline. In a technical education program, the course

offerings will ordinarily be drawn about 50 percent from gen-

eral studies (including introductory courses and others pro-

viding background for a particular technology), with the other

50 percent constituting specific technical courses designed

to prepare a person to work as a professional associate.

In programming a technical eduction curriculum, it is

essential to maintain close relationships with the professions

or businesses which employ professional associates. In this

way it is possible to ensure that the knowledge and skills

produced by a curricular program are those needed by employers.

Such close relationships also facilitate the placement of tech-

nical education graduates when they have completed their pro-

gram of study.

In both general studies and technical education, pro-

gramming necessarily includes determination of course enroll-

ments and of appropriate instructional methods. The full-time

equivalent student enrollment in courses and programs in turn

determines the necessary inputs for these programs in turn

determines the necessary inputs for these programs.

Programming the Baccalaureate in Arts and Sciences

A baccalaureate program in arts and sciences usually con-

sists of two parts: a general studies component and a special-

ized studies component. The individual students selects his
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specialized field of study, a particular foreign language and

literature, history, psychology, pre-law, the biological

sciences, pre-medicine, chemistry, physics, mathematics, or

some inter-disciplinary area such as American studies or Black

studies.

The purpose in general studies has been defined as breadth

of knowledge, as encouragement to the student do develop a gen-

eral understanding of the great scope of man's knowledge, a

general understanding of man's intellectual heritage in Western

culture, and a general understanding of the value commitments

of Western society. To the context of Western culture, a uni-

versity may wish through general studies to add for each

student an acquaintance with at least one other culture, such

as Oriental culture, Islamic culture, or African culture.

The broad purpose of general studies in a baccalaureate

program in the arts and sciences is relatively simple Fo state.

To define this purpose in more concrete or specific terms and

then to program a course of study to achieve these objectives

has proven especially difficult for almost every university.

Some colleges and universities have been on the verge of aban-

doning any general studies objectives entirely, partly because

they have found the effort to define and realize these objec-

tives beyond the power of the faculty, and partly because they

have thought it likely that secondary education could and

should undertake this purpose.

Whatever planning a higher education enterprise does in
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the field of general studies, the programming of the plan

presents a substantial challenge. The departments which cn-

tribute to the general studies program must design certain

courses which are calculated to achieve the objective of pro-

viding students with a general understanding of a field of

knowledge. Moreover, in such programming it is essential to

define objectives in general study which are different from

the objectives in specialized study.

In programming courses for general study objectives, it

is cusomary for academic departments to offer the two kinds of

courses mentioned earlier: (1) introductory courses and (2) core

courses. Often a student may omit one or more of the introduc-

tory courses through successful achievement on an advanced

placement test. Oftentimes a student in his specialized field

of interest may have specialized introductory courser consider-

ably different from the introductory courses designed for gen-

eral study objectives.

Because of the nature of academic development and aca-

demic technology in the past thirty years in the United States,

specialized study has been cultivated with considerable vigor.

Indeed, the basic programming problem has been to keep spe-

cialized study in a discipline at the baccalaureate level within

some reasonable limits. There has been a tendency for spe-

cialized courses to be quite numerous and to be available to

upper division students and to graduate students on an almost

interchangeable basis. In this development a clear distinction
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between specialized study at the baccalaureate level and spe-

cialized study at the master's degree level has almost disap-

peared.

In programming courses for specialized study, there is

an additional problem to that of keeping the specialized

courses within certain limits appropriate to the baccalaureate

objectives. This other problem is to determine what special-

ized courses in related disciplines it is desirable to encour-

age students to study as a part of their special interest.

It is highly desirable for students of American language and

literature, for example, to acquire specialized knowledge about

American history and American sociology, It is highly desir-

able for students of American history to obtain substantial

knowledge about economics, sociology, government, and social

psychology. It seems desirable for planners of academic pro-

grams at the baccalaureate level to set for themselves objec-

tives of an inter-related scope of knowledge rather than ob-

jectives of a highly specialized and detailed knowledge.

The place of mathematics in an undergraduate curriculum

presents another kind of concern. Mathematics is a discipline

in its own right. But mathematics is also an analytical tech-

nique of importance to the physical sciences, biological

sciences, and behavioral sciences. Mathematics is also ex-

tensively used in engineering, computer science, and other

professional fields of study. Statistical analysis is closely

allied to applied mathematics. In consequence, mathematics
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courses involve instruction to a wide variety of students

whose use of the knowledge tends to be quite different from

program to program. These various needs for mathematics in-

struction have to be accommodated in various course offerings.

Baccalaureate Professional Planning

There are many fields of professional study at the bacca-

laureate level, from agriculture, architecture, and engineer-

ing to teacher education, business administration, and nursing.

These are two problems in common which trouble directors of

professional programs of instruction. One is the extent of

the general studies component which shall be included in a pro-

fessional program. Because of increased knowledge to be applied

in professional practice, departments and schools offering pro-

fessional programs tend to resent any degree requirements not

directly related to the immediate objectives of professional

education. Secondly, there is the question about how to in-

corporate professional experience in a program of professional

education. The two most widely used methods for developing

such interrelationships involve cooperative study (alternating

periods of study and apprenticeship) and internship.

Colleges offering professional programs which inclule a

general studies component tend to desire that these general

studies be oriented specifically toward their professional ob-

jectives. Thus an undergraduate engineering program, for



example, is apt to be designed to include general studies

courses in English, economics, and mathematics which will be

particularly relevant to the interests of engineers. An un-

dergraduate program in teacher education is apt to be designed

to include general studies courses in psychology, history,

and science which will be particularly relevant to the inter-

ests of teachers. These special professional concerns with

general studies deserve consideration and some accommodation

in departmental programming.

Professional education is by definition specialized edu-

cation. In programming the specialized courses for particular

professional fields, there is a danger of over-specialization,

of sub-dividing areas of professional interests into numerous

bits and pieces which lack coherence and overlap one another

in content. Only careful planning of instructional objectives

and careful programming of courses to achieve those objectives

can reduce this danger.

Programmin% Graduate Professional Instruction

The programming concerns of graduate professional instruc-

tion are in many ways somewhat simpler to resolve than those

for undergraduate professional instruction. There is a ten-

dency to consider the undergraduate education not just as pre-

professional but as being comprised entirely of general studies.

As a result, the graduate professional school can concentrate
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attention entirely upon professional instruction without con-

cern for a general studies component. This means that the pro-

gramming of graduate professional instruction has concentrated

upon the achievement of professional objectives.

There is no common pattern which can be expected in the

programming of graduate professional education. There are the

usual problems of the extent of specialization to be sought in

these programs and of the role of professional practice as an

integral part of professional education. The time period for

realization of professional education objectives may vary from

three to four years.

It is important that such programming be clearly developed

and that the programs pursued be clearly calculated to achieve

stated objectives of professional education.

Programming Graduate Instruction

Graduate education other than separately organized gradu-

ate professional education is of two kinds and is conducted at

two levels of achievement. Graduate education embraces the

disciplines of the arts and sciences and also professional

fields of study. Such graduate education is built upon the

base of a baccalaureate education in a discipline or in a pro-

fessional field of study. Thus graduate education as commonly

defined in the United States includes graduate study in engi-

neering, in teacher education, in nursing, in business admin-

istration, and other professional fields in addition to graduate
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education in the arts and sciences.

Graduate education is conducted at two levels: at the

master's degree level and at the doctoral degree level. Pre-

sumably there is supposed to be a sharp or at least a definite

distinction between the two levels of instruction. Presumably

there are different instructional objectives in a master's

degree program from those in a doctoral degree program. This

difference is an important item of instructional planning,

and, in turn, the difference in objectives must be reflected

in instructional programming.

If we may assume that a clear distinction has been

developed between a master's degree program and a doctoral

degree program, we may envisage a master's degree program con-

structed along the following course requirements:

1. Specialized courses providing detailed knowledge

of a particular part of a discipline or professional

field (30 quarter credit hours)

2. Seminar in the philosophy of knowledge appropriate

to a discipline or professional field (15 quarter

credit hours)

3. Preparation of an essay or conduct of a work project

indicating special competence in the discipline or

profession (1!., quarter credit hours)

If we may assume that the objectives of a doctoral degree

program are formulated in terms to achieve a high degree of
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intellectual or professional mastery of a field of study, we

may envisage a doctoral degree program constructed along these

lines:

1. Specialized courses providing detailed knowledge

(30 quarter credit hours)

2. Seminar in research method (5 quarter credit hours)

3. Seminar in instructional method (5 quarter credit

hours)

4. Seminar in scope of discipline or profession (5

quarter credit hours)

5. Research project or project in application of pro-

fessional skill (45 quarter credit hours)

Programming Research

Programming the research activities of higher education

is essentially the process of laying out a procedure for execu-

ting c. research project. Once a research project has been

approved within the research planning procedure of a university,

the director of the project confronts the task of fixing the

work steps to be accomplished in the execution of the research

design. These work steps will reflect the technology to be

employed in the particular research undertaking.

The work steps of a research project are those appropri-

ate to the nature of the inquiry, the technology available for

achieving the desired goals, and the resources available for
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pursuing the desired goals. The work steps may be modified

as the project proceeds, to be sure, but when this occurs, new

work steps are devised to take their place.

Research programming has one of two primary goals: (1) to

accomplish as much in the accumulation of facts, analysis, and

synthesis as possible with the resources provided for the pro-

ject; or (2) to complete the planned objective and to publish

the findings and generalizations resulting from the work ef-

fort. Much research is unlikely to result in any substantial

addition to knowledge; the research may provide only negative

findings. There are no guarantees o4: research output other

than the incidental usefulness of the project itself in terms

of its planning and programming.

Because research output is so uncertain in the case of

most research projects, research programming is primarily pre-

occupied with maximum utilization of the resources provided

for the project. Programming under these circumstances is

not only a highly individualized effort of the project director;

it is also a process of consuming inputs without any assurance

of measurable or identifiable outputs other than the project

itself.

Research is performed by faculty members, with possible

assistance from research associates, research assistants, tech-

nicians, and secretarial and clerical personnel. Usually senior

research staff of an organized and separately budgeted research

project will also be members of an academic department. This
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means that departments must program that a certain proportion

of their staff and facility resources will be devoted to re-

search activity. In other instances where research work is

highly individualized, an academic department may wish to

program a part of the work assignment of a faculty member to

research effort rather than to instructional effort. The ex-

tent of such programming is an important part of operations

management at the department level in a higher education enter-

prise.

Programming Public Service

The varied nature of the public service activities of

higher education has been mentioned several times. For such

different kinds of endeavor no one programming procedure is

possible. Rather, programming must proceed according to the

particular characteristics of each individual public service

undertaking.

In the instance of continuing education projects, the

programming is concerned not with the award of degrees or

even of course credits toward degrees. Rather, the programming

is concerned with accomplishment of certain specific objec-

tives of instruction intended to provide the student partici-

pants with a particular kind of new knowledge; insight, or

skill in their professional practice. The programming of

material to be presented by a particular meant, of communica-

tion is intended to achieve these objectives.
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In the instance of medical and hospital service provided

by an out-patient clinic or a teaching hospital of a univer-

sity medical center, programming involves patient care ac-

cording to the nature of the illness or disease and according

to the available technology for curing such illness. The

established procedures for diagnosis and treatment constitute

the essential programming, with the case load becoming the

unknown circumstance which may complicate the patient care

provided.

In the instance of public broadcasting, programming is

literally the production and transmission of particular kinds

of programs: music (of different kinds), discussions, news,

drama, lessons. The programs broadcast are those which accom-

plish the general purposes of the broadcasting plan and which

are made possible by the resources available.

Public service programming is thus primarily a work pro-

cess. It involves determination of the extent and volume of

public service activity to be undertaken by a higher education

enterprise.

As with research, public service of a college or univer-

sity is performed by faculty members. This means that public

service programming must be done by academic departments and

must be considered a part of the operational work Load of

these departments. The academic resources of staff and facil-

ities in any higher education enterprise can scarecely be

extended to instruction, research, and public service without
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careful programming.

Pro ramming Auxiliary Services.

The variety of auxiliary service activities of higher

education presents another considerable assortment of pro-

gramming techniques, from the scheduling of athletic contests

and the coaching of student athletes for participation in these

contests to the preparation of meals for students in accordance

with a carefully determined menu program. Such divergent types

of activity can only be summarized in cursory fashion or be

considered in comprehensive detail.

It is sufficient for present purposes simply to emphasize

that programming is a necessary procedure in every kind of

auxiliary service performed within a higher education enter-

prise. Every such activity requires both a plan in terms of

objectives to be realized and a program in terms of the means

appropriate to accomplishment of the defined objectives. These

programs deserve just as careful attention as those connected

with all other activities of a college or university.

Programming Student Aid

Student financial assistance may seek to accomplish its

avowed purposes of recruiting special talent or of equalizing

educational opportunity through certain very well know pro-

grams* scholarship awards, grant-in-aid awards, fellowship
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awar0s, part-time employment, and loans. Each such program

may involve definite procedures: submission of an application,

review and decision on competing applications, the calculation

of income need, the listing of employment jobs, and the referral

of individuals to appropriate openings, the execution of loan

agreements with their repayment schedules.

Financial assistance programs depend upon financial re-

sources, as has been pointed out before. But financial assis-

tance programs also depend upon extensive personal interview-

ing and the effort to make each award appropriate to the cir-

cumstances of the individual applitant. These procedures

determine whether or not there is a sense of personal interest

and concern evident in the handling of every individual seek-

ing financial assistance.

No set of student assistance programs is likely to meet

all the circumstances of financial need which students will

present to an enterprise. A large part of such programs con-

sequently entails the denial of assistance, not because a

student's abilities or needs are in doubt, but because the

necessary resources are simply not available. Thus student

assistance programs are confronted with the continutng problem

of denial of assistance.

Programming student assistance involves timeliness.

Applications must be handled on some definite time schedule

if assistance is to be helpful to individual students. Inability
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to program a given work load of applications for assistance

can result in a denial of such assistance. Thus student as-

sistance programming is a matter of careful scheduling.

General

It is impossible in this discussion to review every pro-

cess or activity of a higher education enterprise. Yet every

such process and activity involves programming as a work pro-

cedure. There is no part or phase of a higher education en-

terprise which does not demand careful programming as a means

to effective and efficient work performance.

The particular items singled out for mention here are

illustrative, not complete in their enumeration. There are

many other activities which might have been explored, such as

the scheduling of classroom use, the processing of student

records, the collection of accounts receivable, the repair of

equipment, the maintenance of buildings, the utilization of

computer equipment. All of these activities have programming

needs and programming procedures.

Summary

Since the principal focus of attention in this manual

is upon planning, programming, and budgeting for the instruc-

tional activities of a higher education enterprise, we may

properly reiturn once again to this subject in this summary.
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Instructional programming has an operational aspect and

a program aspect. Since academic departments conduct courses

and since divisions, schools, or colleges offer degree pro-

grams, programming of courses must be performed by departments

and programming of curricula must be done by divisions, schools,

or colleges. Obviously both kinds of programming, the opera-

tional and the curricular, are closely interrelated. The

standards of curricular programming should fix the framework

for course planning by departments.

An instructional program eventuating in award of a degree

is, of course, a curriculum, or a curricular program. A cur-

ricular program is frequently complicated by the inclusiem of

a certain number of so-called "elective" courses which may be

selected by a student in order to complete the course require-

ments for a degree. Whether or not as extensive a range of

choice is desirable as is sometimes permitted is a question

to be resolved by curriculum planners.

We may illustrate a curriculum program by the attached

Table A. Programming begins when the total number of students

by student credit hours of output is calculated for such a cur-

riculum. In order to make such calculations, program manage-

mant (a division, school, or college) must forecast the total

number of students to be admitted to the program and the dis-

tribution of these students by year (level) and by courses.

In the accompanying illustration we are not proposing a
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model or standard curriculum; we are simply setting forth a

curriculum which might result from program planning and which

would be the necessary beginning of course programming. There

woulu necessarily be such a curriculum for every instructional

or degree program offered by a particular higher education en-

tarprise. In a university there might well be one hundred or

more such curricular programs.

In turn, an academic departmcIt must establish a program

of course offerings as the basis for its own instructional

output. A complete program of departmental operations would

include the outputs of research and public service in addition

to those of instruction. Table B is a hypothetical and illus-

trative departmental program for instructional activities.

This illustration indicates the various courses required of

a department to support different instructional programs:

general studies, the baccalaureate program, the master's degree

program, and the doctoral degree program. Furthermore, the

illustration suggests the instructional output in course credit

hours which such an array of courses might be called upon to

produce.

It is the output of such courses by programs which fixes

the input requirements and the technology requirements (in-

structional procedures) which an academic department must be

prepared to provide. Only by programming such outputs can

departments and colleges proceed to determine budget needs.
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Table A

Curriculum Programming Data

Curriculum: Elementary Education

Student Input

First year: 700
Second year: 600
Third year: 400
Fourth year: 400

First year

American Language
General Biology
General Psychology
American History
Fundamentals of Music
Fundamental of Art
Fundamentals of

Health Education

Second year

General Mathematics
General Science
General Geography
General Government
General Sociology

Third year

Introduction to
Education

Language Arts and
Children's Literature

Teaching the Social
Studies

Teaching Science and
Arithmetic

Teaching Art and Music
Teaching Health and

Physical Education

Student
Credit Hours Credit Hours
Per Quarter Per Quarter

Autumn Winter Spring Autumn Winter Spring

3 3

4 4

3 3

3 3

2 -

- 2

- -

T5'

3 3

4 4

3 3

3 3

3 3

3

4

3

3

-
-

2

rr

3

4

3

3

3

Yr rr rr

3 3 3

3 3 3

3 3 3

3 3 3

3 3 -

- - 3

2100 2100 2100
2800 2800 2800
2100 2100 2100
2100 2100 2100
1400 - -
- 1400 -

- - 1400

1800 1800 1800
2400 2400 2400
1800 1800 1800
1800 1800 1800
1800 1800 1800

1200 1200 1200

1200 1200 1200

1200 1200 1200

1200 1200 1200
1200 1200 -

- - 1200
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Fourth year

History and Philosophy
of Education 3 3 - 1200 1200 -

Sociology of Education 3 3 - 1200 1200 -

Speech Functions of
Teacher 3 3 - 1200 1200 -

Curriculum Planning 3 3 - 1200 1200
Child Guidance and

Development 3 3 - 1200 1200
Internship - - 15 - - 6000

15 15 15
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Table B

Instructional Programming Data

uctional Department: Government

Credit Hours
Per Quarter

Autumn Winter Spring

Student
Credit Hours
Per Quarter

Autumn Winter Spring
e

Title

General Government 3 3 3 2100 2100 2100
American Government 3 3 3 1200 1200 1200
International Affairs 3 3 3 1200 1200 1200

Comparative Government 3 3 3 300 300 300
Political Theory and
Public Opinion 3 3 3 300 300 300

Political Parties 3 3 3 150 150 150
State Government 3 3 90 90
Local Government - - 3 - - 90
U. S. Foreign Policy 3 3 3 300 300 300
Public Administration 3 3 3 75 75 75
International Organi-

zation 3 3 3 60 60 60
Governments of Western

Europe 3 3 3 60 60 60
Government and Science 3 - - 60 -

African Politics - 3 - - 60 -

Ohio Government - - 3 - - 60
Classical Political

Thought 3 3 3 30 30 30
Recent Political Thought 3 3 3 30 30 30
Political Behavior 3 3 3 30 30 30

Constitutional Law 3 3 3 30 30 30
International Law 3 3 3 30 30 30
Russian Government 3 - - 30 - -
Asian Government - 3 - - 30 -

Latin American Government - - 3 - - 30
the American Executive 3 - - 30 - -
The Legislative Power - 3 - - 30 -

The Judicial Power - - 3 - - 30
Bureaucracy and Power 3 - - 30 - -

Administrative Law - 3 - - 30 -

Public Management - 3 - 30
Concepts of Power 3 3 3 30 30 30
Master's Essay 15 - - 30 30 30
Research in Political

Behavior 5 - - 30 30 30
Research in Administra-

tive Behavior 5 - - 30 30 30
Research in Comparative

Government 5 - - 30 30 30
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700 Research in Political
Theory 5 - - 30 30 30

800 The Study of Government - 5 - - 30
800 Teaching of Government - - 5 - - 30
900 Research in Government 15 15 15 45 45 45

9)
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BUDGETING THE INPUTS
FOR CURRENT OPERATIONS

Budgeting is a procedure for converting programs of an

enterprise into the common denominator of dollars; it is a

procedure for relating varied program inputs to program out-

puts. Budgeting is a method of determining the outputs to be

achieved from available resources and an available technol-

ogy. Although budgeting is concerned with resources, with

inputs, the importance of budgeting lies with the outputs,

the products provided by each program of work effort.

In a higher education enterprise, budgeting as a process

is necessarily organized around the basic activity areas of

a college or university: instruction, research, public ser-

vice, auxiliary services, and student aid. Within these

activity areas are various programs whose outputs and inputs

must be brought together in a budget which utilizes resources

for production.

Our attention here will be concentrated primarily upon

the program budgeting of instruction. Only incidental atten-

tion will be given to the budgeting necessary in other activ-

ity areas of a higher education enterprise.

ETI2ILIEsEtA

In all budgeting there are certain familiar categories

of input or of objects of expenditure which are, employed.
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These categories may be summarized as follows:

Personal Services

Salaries

Fringe benefits (retirement, insurance, sick

leave, other leave, etc.)

Other Expenses

Supplies and Equipment

Travel and Other

Contract services (utilities, rent, etc.)

Printing and Reproduction

Obviously these objects of expenditure do not have any

meaning in and of themselves. Objects of expenditure are means

to an end. The problem of program budgeting is to relate in-

put resources to output objectives.

There is still a further budgeting complication for a

higher education enterprise. Objects of expenditure can be

determined at various levels of management: the operations

level, the program level, the enterprise level. As we have

noted already, for instructional activity the operations level

is usually the academic department. The program level is

often a division, school, or college. The enterprise level

is the college or university as a whole. Each of these levels

of organization have input calculations to make for the in-

structional budgets, It is necessary to examine the role of
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each level in the development of a program budget for in-

structional activity.

Departmental Instruction

As has been observed earlier, an academic department as

the operations unit of a higher education enterprise tends to

think of its instructional effort in terms of course offerings

rather than in terms of program offerings. A program approach

to budgeting rather than a course approach requires a new

kind of budget thinking within academic departments, as well

as within a higher education enterprise as a whole.

As a beginning, the academic department, as noted in the

preceding section, needs to identify its course offerings in

terms of their contribution to and participation in the ap-

proved degree programs of the enterprise. For a department

specializing in an academic discipline (such as German language,

sociology, or chemistry), this may mean there will be course

offerings in as many as four different programs: general stud-

ies, baccalaureate, master's degree, and doctoral degree.

In addition, for each course offering or set of program

course offerings, the academic department must establish a

technology, a learning procedure. This technology in large

part determines the input requirements for the instructional

budget. Technology involves class size, instructional method,

and instructional support. The controlling effect of technology
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can be illustrated by several 'xamples. For reasons of con-

venience and some familiarity, we may use a Department of

Government in this illustration.

Let us assume that the Department of Government, in con-

junction with program management, has determined that its

general studies course entitled "General Government" or

"Introduction to Government" will have an autumn quarter en-

rollment of 2100 student credit hours. If this is a three

credit hour course, we know that there will be 700 students

to be accommodated in this course. The problem of technology

for this course is the determination of the instructional pro-

cedure for producing 2100 student credit hours per quarter

for these 700 students.

There are a number of different instructional procedures

which might be utilized for this course. Let us icok at just

twc possible methcds. First, the department may decide that

the 700 students should be instructed in discussion sections

of 25 students each. This means that the department will have

to offer and staff 28 sections of this course. If we assume

that a full-time instructional load for a faculty member is

four sections or 12 credit hours, then this work-load stan-

dard means that seven full-time equivalent instructional staff

persons wild. be needed to produce the necessary instructional

output. Or, the department may decide that the 700 students

should be instructed in four large lecture sections of approx-

imately 175 utudents each for two hours a week, supplemented
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by 28 discussion sections of 25 students each meeting one hour

per week. With the same work-load standards as employed in

the first process, we now find that three full-time equivalent

staff persons will be needed to produce the necessary in-

structional output.

The budget aspects of these two different instructional

technologies may rie summarized as follows:

Student Credit Hours 2,100 2,100

No. of Lecture Sections 3

No. of Discussion Sections 28 (3 hours) 28 (1 hour)

F.T.E. Instructional Staff 7 3

Average Salary $12,000 $12,000

Staff Budget $84,000 $36,000

The example used above has pertained to only one course,

an introductory course, provided by a Department of Government

for the general studies program. The specialized courses of-

fered by the department as part of a baccalaureate program

constitute still another set of courses and part of another

instructional program. The enrollment in these courses is

likely to be fairly small, made up largely of students who

are majors in government in pursuing their bachelor's degree.

Let us assume that the department offers the equivalent of

seven three-quarter courses (certain courses may be for one

quarter only) and that the total enrollment in these courses
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comes to 795 student credit hours for the autumn quarter.

The student enrollment turns out to be 100 for one course,

50 for another course, 30 for a third course, 25 for a fourth

course, and 20 each in three other courses.

Here again there are alternatives of technology involved.

The department may decide that at the specialized baccalaure-

l.te program level it will not offer any course section with

more than 20 students. This decision means that the seven

courses will have to be offered in 15 sections. If the faculty

work load is fixed at four three-credit hour courses or sec-

tions of 20 students, the decision about instructional proce-

dure means that four full-time equivalent staff members will

be needed to produce the output of 795 student credit hours

for the baccalaureate program.

As an alternative, the department might decide that each

course would be offered in single sections only, regardless

of size. This would mean that seven sections rather tLan 15

would be sufficient to accommodate the anticipated enroll-

ment. At the same time, it might be decided that 240 student

credit hours produced would be considered a full-time faculty

work load. On this basis, 3 full-time equivalent staff mem-

bars would be needed, one of whom would instruct only one

three-credit hour course but with an enrollment of 100 stu-

dents (300 student credit hours). In other instances, the

enrollment would justify one course being counted as one-half

an individual work load or as one-third an individual work
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load. If the average salary per full-time faculty member in

the baccalaureate program came to $16,000 per year (o2 three

guarte..:s), the two different course arrangements would en-

tail salary expense of $64,000 versus that of $48,000.

The examples just mentioned are sufficient to make it

clear that technology has much to do with instructional ex-

pense at the departmental level. The faculty salary component

in departmental instruction is determined by total instruc-

tional output divided by faculty work load output, which fixes

the staffing needs of a department. The staffing needs mul-

tiplied by average salary fixes the instructional salary budget

of an academic department, or the instructional salary budget

for a program component of an academic department.

There are, of course, two complications to this kind of

program budgeting by an academic department. For one thing,

as we have pointed out several times already, academic depart-

ments so often do not think in program terms. Faculty members

are recruited upon the basis of their specialization within

a discipline or professional field of study in the interest

of "rounding out" the competer1cies (specialties) of a depart-

ment. Too seldom is recruitment undertaken in terms of the

ogram obligations of a department or in terms of the reason-

able expectations of instructional obligations confronting a

department. The course offerings of a department are seldom

considered in program terms but more often are likely to be

considered in terms of the special interests of individual
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faculty members. Indeed, it is not unusual for the same

course to be available to an upper division baccalaureate

student, a master's degree student, and even a doctoral degree

student. Furthermore, in a department which offers courses

for general studies, for the baccalaureate projram, and for

the master's and doctor's degree programs, faculty members

are often recruited for what they can offer at the graduate

levels and with too little attenticn to what they can offer

at the first two levels.

In spite of these. complications, a program budget effort

by a higher education enterprise requires an academic depart-

ment to think in program terms, and to budget in program

terms. This kind of thinking should encourage a greater

effort at precssion in formulating program objectives and

course objectives. This kind of thinking should also en-

courage greater care in determining the instructional proce-

dure or technology to be employed in achieving course and

program goals. And this kir.' of thinking should introduce

greater care in determining the staffing requirements of a

department.

The budgeting of departmental instructional salaries is

only the beginning (although the most important part) of

departmental budgeting. There are other inputs which must

be added to the departmental budget. Under the heading of

personal services, there are certain additional categories

to be considered: faculty assistants and clerical assistants.
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The cost of retirement contributions and other fringe bene-

fits must be included. Then there are the costs of supplies

and equipment and of travel to be added.

For each instructional program in which an academic de-

partment participates and in terms of expected program output,

the instructional budget would appear as follows:

Personal Services

1. Faculty (number times average salary)

2. Faculty assistants, such as teexhing assistants,

laboratory assistanL3, anc' course assistants

(number times average salary)

3. Faculty support, such as secretaries, steno-

graphers, and typists (number times average

salary)

4. Fringe benefits (for all personnel)

Other Expense

5. Supplies and equipment

6. Travel and other

Proararil

To the expense of departmental instruction, or operations

management, there are also the costs of program management to

be included in a program budget. As we have noted, program

management usually involves the activities of a college in

providing supervision and coordination of various academic
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department in performaig their part of an instructional pro-

gram. Program management is this the expense of a level of

supervision in the organization E0-,:ucture of a higher educa-

tion enterprise.

Program management is ordinarily a limited cost element

in the total instructional budget. The cost here is that of

maintaining a college office with such personnel as are

needed to perform the duties of program management. The

possible scope of these duties boon outlined earlier in

the discussion about organizatiuAla] structure.

The costs of program management would include

Personal Services

1. teens and Assistant Deans

2. Supporting personnel, such as secretaries

and stenographers

3. Fringe benefits

Other Mionse

4. Supplies and equipment

5. Travel and ether

Libraries

Library service is, of course, an indispensable suppor-

tive adjunct to all instructional programs. Classroom in-

struction in higher educatirA is supplemented by library read-

ing, although in general studies programs and in some bacca-

laureate programs there is a tendency to assign paperback
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books as reading materials rather than library holdings. The

inadequacy of library seating capacity as well as student muti-

lation or mishandling of library books have helped to encour-

age this trend.

In the past twenty-five years, there has also been a

tendency for some instructional programs to integrate library

resources with the instructional facilities. Thus a law

library as a particularly essential part of legal education

has usually been incorporated physically with a law instruc-

tional building. A college of medicine will usually desire

its own separate medical library. A school of architecture

will usually desire its own architectural library. A separate

music library is often an integral part of a music building.

In these and similar instances it is argued that the library

needs are so highly specialized and so different from other

library needs that a separate library operation is justified.

There have been two other library practices in the past

twenty-five years which should be given passing notice. One

of these has been to develop library "reading rooms" for vari-

ous programs and disciplines apart from a central library.

Thus a business library may be provided in conjunction with

a business school, and a physics reading room may be provided

in conjunction with the physics laboratories. The other

practice has been to develop so-called undergraduate "read-

ing library" distinct from the research or graduate library.

It is not inteneed here to pass judgment upon any
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particular set of library policies and practices which may be

adopted by any one higher education enterprise. It is impor-

tant to emphasize that the library budget is usually a con-

solidated or centralized budget for a higher education enter-

prise as a whole, regardless of the particular library arrange-

ments which may be in existence. Often the central library

is given certain operating or supervisory jurisdiction over

all the library activities on a campus.

The component inputs of a library budget are these:

Personal Services

1. Professional personnel

2. Service personnel

3. Clerical personnel

4. /Tinge benefits

Other Expense

5. Book purchases

6. Supplies and equipment

7. Binding and repair

8. Travel and other

9. Payments for service to other libraries

Instructional Services

In the discussion about organization above, we have men-

tioned a number cf supportive services beside the library

which may be set up and operated on an enterprise-wiee basis
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to assist the instructional operation. These would include

an audio-visual service, broadcasting service, and computer

service, among others. These may be grouped together under

the budget heading of instructional services.

For budget purposes, it is not a simple matter to draw

a sharp diatinction between an instructional service and a

public service. how should a museum be classified: as an

instructional service or as a public service? How should an

instructional materit .s laboratory be classified? How should

an aviation service, a laboratory school, a broadcasting ser-

vice, teaching clinic, a teaching hospital be classified?

In general, there seems to be one or two tests which

can be applied in resolving questions of the kind just men-

tionel. One test is the degree of integration or relatedness

between a service and an instructional program. If a museum,

for example, is primarily utilized a) a supplement for in-

strur.tion, then it may well be classified as an instructional

service. If a museum is primarily utilized, however, as a

facility of general public interest, it may well be classi-

fied as a public service. A teaching nospital or any clinic

providing service to a large number of patients may well be

classified as a public service even though the hospital is

also essential to a program of medical instruction.

It must also be recognized that an activity of a col-

lege or university may draw its support from two or more

budgets. For example, a broadcasting service may be in part
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an instructional service and in part a public service. As

such, a part of its operating expense may pvoperly be carried

as an instructional service and another part may properly be

carried as a public service.

Instructional services exist to assist academic depart-

ments in carrying out their instructional programs. The

input requirements for these instructional services includes

Personal Services

1. Professional personnel

2. Technif:al personnel

3. Clerical and stenographic personnel

4. Fringe benefits

Other Expense

5. Supplies and Equipment

6. Travel and other

7. Utilities services

Overhead Expenditures

The overhead expenditures which must be budgeted for

the instructional activity of a higher education enterprise

includes (1) student services, (2) general expense, (3) plant

operation, and (4) general administration. These indirect

or overhead activities are almost akways organized on an

enterprise basis -- triat is, they are performed on a central-

ized basis for the enterprise as a whole.
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Although these overhead activities must be budgeted by

activity, it is appropriate to allocate these overhead ex-

penditures program by program upon the basis of an appropriate

formula. In many instances this allocation 1.)1, programs may

properly be made upon the basis of square footage of instruc-

tioaal space utilized if thin can be determined on a reason-

ably accurate basis.

Student services as a part of instructional overhead in-

clude five kinds of activity: !1) admissions; (2) course

registration and student record keeping; (3) operation of stu-

dent financial assistance programs; (4) student relations;

and (5) student placement. Such specialized student services

as a student health service and a student counseling service

should be considered for budget and accounting purposes as

auxiliary services.

General expense involves the operation of a number at.

services for the benefit of a higher education enterprise,

such as a central computer service, telephone service, mail

service, reproduction service, publication service, automotive

and transportation service, and public events service. These

services are usually provided un an enterprise-wide basis,

and are budgeted as separate overhead activities.

Plant operation is another service usually provided on

an enterprise-wide basis. It includes custodial service,

plant protection and security service, heating service, elec-

tric service, water and sewerage service, equipment repair
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and maintenance, building repair and maintenance, grounds

maintenance, and similar activities. In a higher education

enterprise, it is important that under instructional expendi-

tures there be included only the costs of operation of plant

for instructional and general purposes. The costs of plant

operation for research, public service, and auxiliary services

would ordinarily be determined separately and charged as over-

head expenses of these various endeavors.

General administration includes the expenditures for

enterprise management, including the governing board, the

president's office, the office of the vice-president for aca-

demic affairs, the office of the vice-president for finance

and business affairs, the office of the ""ice- president for

planning, and the office of the vice-president for develop-

ment.

For student services, general expense, plant operation,

and general administration, the input factors to be budgeted

would include:

Personal Services

1. Professional

2. Supervisory

3. Technical

4. Clerical and stenographic

5. Fringe benefits
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Other Expense

6. Supplies and equipment

7. Travel and other

8. Contract services

Research and rublic Service

In the two activity areas of research and public service,

budgeting is performed on a project basis. For each such

project the input factors are'

Personal Services

1. Faculty

2. Professional

3. Technical

4. Clerical and stenographic

5. Fringe benefits

Other Expense

6. Supplies and Equipment

7. Travel and other

8. Overhead

The sum total of project expenser constitute the budgeted

inputs for research and public service ;performed by a higher

education enterprise. The number of these projects individu-

ally may be fairly sizeable, and project accounting can be

burdensome. There is no way to escape this effort under cur-

rent circumstances.
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Auxiliary Services

Auxiliary services are budgeted on a service basis; that

is, they are budgeted separately for each service. A college

or university may establish as many as 15 or 20 different

service groupings for budget purposes. The various kinds of

auxiliary services have been enumerated several times al-

ready; these services are usually so different one from anuther

that it is essential for each service to have its own separate

budget of income and expenditure.

Budgeting for an auxiliary service entails one or two

unique elements. Income for an auxiliary service is ordinarily

obtained in one or two ways: (1) by a sale of products or ser-

vice such as books, meals, advertising in a publication, or

room occupancy; and (2) by an allocation of a genera] fee

assessed upon all students for support of a particular service

such as a health service or a recreation service. Indeed, these

two sources of income may be used together in order to support

a particular auxiliary service.

Income budgeting is especially important for an auxiliary

service since the available income ordinarily fixes the limit

of the service undertaken. Sometimes with student committees

involved in the determination of the program of an auxiliary

service, there may be a temptation to overestimate income in

order to include various desired activities wkthin the program.

Moreover, the accumulation of a surplus may be regarded with
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suspicion by students.

The expenditure side of an auxiliary service may include

an item of debt service for the physical facilities which have

been built through revenue bond financing. This debt service

is an obligation which must be met without sacrifice of cur-

rent operating needs to maintain the plan in good condition.

Furthermore, the indenture agreement under which revenue bonds

will have been marketed will usually provide f r accumulation

of a debt service reserve and perhaps of a maintenance reserve.

The income of the service must be adequate to meet the expen-

diture obligations incurred in financing the necessary capital

plant.

The expenditure budget of an auxiliary service would

usually be comprised of these items!

Personal Services

1. Professional

2. Supervisory

3. Technical

4. Operating

5. Clerical and stenographic

6. Fringe benefits

Other Expense

7. Cost of goods

8. Supplies and Equipment

9. Travel and other
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10. Contract services

11. Overhead

12. Debt service

13. Transfers to reserves

Student Aid

The budget for student aid is entirely made up of funds

distributed to students for meeting the expense of higher

education enrollment. The administrative expense in operating

a student aid office has been included under instructional and

general expense discussed above.

There is a special complication in student aid budgeting

in handling loan funds. From a strict accounting point of view,

all student loan fund transactions are transactions involving

capital accounts, not current operating accounts. The loan

funds acquired by a higher education enterprise are capital

funds. Loans represent an asset transferred from lender to

borrower, and repayments represent a return of capital and ac-

cumulation of a surplus or reserve account (interest). Most

colleges and universities do not charge the operating expense

of the loan transactions as a cost against interest income.

There are complications in loan fund accounting because

of certain provisions of federal law involving a "forgiveness"

of a portion of a loan under certain conditions. Even this

transaction, however, affects capital rather than operating
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accounts! a reduction in loan assets but also a corresponding

reduction in loan obligations to the federal government.

The student loan budget accordingly ia a capital fund

budget and should be handled as such.

Other forms of student aid represent a current operating

transaction based upon the commitment of budgeted income to

various forms of student financial assistance! scholarship

grants, grants-in-aid, and fellowship grants. For budget pur-

poses, these grants constitute a transfer payment. The budget

accordingly would appear as follows!

Transfer Payments

1. Scholarship grants

2. Grants-in-aid

3. Fellowship grants

Summary.

The instructional and general budget of a higher education

enterprise set up on a program basis should provide a statement

of proposed expenditures for the needed output of student

credit hours. In turn, these total st'ident credit hours would

be reduced to a full-time equivalent student output by divid-

ing the credit hours by 15. When the expenditures are divided

in turn by the total number of students, the budget prcgram

can be expressed in terms of expenditures per full-time equiv-

alent student.
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Program budgets can then be set forth in summary terms by

total expenditures and by expenditures per full-time student.

Such a summary of programmed expenditures for instruction and

general purposes is attached herewith. Since this summary is

uniformly based upon the assumption of 1,000 full-time equiv-

alent students per program, the figures used represent both

total expenditures and expenditures for one full-time equiv-

alent student.
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PLANNING CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

The work of higher education cannot be performed without

the requisite facilities in plant and equipment. To be sure,

temporary arrangements may be made to use the facilities of

high schools, of office buildings, of military structures, of

formel hotels and other commercial enterprises, of churches,

of temporary structures. All such facilities have indeed

been used by higher education enterprises in periods when

enrollment demand has outrun the regular supply of buildings.

Ail such facilities are regarded as temporary arrangements

until a capital improvements program can be initiated to pro-

vide the needed permanent academic facilities and equipment.

The key word in planning capital improvements for a higher

education enterprise is "need." So simple a word entails a

complexity of concerns. First, need is necessarily related

to purpose, program, and enrollment. Secondly, need is related

to utilization of space. Thirdly, need is related to quanti-

tative standards of space. Fourthly, need is related to qual-

itative standards of space. And in the fifth place, need is

related to aesthetic values. All of these considerations

have a determinative impact upon capital improvement planning

for a higher education enterprise.

Purpose and Program

Space needs are determined in large measure by the purpose
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and program of an individual higher education enterprise. An

obvious illustration is the differenc%, between an enterprise

enrolling primarily commuting students and one enrolling pri-

marily residential students. If the enterprise enrolls mostly

commuting students, it will have little need for residence

hall facilities. If the enterprise enrolls mostly students

who live on or adjacent to the campus, then the enterprise

will have to provide residence halls for its students or depend

upon the surrounding community to provide such facilities.

If a higher education enterprise offers an engineering

program, it will have to have engineering laboratories. If

a higher education enterprise offers a medical program, it

will have to have facilities for the biological sciences and

for clinical study and practice. If a higher education enter-

prise offers graduate education, it will have to have special-

ized research laboratories and a research library. This kind

of interrelationship of prograw. and plan could be continued

until every instructional program has been enumerated.

To begin with, a higher education enterprise must con-

sider the need for facilities in relation to the fourfold

classification of major activities:

1. Instruction

2. Research

3. Public Service

4. Auxiliary Services
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Student aid is an activity which is not a large consumer

of space. This need can be included within the space planning

for instruction.

In this discussion we shall concentrate our attention

upon instructional needs. But the other needs cannot be ig-

nored and must be mentioned in passing. In a higher education

enterprise, some measure of balance is usually sought between

the needs for and provision of space in conjunction with the

various activities undertaken.

Auxiliary service space is not just a matter of residence

halls and dining rooms (and kitchens) for students. Uhat space

shall be provided for a student health service, for student

government, for student recreation, for student social life,

for cultural activities, for intercollegiate athletics? All

of these questions must be answered in terms of purpose of

the enterprise and in terms of available resources with which

to provide the desired plant.

Public service space needs depend upon the kinds of public

service programs which a higher education enterprise offers.

If clinical services are offered in conjunction with instruc-

tional programs, then clinical facilities are needed. If pub-

lic broadcasting is to be offered, then broadcasting facilities

are needed. If continuing education is to be offered in vari-

ous professional fields, then there is the question whether or

not special conference and seminar rooms are to be used for
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this purpose. Moreover, shall participants in continuing edu-

cation programs be provided special living accommodations or

shall they be expected to make use of other available campus

or community facilities? These kinds of questions have to be

answered in determining public service space needs.

Research space need is especially difficult to determine.

Because the federal government since 1941 has been particularly

active in supporting university research, there is a tendency

to believe that such support should include facilities as well

as current operations. On the other hand, research is impor-

tant in relation to such instructional programs as those for

a doctor of philosophy degree and a doctor of medicine degree.

These programs of instruction must also include research space;

how much and how extensive in scope are not simple questions

to answer.

When we turn to instructional space needs, as we have

already indicated, the first step is to relate these needs

to dizferent instructional programs. Each instructional pro-

gram -- technical education in certain engineering technolo-

gies, baccalaureate professional programs in art or education

or home economics or nursing, master's degree programa in the

social studies, a graduate proiessional program in law, a

doctoral degree program in chemistry -- each instructional pro-

gram has its own special requirementF in facilities and equip-

ment. These requirements are usually formulated by faculty

members of an instructional program, or by special consultants,

or both.
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Program requirements may be gLouped into certain general

types of space needs, as follows:

1. Classrooms

a. Lecture rooms (60 to 300 student stations)

b. Classrooms (30 to 60 student stations)

c. Seminar rooms (10 to 20 student stations)

2. Teaching laboratories

a. General science or technical education (30 to

60 student stations)

b. Specialized (15 to 30 student stations)

3. Faculty offices

a. Department chairman and office personnel

b. Faculty

c. Teaching assistants

4. Specialized facilities

a. Faculty research

b. Museum or gallery

c. Library reading room

d. Other

In addition to the instructional space needs of depart-

ments, there are the supplementary space requirements. These

include:

1. Instructional services

a. Audio-visual service

b. Evaluation service

c. Other service
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2. Library

3. Plant operation

a. Heating and ventilating

b. Other utilities

c. Maintenance shops

d. Grounds equipment sheds

4. Administration and general

a. Admissions, registration

b. Other student services

c. Financial

d. Procurement and distribution of supplies

e. Computer and general services

f. Administration

A higher education enterprise as an enterprise necessarily

must plan its space requirements on a comprehensive basis, on

an enterprise basis. The facilities for departmental instruc-

tion cannot function by themselves; they must be supported by

the other services and the other facilities which make up an

ongoing endeavor.

Enrollment

Instructional programs Ind instructional facilities are

planned in terms of enrollment, in terms of credit hours of

instruction to be provided. No set of space requirements is

of any utility for planning purposes in the absence of an
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estimate of enrollment load. Instructional programs are for

instruction of students, and the adequacy or inadequacy of

space needs can only be determined in the light of enrollment

projections.

To be sure, once any particular instructional program is

fixed as a part of the purpose and plan of a higher education

enterprise, then certain minimum facility requirements must

follow as needed in order to offer that program. Hopefully

these minimum requirements in space will be matched by a

minimum desirable enrollment of students. If this is not

the case, then the planning of the enterprise has been faulty.

Indeed, a minimum desirable number of students to achieve

appropriate utilization of space is a necessary part of in-

structional planning by a higher education enterprise. This

minimum number will vary from program to program and from

enterprise to enterprise. Certain guidelines for this planning

can be set forth on a program and an enterprise basis. For

example, it may be suggested that the following guidelines

represent the "critical mass" for enterprise planning:

Number of Students

Two-year general studies 1,000

Two-year technical education

Baccalaureate in arts and sciences
and professional fields

University with graduate and
graduate professional fields

600

5,000

7,500
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For programs within these types of higher education en-

terprises, the minimum number of student enrollments will

vary from instance to instance. Again, only certain general

guidelines can be set forth. It is suggested, however, that

the following guidelines are not unreasonable:

Program Number of Students

General studies 250

Technical education 30

Baccalaureate major (upper division) 50

Master's degree 30

Doctoral degree 10

Graduate professional 50

There is an important distinction in space planning to

be made between daytime and evening students. The total en-

rollment in an enterprise may consist of both kinds of students,

depending upon the purpose and upon the location of the enter-

prise. Evening students tend to be part-time students, while

daytime students tend to be full-time students. Evening

students -- those enrolling for classes offered after 4:00

p.m. -- are usually commuting students.

The space requirements fox a higher education enterprise

are properly calculated upon the basis of the daytime enroll-

ment. It is presumed that the evening students can be accom-

modated insofar as space needs are concerned by additional

utilization of the plant provided for the daytime enrollment.
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There is considerable difference in planning the space

requirements for a new higher education enterprise from

planning the space requirements to augment the facilities of

an existing enterprise. In the first instance, the planning

must begin in terms of a minimum comprehensive program of

offerings. In the second instance, the planning must seek

to improve or expand the existing available facilities. In

this planning an inventory of existing facilities in both

quantitative and qualitative terms is the starting point for

the necessary planning.

Utilization

A major consideration in all space planning is the utili-

zation factor for all existing and projected space. Obviously

intensive use of space can reduce the need for more extensive

facilities, while a low rate of space use can increase the

need for facilities. In determining space requirements, an

implicit or explicit utilization factor is always involved.

Space utilization of instructional plant is a complicated

subject. It cannot be considered in detail here. The most

that can be done is to outline the basic concerns which af-

fect any space planning. These concerns are essentially

those of class scheduling and of class size.

Insofar as class scheduling is concerned, the first com-

plication arises from the decisioa whether or not to schedule
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classes on Saturday. It is suggested here that daytime stu-

dents should not be scheduled for Saturday classes. For

scheduling purposes, Saturday morning must be considered as

an alternative to evening class offerings, as an appropriate

time for instruction of part-time students.

If we consider five days a week as the appropriate sche-

duling basis for daytime instruction, then a decision must be

made about the hours for such scheduling. It is suggested that

a 40 hour week is the appropriate basis, from 8 a.m. to 3:50

p.m., five days a week. Such a schedule provides 40 class

periods of 50 minutes each in a five-day week.

A 40 hour class schedule week immediately encounters the

complication of how to accommodate classes and laboratory per-

iods of various time requirements. A three credit hour course

meeting three periods a week of 50 minutes each will readily

fit a Monday-Wednesday-Friday schedule but will not fit a

Tuesday-Thursday schedule. The obvious accommodation for a

three credit hour course is to meet for a period of 100 minutes

on Tuesday and for a period of 50 minutes on Thursday. This

kind of scheduling seems especially appropriate for large lec-

ture sections, accompanied by a discussion section.

To be sure, another alternative is to offer only five

credit hour courses which meet five times a week instead of

three times. This kind of scheduling is feasible in a very

carefully constructed curriculum laid out for an entire instruc-

tional program. It probably requires a reduction in student
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choice among available course offerings.

Still another complication arises in the scheduling of

laboratory periods. Such periods are usually expected to run

110 minutes, or the equivalent of two classroom periods on any

one day. S,:oh two period combinations can be scheduled without

tco much difficulty, but such scheduling eliminates the oppor-

tunity for a student to have a class period which would con-

flict with a laboratory period.

Classroom and laboratory scheduling has to be handled Oh

a centralized basis making use of the entire pool of facili-

ties in the inventory of a higher education enterprise. With

the assistance today of high speed computers, such scheduling

can be arranged rapidly and accurately. but the element of

free choice for faculty members and students may have to be

restricted in such scheduling.

The appropriate standards of classroom and laboratory

utilization in a higher education enterprise must be fixed

with an awareness of the complications which necessarily at-

tend the scheduling of these facilities. An appropriate

standard of room utilization is as follows:

Classrooms

Hours per_ Week

Lecture halls 24
Classrooms 30
Seminar 20

Teaching Laboratories

General 20
Specialized
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It is difficult to envisage any scheduling operation for

a 40 hour week which could bring about a more intensive

utilization of space than these standards without adoption

of a limited number of course choices in a curriculum and a

limited number of curricular offerings.

The standards just presented are standards of classroom

and laboratory utilization. This is only one standard of

utilization. Each c3Aasroom and each teaching laboratory are

also comprised of a given number of student stations: seats,

desks, or laboratory space accommodating one student. Student

station utilization depends upon the number of students en-

rolled in each class and laboratory.

Matching class size with classroom accommodations in the

enterprise inventory and matching laboratory class size with

laboratory accommodations in the inventory are further chal-

lenges to scheduling. The particular mix of lecture halls,

classrooms, and seminars which exist at any one time may or

may not fit the particular Instrultional technology which ex-

ists at that time. A 60 per cent student station utilization

on an over-all enterprise basis is certainl; a reasonable

standard +o set as an objective. The obstacles in the way of

realizing such an objective will be sizeable.

Qualitative Standards

Space has both quantitative and qualitative dimensions.

If these qualitative dimensicns tend to be somewhat inexact,
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they are nonetheless important. Quality expresses at least

two considerations. One is the matter of facilities which

contribute maximum effectiveness to the program which space

accommodates. The other is the matter of maintenance cost,

the amount required to keep facilities in good working order.

The qualitative factor in facilities is often thought of

in terms of obsolescence. This is a major consideration. The

plant available to a higher education enterprise may have been

built a number of 13ars ago. There is a rule of thumb in

higher education planning which says that an instructional

building needs a general overhaul at the end of 30 years of

use and needs extensive rehabilitation at the end of 60 years

of use. These are reasonable guidelines to repair and reha-

bilitation planning.

The basic question after 60 years of use of a building

is whether or not the structure shall to rehabilitated or

torn down and rebuilt. Here again, a rule of thumb may serve

as a useful guideline. if the cost of rehabilitation is 50

per cent or more of the estimated cost of new construction,

then rehabilitation is a questionable investment.

Maintenance is the key to continued usefulness of exist-

ing structures. Poor or careless maintenance is cionsumption

of capital, and means that the general overhaul or rehabili-

tation of a structure will be much more t!ostly than would

otherwise be the cp-e. While there is always a temptation
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to reduce current operating expenses for maintenance, this

practice is seldom an actual economy.

Regardless of maintenance standards, a facility may

nonetheless become obsolete for instructional or other use

by a higher education enterprise. If the realm of knowledge

of an instructional program has greatly changed over a period

of years, as in the physical and biological sciences, then

an instructional facility for the program, even if under 60

years of age, may be obsolete. The kind of equipment needed

for an instructional program may change over a period of

years to the point where an entirely new facility becomes

essential.

quantitative Standards

In determining space needs, it is customary to establish

certain quantitative standards for room requirements. Obvi-

ously, such requirements vary among programs offered by a

higher education enterprise. Requirements may also vary with

the extent of the space "luxury" which may be desired by a

college or universitl, and which can be afforded in terms of

available financing.

Standards of space are of two kindst standards for indi-

vidual room sizes and standards for the total facilities in

terms of enrollment. Both sets of standards are useful in

planning space requirements. The one set suggests the desirable
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size of a particular kind of room, and the other set of stan-

dards suggests the limits in total requirements.

Standards for room size may be set up as follows:

Sq. Ft.

General Classroom 15 per student. station
Lecture Hall 12 per student station
Seminar Room 20 per student station
Library reading rooms 25 per student for 30 percent

of daytime el,rollment
Library stack areas 100 per 1,000 books shelved
Teaching laboratories, includ-

ing preparation and storage
space 60 per student station

Faculty office 120 per faculty member
Departmental office 160 per chairman
Reception and secretarial 150 per office

Such standards as those just cited provide the planner

with desired sizes for various kinds of facilities to be in-

clIded in a particular instructional structure. The "mix" of

such facilities adds up to a building and inieed to a campus,

insofar as instructional needs are concerned. The desirable

mix is not easy to determine. There is a tendency to include

too many classrooms and not enough space for students to use

in their between class periods of time, especially on a com-

muting type campus.

The net assignable space in an instructional building

is that space devoted to classrooms, laboratories, faculty

offices, librati activities, administrative areas, and stu-

dent areas. The gross space in an instructional building is

the total square footage of the structure, including walls,

corridors, stairways, rest rooms, utility rooms, and custodial
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space. The desirable relationship between net assignable space

and gross space is a ratio of 1 to 1.6, at least as an average

for all instructional facilities. Thus if the net assignable

space in a building is 50,000 sq. ft., the gross square foot-

age should be in the magnitude of 80,000 sq. ft. If the net

assignable space in a building is 100,000 sq. ft., the gross

square footage should be in the magnitude of 160,000 sq. ft.

A good deal of effort icy required to make certain that the

proportion of net assignable space to total space is not less

than 60 per cent.

There is some evidence in recent building and campus

planning that for most instructional and general needs, the

minimum space requirements are around 75,000 gross sq. ft. per

1,000 daytime students. Some 100,000 gross sq. ft. per 1,000

daytime students would represent a fairly adequate amount of

space, while 150,000 gross sq. a. per 1,000 daytime students

should provide an enterprise with fairly good space for gradu-

ate study and research. Thus a university of 10,000 daytime

students would need around 1,500,000 gross sq. ft. of space

for instructional and general purposes, not including highly

specialized space for research, :or a teaching hospital, for

public service, and similar endeavors. This space figure, of

course, does not include any allowance for residence halls,

dining halls, or recreational ar.d other student facilities.
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Aesthetics

The quality of a college or university building program is

a matter of more than materials; it is above all else a matter

of style. Unfortunately, there is no agreement about what

constitutes "good" style for a higher education enterprise.

Some colleges and universities have been built in the gothic

style, some in the so-called "colonial" or traditional style,

some in the "contemporary" style. Even these labels do not

convey a sense of the wide range of appearances which may be

included under these various designations.

There is a great deal of argument about unity of style.

Some persons believe that once a campus has started to build

structures of a particular style, future structures must be

patterned after the same style in order to preserve a harmony

or unity of appearance. Others argue that variety and diver-

sity in architectural style is useful in displaying the differ-

ent kinds of appearances which can be given to a campus. Still

others ausert that with proper spacing and with use of the same

kinds of materials (brick, stone, concrete, etc.) varied styles

may still present a satisfying sense of coherence.

It is apparent that style is in large part a matter of

subjective judgment, of the sense of beauty which the beholder

brings to any particular structure. if beauty is a matter of

common form and mass, of similar appearance, of harmonious

color and texture, then one kind of style will be pleasing and

another kind vf style displeasing. If beauty is a matter of
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variety, of contrasts, of dissimilarities, then the sense of

satisfaction experienced by the beholder will depend upon the

presence of these characteristics.

Unquestionably a concern for aesthetics is important in

a campus. But there are no standards to guide the planner in

giving eNpression to this concern.

Summary

There are many factors involved in capital facilities

planning for a higher education enterprise. These factors

may be summarized as follows:

1. Instructional Facilities

2. Support Facilities

a. Instructional Services

b. Library Services

3. Overhead Facilities

a. Student Service Facilities

b. Plant Operation Facilities

c. General and Administrative Facilities

4. Other Facilities

a. Research

b. Public Service

c. Auxiliary Services

For all such facilities there are considerations of en-

rollment, space utilization, space standards, quality and
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aesthetics to be reconciled in planning the desired capital

plant of a higher education enterprise.
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SPACE STANDARDS

University Branch

1000 Full-Time Equivalent Daytime Students

Classrooms

Unit
Sq. Ft.

Total

EaLJELI.

1200
2880
3000
1800
1120 10,000

400
480
600
SO0
1120

3 rooms, 24 stations
6 rooms, 30 stations
5 rooms, 40 stations
2 rooms, 60 stations
1 room, 80 stations

Lecture Room

3,6001 room, 300 capacity

Laboratories (Including Preparation

1100 2200

and Storage

2 Biological Science
2 Chemistry
1 Physics
1 Art

1300
1200
1250

2600
1200
1250

1 Music 1250 1250
1 Language 1000 1000 9,500

Library and Study 10,000

Student Services

Lounge and Food Service 6000
Bookstore 1000
Clinic 300
Offices and Work Rooms 1000 8,300

Faculty Services

100 450045 Offices
Lounge 500
Service Area 1000 6,000

Administration

Offices 2000
Receiving and Storage 1000 3,000

Net Assignable Spa.e 50,400

Non-assignable Space 26,600

Gross Space 77,000
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SPACE STANDARDS

Technical Institute

600 Full-Time Equivalent Daytime Students

Classrooms

Unit
Sq. Ft.

Total
Sq. Ft.

5,310

400
480
600
750

1120

800
1440
1800
750

1120

2 rooms, 24 stations
3 rooms, 30 stations
3 rooms, 40 stations
1 room, 50 stations
1 room, 80 stations

Laboratories (Including Preparation
and Storage)

5 Science Laboratories t000
2 Drafting Rooms 3000
2 13usin3ss Laboratories 3000
4 Engineering Laboratories 10000
2 Medical-Dental Laboratories 2000 24,000

Library and Study 6,000

Student Services

Lounge and Food Service 3000
Bookstore 800
Clinic 300
Offices and Workrooms 500 4,600

Faculty Services

150 180012 Faculty Offices (Double)
10 Faculty Offices 100 1000
Lounge 500
Service Area 800 4,100

Administration

Offices 1800
Receiving and Storage 1000 _Limo

Net Assignable Space 47,410

Non-assignable Space 22,590

Gross Space 70,000
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PROGRAMMING CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

The capital improvements planning of a higher education

enterprise eventually finds expression in five basic elements

or documents. These are:

I. Long-range Space Projections

2. Campus Master Plan

3. Six-year Improvement Plan

4. Two -year. Program

5. Building Plan

kalSLE2.9.199LatP011.9tctions

The first important document in programming space re-

quirements for a higher education enterprise is to prepare a

long-range projection of space needs. Such a long-range pro-

jection may well be made for 15 or 20 years ahead, and would

necessarily be based upon program projections, enrollment pro-

jections by programs, and space standards. To these needs

would have to be added the requirements for replacement of

obsolete facilities.

Long-range space projections are apt to be on the generous

side, and such projections often fail to consider tIle various

possibilities which may influence the course of events, such

as changing patterns in higher clucation enrollments and the

development of new higher education enterprises. Nonetheless,

these projections are essential as a starting point in
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developing some sense of goals to be realized in the capital

improvement program of a higher education enterprise.

Campus Master Plan

The key element in every higher education capital im-

provement effort is a campus master plan. This campus plan

sets forth a design of the area comprising a campus. The very

word campus in its Latin origin means field, and implies the

existence of a definite geographical area within whose boun-

daries it is intended to build a set of facilities comprising

a particular higher education enterprise. The concept of

campus provides definition for the lay-out of the long-term

objectives in capital improvements.

To be sure, the concept of campus boundaries which exists

at one time may have to be extended at a later date. Or a

campus master plan may embrace an area beyond that actually

owned by a higher education enterprise. In either case, land

procurement becomes an important element, and a precondition

for actual fulfillment of the campus plan.

A campus master plan accomplishes two basic requirements.

First of all, it sets forth in design or location terms the

enrollment and program goals of the higher education enter-

prise. The campus plan is expected to provide facilities

for the students who will enroll in the college or university,

and the campus plan is expected to provide facilities for tle
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instructional and other programs which are to be pursued by

the college or university. Secondly, the campus plan sets

forth a scheme of spatial relationships, the location of vari-

ous facilities in relation one to another.

There are two common features in most campus master plans.

One is a zone arrangement in which like activities tend to be

grouped together. The other is a traffic pattern by which in-

gress and egress are handled for the campus, and by which the

necessary internal movement of persons and things is expe-

dited. Both features need not be the same in every campus

master plan, but each aspect is necessarily given careful at-

tention in the design of a campus master plan.

Under the zone arrangement related facilities are grouped

together. Thus, for example, a specific part of the campus is

considered to be the instructional area or zone in which class-

room buildings and library are brought together in relation-

ship to each other. Another zone may be set aside for student

residence facilities, a third zone for research facilities, a

fourth for public service, another for recreation and athletics,

etc. The zone arrangement or grouping of related activities

is intended to bring persons together as they engage in the

same or similar effort, to avoid a mixture and congestion of

activities, and to facilitate movement..

In some instances, the zone arrangement may be employed

to integrate some activities when the purpose and plan of a

higher education enterprise calls for such close inter-relation-

ship. Thus, living units and instructional facilities may be
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grouped together when the planning of a university calls for

so-called "clusters" of students brought together in desig-

nated groupings for both instruction and resience. The idea

of the cluster college is to integrate rather than to Geparate

instruction and student social life. Indeed, the basic idea

is to encourage a student social life subordinate to and sup-

portive of the instructional program.

This is not the place either to advocate or to criticize

the cluster concept. The important consideration is that if

the cluster concept is the determined planning basis upon

which a campus master plan is to be laid out, then obviously

this concept must find expression in the physical relationship

of facilities to be built on the campus.

Probably no aspect of a campus master plan is more trouble-

some than that of traffic flow. The automobile is a compli-

cation for urban planning and for campus planning. The pre-

vailing arrangement in many campus master plans is to try to

confine vehicular traffic, other than that of the necessary

service vehicles, to the outer fringes or the circumferential

areas of the campus. Usually the instructional zone will be

confined to pedestrian traffic. Parking space for students

and staff is provided on the edge of the campus. Such arrange-

ments are often criticized by faculty and students on the

grounds that the distance from parking area to instructional

zone is too great. And unless actual barriers to vehicular

movement are erected, some traffic plans will be violated rather
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than observed.

Providing adequate parking space is another major diffi-

culty. Students are very apt to arrive on a campus one per

automobile. It would be helpful if there were more doubling

up of passengers, or if more use were made of public trans-

portation, but these are wishes which seldom find expression

in reality. As a consequence, a campus must devote a large

extent of space to parking lots, which seldom make a very

pleasing impression upon one's view, or a campus must resort

to parking decks and garages with multiple floors of space,

which are expensive to provide. When a campus has a consider-

able amount of land available, pay:king lots are almost inevi-

table. When a campus has a very limited amount of land and

must achieve intensive utilization of land, then parking decks

become the necessary facility.

Spatial relationships on a campus are much more than simply

a matter of convenience or even of traffic flow. Spatial rela-

tionships have a great deal to do with the visual impression

of a campus, with the aesthetic value of a campus. Space is

as much an ingredient of visual impression as is the design

of any one structure or any group of structures. It is cus-

tomary to seek some kind of definite pattern or harmony in

spatial relationships, although it is not necessary that any

one set of such relationships, such as quadrangles, needs to

be adhered to without exception. But whatever the lay-out

pattern, space is a critical factor in the appearance of a

campus.
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A campus master plan is not a static document. Rather

it is a guideline to be used in making decisions about par-

ticular structures. The master plan must necessarily be

revised from time to time as new factors emerge in capital

planning. Enrollment projections may change; instructional

programs may be altered; new ideas may be developed about the

facilities needed to carry out the objectives and programs

of the higher education enterprise. Periodical3y a revision

in the campus master plan is necessary to give effect to

changing needs and circumstances.

An important part of a campus master plan is provision

for essential utility services. The traffic pattern and the

lay-out of walks and drives are only a beginning. There are

other utility needs to be met: water lines, sewer lines, elec-

tric lines, heating and ventilating lines, communication lines.

Moreover, utility lines must be connected with a source of

service. In some instances, certain utilities such as heat-

ing and ventilating may be provided on a "packaged basis,"

as an integral part of one building or a related group of

buildings. Water, sewerage, and electricity frequently can-

not be provided on any such basis. Tunnels make the ideal

arrangement for utility services, but tunnels are expensive

to build, especially if a campus covers a large area.

The need of utility services may be broadened to include

maintenance services: the shops, storerooms, garages, and
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other facilities needed in order to operate a campus properly.

As a campus grows in size, its utility and maintenance ser-

vices must grow likewise.

It is no exaggeration to say that a higher education en-

terprise without a campus master plan is not engaged in any

careful, coherent planning of its campital improvement require-

ments. The campus master plan is the first item or document

in a capital improvements program.

Six-year Improvement Plan

The campus master plan embodiez a long-range set of cap-

ital improvement objectives for a higher education enterprise.

Presumably these objectives are to be realized over a period

of time; perhaps ten, twenty, or even more years. To be sure,

a master plan contemplates certain general objectives in

enrollment size and instructional programs. But these ob-

jectives are not expected to be achieved in the immediate

future.

As a consequence, a higher education enterprise under-

takes to prepare a more limited set of goals within the context

of this campus master plan. This more limited set of objec-

tives usually constitutes the six-year improvement plan. Such

a six-year improvement plan sets forth the specific structures

tc be built or rehabilitated, the new traffic patterns to be

created, the new utility services to be provided within a
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specific time span. The six-year improvement plan is a gather-

ing together of the items of highest immediate priority in

achieving the long-range capital facility goals of the campus

master plan.

How are these priorities to be determined? One factor is

the prospect of available financing. Indeed, this is the crit-

ical factor, and must he discussed at some length. But financing

is not the only factor. There are two or three other determi-

nants of priorities which must be given careful consideration.

One of these is the matter of age of existing structures.

Has deterioration or obsolescence reached a point where re-

placement is imperative? Under such circumstances, there is

reason to give high priority to inclusion of the replacement

facility. It is not unusual for a higher education enterprise

to make use of a building or even of temporary structures long

beyond the time of their utility, partly because of the pres-

sure of expansion and partly because of varied space needs

which arise on a campus. Replacement is thus apt to be post-

poned until it becomes absolutely imperative.

Another consideration in determining priorities among

improvement projects is the contribution which a particular

structure will make toward realization of the campus master

plan. A new library facility, for example, may be postponed

for a time as classroom and laboratory facilities are con-

structed, but such a postponement cannot be continued indef-

initely. Maintenance facilities may be accommodated for a
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period of time in temporary facilities, but a point may be

reached at which such postponement cannot be continued with-

out a major treakdown in maintenance operations. Thus because

of enrollment and program objectives, priority may be given

to certain instructional facilities. At some point in time,

however, priority must be given to the support facilities

without which the instructional facilities cannot be effec-

tively utilized for their basic purpose.

The priority of a structure may also be determined in

terms of campus development. It may be that one facility may

have to be built before another facility can be torn down. Or

land may have to be acquired before one or more buildings can

be constructed. The absence of utility services and traffic

services may prevent the construction of some building. In

other words, there may be an orderly sequence in which struc-

tures must be built if all these facilities are to be func-

tional or operative.

Whatever criteria may be employed in establishing tae

priorities of capital improvement in a six-r.tar plan, the

element of judgment about the relative urgency of individual

projects cannot be avoideil. This element of judgment will

necessarily influence the final decisions about priorities.

There is no simple way to avoid such determinations.

As has already been mentioned here, the critical factor

in any six-year improvement plan is the matter of prospec-

tive financing. There are two ways in which to approach the

formulation of an improvement plan. One is to disregard the
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whole issue of financing. It may be argued that a six-year

plan should represent the various urgent projects for campus

development, and that these needs should be set forth regard-

less of the immediate prospects for financing. The second

way in which to approach an improvement plan is to include

projects which represent the most urgent needs and for which

there is some reasonable prospect of financing. "Reasonable

prospect" may be determined upon the basis of past experi-

ence, upon the basis of preparations for a fund-raising cam-

paign, and upon the basis of a financing plan involving

borrowing of capital improvement funds.

It seems obvious that some kind of adjustment between

"absolute need" and "reasonable prospect of financing" is

called for in preparing a six-year improvement plan. Need

must be calculated in terms of enrollment and program objec-

tives. If this need cannot be financed, then enrollment and

program objectives should be cut back. Need is an important

concept in formulating financing arrangements.

On the other hand, a six-year improvement plan which

looks to the accomplishment of every conceivable capital im-

provement ambition of the next decade is scarcely a plan;

it is a dream. In some way there must be an interaction be-

tween need as an absolute and financing as a practical limi-

tation upon what can be accomplished in a given time span.

It must be remembered that a six-year improvement plan
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is actually tne formulation of capital improvement goals for

a decade. The lead time in capital improvement undertakings

is often misunderstood by faculty members, students, alumni,

and others. A six-year improvement plan may well encompass

ten years between formulation and completion. There are at

least four major steps in the accomplishment of any six-year

plan: (1) consideration and financing of the projects;

(2) preparation of drawings and specifications; (3) awarding

of construction contracts; and (4) construction. Thera is no

standard timetable for these activities, but for any one pro-

ject the time span may well be five years: one year in financing,

two years in planning and awarding contracts, and two years in

construction. Thus in a six-year improvement plan, projects

low on the priority list might be at least ten years away

from completion.

A six-year improvement plan needs to be revised every

two years. As projects are financed and active preparation

of drawings and specifications begin, these projects can be

dropped from the plan and new projects added. If there are

delays in obtaining the financing and in preparing drawings,

then the Six-year plan remains in force until certain projects

actually move into the construction stage.

The Two-Year Program

The projects of highest priority within the six-year
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improvement plan can be grouped together to make up the two-

year program. This program is important for two reasons. In

state government where capital improvement appropriations are

made for a biennium at a time, this two-year program zits the

appropriation sequence. In addition, the two-year program

comprises the projects on which major financing and architec-

tural effort can be concentrated. The two-year program is the

immediate goal of current operating activity concerned with

capital improvements.

The two-year program, of course, can be determined by the

simple matter of dividing a sixyear improvement plan into

three equal parts. This method of programming has the advan-

tage of being easily presented and easily understood. It gives

the impression of neatness, and presumably of an arithmetic

progression in capital facilities expansion.

The difficulty with the equal thirds method of arriving

at a two-year program is readily apparent. It presumes that

all projects can be completed on a fairly equal timetable and

that the order of priority is one of convenience rather than

of program need. Moreover, there is the complication whether

or not equal thirds is determined simply as a matter of divid-

ing total estimated cost of a six-year.

There is much to be said for undertaking a capital improve-

ment program upon a schedule which is fairly consistent in dollar

volume. This procedure in general provides a uniform work load

for the administrative staff and the construction industry. This
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procedure may avoid sudden shifts in work load which may over-

tax resources and may even contribute to price inflation on

the part of contractors.

On the other hand, an even work load may not reflect the

urgency of current needs, the differences in the relative

magnitude of various projects, and the requirements for facil-

ities in relation to one another. These considerations may

dictate the desirability of having more projects in one two-

year program rather than another. There is no ironclad law

which demands that a six-year improvement plan shall be divided

into equal thirds, in terms of number of projects or of cost

estimates.

In any event, the two-year program is the statement of

immediate needs for capital improvements on a campus. The pro-

gram sets forth the scope of current activity to resolve the

issue of financing and to begin the work of detailed prepara-

tion of architectural drawings and specifications. The two-

year program is the set of capital improvement projects demand-

ing immediate attention.

Once again, the matter of financing is critical in a two-

year program. One problem is to determine how far to go in

the preparation of preliminary drawings or sketches of a de-

sired structure. It is probably easier to make an impression

upon legislators and others if a project is represented as a

structure rather than simply as a set of space needs. Indeed,

federal government agencies making facility grants usually
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expect at a minimum a set of preliminary floor plans as a part

of a financing application. If the floor plans are accompanied

by a rendering indicating the general appearance of the pro-

posed structure, this addition may well advance favorable con-

sideration of the proposal. Often an outline of specifications

will also be expected in order to indicate the kinds of mater-

ials which will be incorporated in the proposed structure.

There is a considerable danger, however, in pushing ahead

with architectural drawings before the financing of a project

is assured. There is the risk of having made expenditures for

drawings which cannot in the near future be used for actual

construction of the facility. The result is a capital invest-

ment for which there is no immediate return. Beyond this con-

sideration, however, is the common experience that when

financing of a project is delayed two or even four years, the

drawings will no longer be considered adequate. The using

departments or services will have changed their ideas about

an adequate facility for their use and will want their new

ideas reflected in the floor plans of the structure. The result

is that the earlier set of drawings will now be obsolete and

30 the entire investment in them is lost.

It seems that the most appropriate procedure is to under-

take certain minimum preliminary sketches of floor plans and

of structures during the period when the financing arrange-

ments for a capital improvement project are under consideration.
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It makes little difference whe;.her or not the consideration

is by administrative agencies, legislative committees, founda-

tion officials, or lending agencies.

When financial arrangements for a new capital improvement

facility have been completed, a revised statement of space

requirements is needed. This revision should take into ac-

count any program changes since a building was initially out-

lined, as well as any changes in construction costs which may

have occurred since preliminary estimates were prepared. A

revised set of space requirements is the only way to ensure

that a useful and usable structure will result from available

financing.

Upon the basis of revised space requirements, an archi-

tect can begin to prepare detailed drawings and specifications

for the de..sired structure. It is unfair to ask an architect

to prepare detailed drawings unless final decisions about

financing, spare requirements, and design have been made.

The Building Plan

Thus the final phase of capital improvement budgeting ha3

been reached: the preparation of construction plans and speci-

fications. Yet this is no simple procedure. There are still

many details to be determined, not just by the architect and

engineers, but by the higher education enterprise itself.

The question whether or not the facility will be a satisfactory
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addition to the capital plant of the enterprise is determined

by the care and effort which goes into preparation of the

building plan.

The architectural work in connection with a building plan

usually consists of three different phases: the preliminary

drawings, the basic drawings, and the working drawings and

specifications. There may also be shop drawings prepared by

the architect or the contractors setting forth the final de-

tails of the materials incorporated into the structure during

the process of construction.

The beginning for the preparation of preliminary drawings

is the statement of rooms by space size to be provided by the

building. A first version of such preliminary drawings may

have already been prepared in conjunction with the financing

arrangements, as mentioned above. The preliminary drawings go

beyond these early efforts, however, because preliminary draw-

ings are the basis for final decisions about space functions,

space allocation, and space relationships within the proposed

structure. These preliminary drawings may be altered several

times in order to obtain the most satisfactory space plan for

a building.

It is customary for the users of space -- academic depart-

ments and others -- to want more space than can be provided by

available financing. Space demands without a carefully pre-

pared schedule of space use are difficult to defend or justify,
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and may well be rejected in whole or in part during the pre-

liminary drawing stage.

The design and general appearance of a building must also

be determined finally during the preliminary drawing stage.

Space is necessarily contained within a shape, and shape is

a three dimensional cube which must have definite measure-

ments of width, length, and height. Shape is a physical con-

straint in building design and must be recognized as such.

Design, of course, is more than shape. It is also appearance,

and here decisions about style and aesthetic impression Aust

be finally resolved.

There is yet another matter to be settled during the pre-

liminary design stage. This is the question of cost estimates.

Apart from the problem of rising costs of building construction

which have been particularly evident in recent years, there is

the practical matter that building financing is more than the

cost of construction. The elements of cost in a building

design includes

1. Site development, including landscaping, walks and

drives, and parking

2. Utility connections to the structure

3. Planning and architectural costs

4. Construction costs

5. Equipment costs

All of these costs are necessary to a completed building

project, and all these costs must be met from the available
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financing. As a consequence, estimated construction costs

must be kept within a total budget which makes due allowance

for all these costs. Obviously all the available financing

cannot be used solely for the building proper. If this were

done, the result would be an incomplete, and unusable, struc-

ture.

Once preliminary drawings have been finished, the basic

drawings of the architect advance the building plan still an

additional step toward completion. Basic drawings provide

greater detail and refinement of the preliminary drawings

insofar as floor plans and design are concerned. Various

utility services -- water, heat and ventilation, electricity,

sewage and drainage, waste disposal, elevator -- must be in-

cluded and building services must be adequate (such as stair-

ways, corridors, toilet rooms, custodial closets and rooms).

Some modifications in preliminary plans may still have to

be made during the basic drawings stage. Details of utility

and service space may require changes in basic space alloca-

tions and adjustments may be necessary. Basic drawings also

provide an additional occasion for reviewing building design

and appearance.

Uncertainties of construction cost may be handled by

means of additive or deductive alternates. An entire wing

of a building may be an alt,2rnate, to be eliminated if con-

struction bids are too high to be met within a financing
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arrangement. Sometimes a floor may be left unfinished, with-

out installation of floor covering, interior wall partitions,

heating and ventilating equipment, lighting fixtures, and

plumbing equipment. Sometimes a wing of a building may be

constructed with two floors and another two floors for later

addition. Obviously all these arrangements are resorted to

in the expectation that additional funding of the structure

can be obtained in the future.

With final approval of the basic drawings, the prepara-

tion of working drawings and specifications is a matter of

hours and hours of work by an architectural office. The care

and precision with which working drawings and specifications

are prepared are important for two reasons. These drawings

and specifications constitute the base upon which competitive

bids are made by construction contractors. In addition, the

more precise the working drawings, the less expense will occur

in necessary change orde:s during the construction process

itself.

The working drawing stage is followed by the bidding

stage, the award of contracts to the lowest and best bidder,

and the start of actual construction. The planning and budget-

ing process is now finished and the realization of the desired

capital improvement is a matter of construction timing and

work quality.
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Summary

The capital improvement program of a higher education

enterprise entails both physical and fiscal effort. In this

chapter primary attention has been given to the physical as-

pects of capital improvements rather than to the fiscal as-

pects. This emphasis has not been intended to suggest that

the fiscal aspect is unimportant. On the contrary, fiscal

arrangements for capital Improvements are a pre-condition

for every capital improvement project.

It is important, however, to understand that the care

with which the physical aspects of capital improvement plan-

ning and programming are undertaken can and does make a

great deal of difference in the financial planning. Arrange-

ments for financing capital improvement objectives are much

easier to accomplish when the physical planning has been care-

fully undertaken in terms of program and enrollment objectives,

space utilization standards, and space standards. Arrangements

or financing capital improvement objectives are also easier

to accomplish when capital plan objectives are translated into

improvement programs of campus lay-out, six-year improvement

plans, and a two-year construction program.

Only when capital improvement planning and programming

have been undertaken with care and precision can financial

arrangements be pursued with some hope of success. When such

financing is not obtainable, then the instructional and other
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objectives and the enrollment objectives of a higher education

enterprise will have to be adjusted to fit available plant

capacity. There is no other choice.
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IMPLEMENTING THE SYSTEM

Planning, programming, and budgeting as a system of

management within higher education enterprises must itself

have an output: plans, programs and budgets. The utility of

the system is evident only in the quality and the detail of

the results produced by this management effort.

Essentially, a planning, programming, budgeting system

in a higher education enterprise must provide certain specific

end results. These are embodied in documents which are avail-

able to all appropriate officials in the enterprise.

The Educational Plan

The first essential document is the educational plan.

This document must be issued at the enterprise level of manage-

ment, but obviously the inputs must be provided from the opera-

tions and the program levels.

There are at least three major parts to any educational

plan:

1. The Purposes of the Enterprise

2. The Programs of the enterprise

3. The Enrollment of the Enterprise

Each component part of the educational plan entails a

careful resolution of the many issues concerning purpose end

objectives, concerning programs, and concerning enrollment.

And all are necessarily closely interrelated. In addition,
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purposes, programs, and enrollment must be considered in the

context of available resources.

The issues of purpose for a higher education enterprise

have been outlined above. Here it is necessary only to review

these in summary form in order to emphasize the range of con-

cerns to be resolved. In terms of instructional objectives,

an enterprise may wish to achieve both the development of

individual intellectual abilities and the provision of pro-

fessional talent needed by society. If both purposes are to

be unaertaken, then there are issues of relative emphasis and

of integration between these purposes. Furthermore, the pur-

poses must necessarily be given some concrete definition in

terms of characteristics of individual development and of

professional education.

Moreover, the instructional, research, and public service

elements of an educational plan need careful structuring.

For a number of years, research and pub'.ic service purposes

and programs have been considered by some persons as separate

from and hostile to instructional purposes and programs. In

some instances, c-,-tain higher educational enterprises have

even endeavored to establish some formula of appropriate rela-

tionship between these activities (wle such formula is a

512:1 ratio of effort). In both the academic disciplines and

in professional fields of study, one hears that research rather

...han instruction is emphasized, or that public service inter-

feres with instruction.
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The programs of instruction, research, and public service

to be undertake by a higher education enterprise give meaning

to its general and long-range objectives. These programs set

forth the actual effort to be devoted to purposes, the specific

outputs desired, and the technology of the endeavor. Purposes

remain vague and illusory until translated into programs.

Programs are closely related to enrollment considerations,

from admission standards to course loads to placement activity.

Admission standards can be fixed in such a way as to limit en-

rollment. Or admission standards can be fixed in stmh a way

as to enroll students who may not be able to meet performance

standards. Enrollment may exceeed available resources in

faculty and facilities, or enrollment may be wasteful in its

under-utilization of faculty and facilities. When students

complete a program of instruction, presumably there will be

placement opportunities for the graduates.

Performance standards for instructional programs present

a particularly difficult problem because of racial and other

implications. It is likely that many black students have not

had the same educational opportunity in our society as many

white students. Presumably, where the disadvantage of the

black student relates to educational opportunity, some effort

might be made by compensatory or developmental instructional

effort to assist disadvantaged students in realizing their

potential for academic achievement.
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Different instructional programs may have different levels

of expected performance standards. These differentials are apt

to create complexities in the operation of a higher education

enterprise. It is commonly said the: the highest standards of

individual performance are demanded in medical education, and

then in graduate education at the doctoral degree level. Dif-

ferent levels of intellectual and skilled performance may ex-

ist among many different instructional programs. There is

nothing inherently wrong in this circumstance, although aca-

demic purists frequently criticize the faculty and students

in some programs as being academically inferior.

Moreover, various instructional programs may require quite

different intellectual and skilled characteristtcs among fac-

ulty and students. Within the broad domain of the arts and

sciences, quite different characteristics are evident among

students of the physical sciences and mathematics from stu-

dents of the social sciences and humanities. Quite different

performance standards are expected in engineering from law,

in architecture from social work, in agricultural economics

from home economics, in music from art.

Nor should affective standards of performance be ignored

in an educational plan, although plans generally tend to avoid

this subject or to tleat it in the vaguest of generalities.

Attitudes about learning, about individuals, and about society

not only affect the program objectives of the educational plans
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they are a part of the educational plan. As such, they deserve

acknowledgment, discussion, and if possible, formulation as

desirable behavioral outcomes of the educational process. At

the very minimum, there are mutual obligations in the learning

process: (1) to instruct and to learn, (2) to explore and to

accept new knowledge, and (3) to perform service and to be com-

petent and committed to serve.

The programs of an educational plan encompass more than

instruction, research, and public service; more than intellec-

tual, skilled, and affective standardo of desired performance.

We have already referred to enrollment issues, and we shall

mention these further below. An educational plan involves

student affairs programs, a student aid program, auxiliary ser-

vice programs, and general support (or enterprise maintenance)

programs. An educational plan is not complete without these

additional and supportive parts.

Enrollment objectives for a higher education enterprise

are critical in several ways. Instructional programs are

closely related to enrollment goals; there is no purpose in

offering instructional programs for which there is no enroll-

ment demand. There is likely to be little purpose in offering

instructional programs for which there is no employment demand

when graduates are ready to accept paraprofessional or pro-

fessional placement. There is little purpose in accepting

enrollment when the number of students exceed the instruc-

tional capacity of the faculty, the facilities, or the
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educational environment. There is little purpose in accepting

enrollment in instructional programs where there is over-

crowding and in ignoring enrollment deficiencies in instruc-

tional programs where there is an excess capacity of faculty

and facLlities.

Beyond these obvious factors in the enrollment objectives

of an educational plan, there are other factors to be con-

sidered: the demand for additionally educated para-professional

and professional personnel to be anticipated over the next five

or ten years; the number of young people and othe.:s seeking

educational opportunity over the next five or ten years; the

proportion of both professional supply and enrollment demand

which a particular enterprise should set as its goal. More-

over, enrollment may depend in large part upon whether or not

students are expected to live on campus (or adjacent to it) or

at home. Enrollmen;:.. may be expanded by accepting students on

a residential basis. The question is whether or not such ac-

ceptance reduces opportunity for commuting students; whether

or not such acceptance is necessary in order to meet enroll-

ment goals for particular instructional programs; whether or

not such acceptance is necessary in order to meet the desixes

of students to attend college away from home.

Enrollment objectives are necessarily closely related to

admission standards. Unfortunately, many persons consider ad-

mission standards in a vacuum, in the context whether or not

open admissions is a desirable practice. Actually, admissions
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standards must be related to performance standards which are

included in instructional programs. It is highly desirable

that admissions standards be reasonably related to perform-

ance standards.

Finally, programs of all kinds must be related to re-

sources: resources currently available and resources reason-

ably to be anticipated over the years ahead. There is a ten-

dency for higl.or education personnel to be impractical; that

is, to formulate ideal sets of objectives without careful

consideration of where the financial, the personnel, the facil-

ity, and other resources are going to be found with which to

carry out these plans. No educational plan can lay claim to

being a plan until it is carefully integrated with resources.

Here is the indispensable linkage between planning and budget-

ing.

Obviously the educational plan of a higher education en-

terprise is a comprehensive document. Without such a plan, no

higher education enterprise can lay claim to being a meaningful

endeavor, or a well-managed one.

The Campus Master Plan

The second essential planning document for a higher edu-

cation enterprise is a campus master plan. This document

represents pictorily and by description the objectives in phys-

ical facilities for the campus, or geographical area, of a
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higher education enterprise. Necessarily, a campus master

plan is based upon the educational plan.

It is possible that a single higher education enterprise

may operate several campuses. In this, instance, a campus

master plan would be prepared for each campus. A higher edu-

cation enterprise may have one educational plan, but if it

is a multi-campus operation, the enterprise necessarily would

have several master campus plans.

A campus master plan is a combination map of existing

physical facilities and proposed physical facilities arranged

in some kind of coherent pattern of inter-relationship. This

pattern is one best calculated to provide the facilities which

will fulfill the purposes, the program goals, and the enroll-

ment objectives of the enterprise. This projection of facil-

ity needs represents the minimum capital improvements essential

to the accomplishment of the educational plan of the enter-

prise.

The campus master plan will ordinarily 3et forth a ten-

year projection of facility requirements. These requirements,

to be sure, include facilities for instruction, research, and

public service, but also facilities for students, and for

management and operation of the enterprise. A campus master

plan must be comprehensive.

It may well be that a campus master plan will include

replacement or rehabilitation of existing facilities, Such

replacement or rehabilitation must be clearly shown since
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these improvements may be just as vital to the enterprise as

the construction of new facilities. Replacement and rehabil-

itation raise questions of temporary arrangements during the

period of demolition and reconstruction. Frequently, some

overcrowding may be necessary or some rental of facilities

may be possible. The proposed temporary arrangements are an

integral part of a campus master plan.

Again it is essential that a campus master plan be form-

ulated in realistic terms. No higher education enterprise can

ever expect all the facilities it would like to enjoy. Thus

there is necessarily a close correlation between educational

plans and a campus master plan. The facility resources at

any particular time must be adequate to the educational plan.

Otherwise, the educational plan should be adjusted to the

anticipated plant resources of the enterprise.

A campus master plan, like an enterprise educational

plan, is not a static document. A campus master plan, like

an educational plan, should look at least ten years into the

future. Periodically, perhaps every two years or every four

years at least, both the educational plan and the campus mas-

ter plan should be updated to take account of changing cir-

cumstances, changing ideas, and changing needs.

A campus master plan is more than simply a map. It should

include a general statement of the enterprise purpose to be

realized by each new facility, a general program of space

requirements to be provided by each new facility, and a general
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description of building mass and form. All of these separate

project proposals are an indispensable part of the campus

master plan. It is the various project proposals which pro-

vide the basis for capital budgeting for the campus of a

higher education enterprise.

The Instructional Program

In order of priority after the educational plan and the

campus master plan, the third most important operating docu-

ment of a higher education enterprise is the instructional

program. Unfortunately, the catalogue appears to supply this

need at most higher education enterprises, and the usual

catalogue is a listing of courses offered by departments as

a kind of unordered array without obvious reason.

The instructional program of a higher education enter-

prise is the total of all individual degree programs provided

by the enterprise. Each separate degree program falls under

the jurisdiction of a program management level in the enter-

prise. The authority of program management may be exercised

through a collegial group (faculty or faculty committee) or

through a dean, but however structured, the authority is im-

portant. The authority is to establish a sequence of courses

which fulfill the established requirements and accomplish the

objectives of a degree program.

For every degree program, there should be a definite
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curriculum or sequence of coursE A degree program is a pro-

gram of specialized study which leads to award of a degree.

These degree programs may be at the two-year level (associate

degree), baccalaureate level (bachelor's degree), master's

level (master's degree), graduate professional level (graduate

professional degrees), and doctoral level (doctor's degree).

The one instructional program in a college or university

which may or may not result in a degree is the general studies

program. Most colleges and universities will provide a general

studies program of some scope. There appears to be general

agreement that a general studies program is desirable, even

though faculties and others have considerable difficulty in

defining the objectives of the program and in devising an ap-

propriate curriculum.

A general studies program is often a component part of

or a foundation for some other degree program. Thus in tech-

nical education programs at the associate degree level, there

is expected to be a general studies component providing in-

struction in knowledge and skins useful as a foundation for

particular para-professional competence. Baccalaureate pro-

grams in arts and sciencev and in professional fields will

also have a general studies component or foundation. Thus, a

baccalaureate program is not a complete four-year program of

courses; it is the specialized part of a baccalaureate pro-

gram built upon the base of a general studies program.

As we have suggested, a degree program is identified
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usually as a degree and a specialization. A degree program

would be an Associate in Applied Busine,,;.s in computer pro-

gramming, an Associate in Applied Science in nursing technology,

a Bachelor of Arts in English or mathematics, a Bachelor of

Science in pre-medicine or education, a Bachelor of Fine Arta

in music or art, a Bachelor of Architecture, a Bachelor of

Science in engineering or agriculture, a Master of Arts in

economics or French, a Master of Science in chemistry or school

administration, a Master of Public Administration, a Juris

Doctor in law, a Doctor of Optometry, a Doctor of Philosophy

in physics or sociology, a Doctor of Dental Surgery, a Doctor

of Veterinary Medicine, a Doctor of Medicine.

For each such degree program, thre is a curriculum pre-

scribed by the program management level of organization in a

higher education enterprise. The program management level

also supervises the performance of the curriculum. The appro-

priate parts of each curriculum are assigned to an operating

department, with enrollment projections for each course. Pro-

gram management must therefore maintain a program curriculum

register, a record of all courses which may be used to accom-

plish the purposes of the program.

The existence of a certain number of so-called "electives"

in a program curriculum complicates the maintenance of a pro-

gram curriculum register. In many programs the student is

offered a certain number of optional course credits for which
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he may make a free selection of coursno. Presumably this option

is provided the student in order that the student rather than

the faculty may decide what supplementary courses are of primary

interest to him. Presumably, also, this option affords the

student an opportunity to enroll in courses which complement

rather than repeat the instruction which the student has had

in high school. The assumptions about electives should be re-

viewed carefully by program managers and their validity fully

established. In many instances, it may be desirable to provide

"electives" within a limited range of choice.

For eve,7y program there are enrollment expectations. These

enrollment expectations may be based upon projections of ex-

perience as modified by admissions practice. To be sure, it

is possible that few, if any, persons will present themselves

as candidates for admission and enrollment in some particular

instructional program. Sometimes admission may entail an active

endeavor to recruit students for a certain program. Sometimes

admission may have to be cut off for some programs while re-

maining open for other programs.

It is essential that enrollment capacity be established

for every instructional program, and that enrollment not exceed

such capacity. To enroll students in an instructional program

beyond enrollment capacity is unfair to the student; indeed,

such action is a form of fraud and deceit.

A classification of instructional programs has been set
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forth earlier. Within such a classification scheme, the enter-

prise as a whole should prepare its roster of instructional

programs. This roster, which is more than a catalogue of

courses, would contain a complete listing of all the degree

programs provided by the enterprise. Without such a roster

of instructional programs, the enterprise lacks a program upon

which to base its budget requirements.

Other Programs

The instructional program is obviously not the only pro-

gram involved in the operation of a higher education enter-

prise. There are other programs as well to be brought to-

gether. At a minimum, each higher education enterprise

should have five other program documents besides the instruc

tional program.

First, there might be a combined research and public ser-

vice program document, or roster, of all the individual research

projects and all individual research projects and all individual

public service projects to be operated by a higher education

enterprise in a budget period. This document would constitute

the approved separately budgeted research and separately budgeted

public service projects to which the enterprise is committed.

Secondly, there should be an auxiliary services program

document setting forth the specific performance objectives for

the student health service, the residence hall service, the
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student center, intercollegiate athletics, and other services.

It is high2y desirable to have program goals for each of these

services as a basis upon which to build their budget heeds,

In the third place, there should be an instructional sup-

port document, consisting of a library program, an instruc-

tional services program (audio-visual, broadcasting, etc.),

and departmental support program. This last part of the in-

structional support program should set forth the standards for

departmental staffing other than faculty staffing.

In the fourth place, there is a need for a ttudent aid

document setting forth the categories of financial assistance

to be provided students and the total numherof students to be

assisted by these various categories.

In the fifth place, there should be an enterprise operating

program setting forth the objectives in the work to be per-

formed in student affairs, planning, budget aAd finance, gen-

eral services, plant operation, public information and develop-

ment; and general administration.

It may be added that all such program documents should

be prepared on either an annual or biennial basis.

Opp rations

At the operating level of the higher education enterprise

there must be a work program. This mans essentially that each

academic department or other academic unit must prepare a
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definite work performance document setting forth two things:

(1) the work to be accomplished in a given year in terms of

student credit hours to he produced, and (2) the technology

or work process to be employed in this production.

An academic department will have a course roster, a list-

ing of all course offerings as approved for each program in

which the department participates. This course roster will

show the student credit hour enrollment for each course in

each program as projected by program management. In addition,

for each course the technology will be shown primazily by means

)f the staffing requirements for each course: the number of

senior faculty members (professor, associate professor, and

assistant professor) per student credit hours supplemented by

the number of faculty assistants (teaching assistant, labora-

tory assistant, and course assistant) per student credit hours.

Only when each academic department has such an oparations

work plan can it lay claim to adequate preparation for carry-

ing out its academic role in various instructional programs.

The Capital improvements Six -Year Plan

The campus master plan and a projection of space needs

are, of. course, the basis for preparing a six-year capital im-

provements plan. This plan sets forth the actual projects

which a higher education enterprise must undertake to con-

struct in order to provide the necessary physical facilities
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with which to anhieve its educational goals. Because of the

lead-time involved between the start of detailed planning for

a project and occupancy of the structure, the six-year plan

is, in fact, a projection of facility needs about ten years

beyond the time when the plan is formulated.

Physical facilities are essential to the performance of

educational programs. The need for such facilities, however,

depends in large part upon certain policy choices, upon plant

utilization standards, and upon space standards. The extent

to which a higher education enterprise seeks to provide re-

search space in conjunction with instructional space is a policy

choice. The extent to which an enterprise seeks to house its

student enrollment is a policy choice. The extent to which an

enterprise seeks to provide student service facilities is a

policy choice. These decisions determine plant needs.

Standards of space utilization and of space need also in-

fluence the demand for physical facilities. Obviously the

more hours per week existing and projected instructional facil-

ities can be scheduled for use, the less demand there will be

for total instructional space. The more carefully developed

The space standards per student station for Ilassroom and

laboratory facilities, the space standards for faculty offices,

the space standards for library seating and book storage, and

the space standards for other space use, then the less likeli-

hood there is for waste or unutilised space.

A capital improvements six-year plan must be carefully
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evaluated in terms of the reasonable prospects for financing

the desired number and magnitude of projects. If the magni-

tude of the plan exceeds reasonable expectations of financing,

alternative adjustments in the educational plan or the enter-

prise must be formulated.

The Capital Improvements Two-Year Program

The capital improvements two-year program is the budget

recommendations of a higher education enterprise for capital

improvements projects to be incorporated in the capital im-

provements appropriation of state government or in the current

financing program of the board of trustees. The projects in-

cluded in a two-year program are those from the six-year plan

for which there is the greatest immediate urgency.

The facilities projects making up the two-year program

are necessarily those for which careful advanced planning has

already proceeded through the initial stages. ThePe initial

stages include'

1. The educational program concept in detail

2. The proposed site

3. The site development needs in relation to utilities,

drainage, soil condition, traffic, general orien-

tation to campus

4. The architectural concept

S. Estimated cost by
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a. Site

b. Site development

c. Building

d. Equipment

e. Architectural service

f. Contingencies

Current Operating Budget

The current operating budget of a higher education enter-

prise should be divided into five component parts, each part

representing a major activity area of operations. These five

component parts would bet

1. Instruction extd General

2. Research

3. Public Service

4. Auxiliary Services

5. Student Aid

for the enterprise as a whole, there needs to be a summary

of income and expenditure as shown in the exhibit herewith.

This kind of summary can only be constructed rnon the basis

of much detailed preparation of budget estimates and account-

ing records.

Here we shall concentratrl our attention upon the budget

preparation for instruction and general operation. On a

program basis, such budget must be prepared in accordance
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with the programs offered by the enterprise. These programs

can be brought together under the following program categor-

ies:

1. General Studies

2. Technical Education

3. Baccalaureate in Arts and Sciences

4. Baccalaureate in Professional Studies

5. Master's Degrees

6. Graduate Professional Decrees

7. Doctoral Degrees

Because of the peculiar budgetary requirements of medical

programs, it is desirable to separate out these programs from

the graduate professional category and so have an additional

program grouping:

8. Medical Degrees

There may be as many as 15 component parts in the group-

ing of Baccalaureate in Professional Studies, and there may

be four or five component programs in the category of Graduate

Professional Degrees. Needless to say, a program budget must

be prepared for each component program and not just the cate-

gory groupings alone.

For each component degree program offered by the enter-

prise, the essential data include program output and program

technology. The program output would be presented at

1. Total Student Credit Hours to be Produced
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The program technology would be presented as follows:

1. Faculty work load: student credit hours per faculty

member

2. Instructional assistance work loads student credit

hours per teaching assistant

3. Faculty support personnel per student credit hour

4. Average faculty salary

5. Average teaciang assistant salary

6. Average faculty support salary

Upon the basis of these output data and standards of in-

struction, an instructional budget can be constructed along

these lines:

1. Faculty instruction (number of faculty X average

salary)

2. Faculty assistance (number of teaching assistants X

average salary)

3. Faculty support (number of faculty support personnel

X average salary)

4. Fringe benefit costs.

Departmental instruction expense, of course, includes

other items besides personnel costs. These other items include:

5. Supplies and equipment

6. Travel and other

7. Program management

The amounts budgeted for these various parts of Depart-

mental Instruction and Research will necessarily reflect
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determinations based upon judgments about desirable practice

within available income limitations.

The entire budget of a higher education enterprise for

Instruction and General operation would include these seven

component groupings:

1. Departmental Instruction and Research

2. Instructional Services

3. Libraries

4. Student Services

5. General Expense

6. Plant Operation

7. Administration

Por each of these account groupings in addition to depart-

mental instruction, there will ba personnel service expense

and other expense. When these budgeted requirements are di-

vided by total full-time equivalent students, we have a state-

want of projected expense in each account grouping per student.

The direct expense of Instruction and General operation --

the first three items above -- are usually expected to amount

to about 65 percent of the total expenditures for this activity

area of a higher education enterprise. About 35 percent will

be required for the overhead expense of the enterprise (stu-

dent services, general expense, plant operation, and adminis-

tration).
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Integration of Income and Expenditure

It is essential in program budgeting, indeed in all

budgeting, that income be provided for all expenditures. On

a current operating basis, income for Instruction and Ceneral

operation of a higher education enterprise may be derived

from these sources:

1. Transfers from reserves

2. Subsidies from government

a. federal

b. state

c. local

3. Charges

4. hndowment income

5. Gifts

6. Other income

For Instruction and General operation, a summary of ex-

penditures would include'

1. Operating expense

2. Transfers to Research

3. Transfers to Public Service

4. Transfers to Auxiliary Services

5. Transfers to Student

6. Transfers to reserves
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General

It is necessary to have detailed and summary budgets of

operating expense for the research area, the public service

area, the auxiliary services area, and the student aid area

of a higher education enterprise. It is also necessary for

each of these areas of activity to have also a summary of

available income and of expenditure. This summary of income

would include transfers from general income in addition to

the other categories of income just outlined above. The sum-

mary of expenditure would include operating expense and trans-

fers to reserves.

Only a program budget provides information about higher

education output and the expense of various program compon-

ents of a higher education enterprise. Only a program budget

clearly reveals the fiscal facts of higher education. only

a program budget permits effective budget managementof a

higher education enterprise.
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